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NBPremier speaks on Canadian issues
no-one is willing to sit down ond 
formally discuss them. Hatfield 
stated "1 think if we got to the 

table we would 
discover that our differences ore

fiiti&itii inot commit illegal acts or make 
political decisions. That is not their 
job."

On economic matters, Hatfield | 
spoke critically on the Foreign ;
Investment Review Board. He said n 
we need foreign investment and | 
that *ze have the political clout to 
control it, but without it we can't 
create jobs. The premier stated 
that "The opinion abroad is that 
Canada wants no foreign invest
ment, which is too bod, because 
Canadians are unwilling to invest 
in their own country."

He expressed the opinion that 
the recent constitutional and unity 
problems are having a negative 
effect on the Canadian economy, 
that the unstable situation is 
scoring off potential investors.

Speaking on the economy 
Hatfield discussed on issue of 
prime concern to University 

He stressed that it was New students, that of Student Loans. 
Brunswick who closed down the Premier Hatfield explained that 
Bricklan project, and not the revenue is down again this year,

therefore the budget will be one 
Speaking on the recent RCMP of restraint. Since the pertinent

issue, Hatfield stated that he data is not all in yet, the exact
thought some of their, actions amount that will be allowed to
were questionable. He said that student loans is as yet undeter-
the fundamental question was mined, but the amount of
who is in charge of the police? Is it individual loans most likely won’t
the government, or Is it the police increase, but they shouldn't drop
themselves? According to Premier either. Loans will not become any
Hatfield, it seems as if the harder to get either,
government was Intimidated by |n the course of the evening 
the Mounties. Hatfield said he Hatfield also answered questions
believed that the RCMP had to on subjects such as the economic
report the Minister of Justice feasibility of accepting federal

Speaking again on the issue of (federal) who must be responsible funds for the construction of large
notional unity the Premier stated for their actions ond keep them hospital schools, etc. which cost
that the greviances of Quebec are from doing anything illegal, more to maintain than New
greatly aggravated by the fact that Hatfield said "The RCMP should Brunswick by itself can afford to

By RICK FOWLER

In an Informal address to 
Mackenzie House men's residence discussion ; Uili.
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on Wednesday night, Premier 
Richard Hatfield said that the 50 9reaf. including Quebec's. 
"Quebecquois viewed the wide- The reason they appear so

goddamn great is that we are 
unwilling to formally discuss 
them."

lût
■

spread support of Prime Minister 
Trudeau's implementing the War 
Measures Act as meaning Fuck 
civil liberty, get in there and get 
those guys." refering to the 1970 
Quebec Crisis.

Hatfield was questioned about 
the ever-popular Bricklan issue. 
Hatfield explained that the reason 
Brickland (the auto plant) failed 
was that it required another 
fifteen to twenty million dollars, 
which New Brunswick would not 
put in alone. He said the reasons 
the project found itself in this 
predicament was in port due to 
the fact that it produced too many 
cars at once and had to order

■
National unity was one of the 

issues stressed by Premier 
Hatfield during the Forum. When 
asked what he thought about the 
constitutional issue, Hatfield re
plied that "The fact that we have 
no constitution, that it is an act of 
British Parliament, is a reflection 
of our political immaturity."

Hatfield stated that he would 
like to see clauses of regional 
disparity, equalization of transpor
tation standardization and subsi- 
dation written into the constitu
tion. He feels that the myth that 
the transportation can be self- 
supporting and produce profit is 
ridiculous. Hatfield stated “I think 
transportation must be subsidized, 
its a fact of life. If not, a one-way 
ticket to P.E.I. on the ferry would 
cost three-hundred dollars."

Hatfield also felt that the official 
language act of New Brunswick 
should be incorporated into the 
constitution, with a provision for 
N.B. to ammend it.
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pay. To this question the Premier 
replied that federal funds are also 
used for the up keep of these 
facilities.

When asked if he thought it was 
wise to borrow so much federal 
money Hatfield stated "I don't see 
the day when New Brunswick 
won’t hove to borrow money."

He said that he was against 
Capital Punishment. He said his 
opinion was greatly influenced by 
the book Star Wormwood which 
he feels proves that the death 
penalty is not a deferent to capital 
crime ond is an affront to human 
dignity.

Hatfield was asked how he felt 
about the legalization of mari
juana, to which he replied that not 
enough is known about the good 
and bad effects of the drug, and he

sh.
to get a 
mselves, 
ant to do 
need is feels funds should be allotted for 

research to determine its safety, 
and then the facts should be 
presented to the people for their 
decision.

idia next 
itational 
allowing 
ainst Mt. The forum was presented by the 

Mackenzie House, who periodical
ly present these discussions. 
Thanks go to the House committee 
for arranging the forum.
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where "Christians don’t like to go 
because conditions are deplorable 
behind bars." „

When asked about his doctrines 1 
he said that he didn't really have k 
any special doctrine he just trys to L 
get people to follow Jesus and I 
after that "I don't care where they I 
go or what religious sect they I 
follow." Rev. Johnson was asked I 
his opinion of the TV ministry. 1 
"They are making a good effort B 
but I will not pass judgement on ® 
any of them because as the bible 
says ‘Judge not lest ye be judged".

When asked about the reaction 
of the crowd at UNB he said it was 
better than in some other 
universities but not as good as 
some. He said that at kent State

were

SBy JEFF IRWIN $You may have noticed last 
Friday at lunch time there was a 
crowd gathered around the front 
of the SUB. The subject of this 
crowds' attention was a man who

'

1 * i,1
was preaching the gospel. The . 
man is Rev. Dwight Johnson, L ™
ordained by the Tennesee United » ,
Christian Assoc., and he will be in B| t Ifcri i 
the Fredericton area for approxi- 
motely the next two weeks.

Rev. Johnson has had quite a 
background. He spent two years in 
the U.S. Army and one year in 
Vietnam as a truck driver. When 
he returned from overseas he was 
hooked on drugs. To feed his habit 
it was necessary to procure money 
in every way. He was arrested for 
trying to break open a safe. Before 
going to trial he bought some pills 
and popped them as he had no 
veins to shoot into. And as he was 
"rushing and tripping" down the 
street three words came to him,
"Call on Jesus." He ran to a church 
nearby, but there was no one 
there so he ran to the nearest 
house. A minister appeared at the 
door and took him in side and 
began to "drive the demons from
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me . . . three hpurs later when I 
got up off my knees I knew I didn’t 
need dope any more, I was free." 
When Rev. Johnson returned to 
court he told the judge his story. 
The judge said so you've seen the 
light eh? then he banged his little 
gravel and said "One to five years 
for attempted robbery,"

Rev. Johnson spent 2 1 /2 years 
in Penland State Prison where he 
got a bible and began to study it. 
Since he got out of Prison he has 
been preaching all over North 
America and Parts of Europe. He 
has preached in Universities and 
on street corners as well as in 
prisons and other institutions

University, apple cores 
thrown at he and a friend of his 
got a pie in the face while at the 
Mormon University north of Salt 
Lake City he was well received B 
and had a good audience.

Anyone wishing to get in touch 
with Rev. Johnson can do so by 
writing Rev. Dwight Johnson c/0 
P.O. Boz 411 Minto or calling 
327-3272.
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FOR SALE, scientific calculator, TYRING: reports, essays, fetters,
has memory, scientific notation, stencils, etc., quickly and accurate-
trig, and arc trig functions, square fy m own home. English only.

■ root. PI, logarithm, and reciprocal. Elizabeth Barrett. 98 Linden
WANTED: looking for a ride to FOR SALE 1974 Datsun 8210 Works In degrees or radians. Crescent, Fredericton, 472-1996
Union Station In Toronto after final automatic. Very good condition. About 2 years old, asking $20 with
Christmas exam on Saturday. Dec. 24,000 miles, zlebarted, radio, adapter, $12 without. Call WANTED, two Ice-hockey referees
17th. Can share expenses for gas, winter tires. Asking $2,000. Call 454-6016 and osk for Andrew or *o referee In a ball hockey league,
etc. If you are able to help out, 455-8810 preferably between 5 leave note at yearbook office, Rm. Eorn 20.00 a night for. four
please call Pete Henry. Room 308 and 7. 31 SUB one-hour games. For more Info
Jones House. Phone 453-4923. HELP/ I need my tapes bock - ZBM C°" J°"e$> 454 H 15

TYPING: Monday, Tuesday and TYPING: available, neat, efficient gg before I go crazy. Knights In AVAILABLE: closer than Lady
Wednesdays — 201 MacDonald own IBM electric pick up and White Satin Is the only thing that Dunn 11 one half of a doubleroom
Ave. Fredericton. Phone 472-6309. delivery If required, fast service can save me - but midnight tonlgh; ln 0 furnished townhouse. Two full

Call Rita. 472-0616. \ Is the deadline you know the room bathrooms. Heat and electricity
No Kevin - so hussle your buns I Included In rent. Washer, dryer
signed - Sheila of Woodstock. ond other appliances provided.

, .. Available December 1977. Call
FOR SALE: skis- Lange Banshee 455-2113. Ask for Elizabeth.
200 cm. look Nevada bindings >
Obermyer ski brakes $150 or best WANTED: organist and choir
offer; boots - Lange Phantom size director for Nashwaaksls United
11, $75 or best offer; speakers ■ Church Phone Jean Holyoke
Janszen Z-400 electrostatic tweet- [chairman of the music commlt-
ers 11" woofers, $140 or best tee] for further Information call
offer; GIVE AWAY 2 kittens phone 472-7487 
455-0697

Classifieds. BrurIxunswkkaiL-
By JAMES BROCK

The credibility of Brunswickan 
journalism was questioned in a 
recent article in the Dalhousle 
Gazette, Halifax, Nova Scotia.

The article otxused the Bruns
wickan of being "misinformed" of 
misquoting and of slighting the 
National Union of Students 
referendum by including false 
information about NUS.

Student newspaper credibility Is 
definitely of concern here, but the 
Dalhousie Gazette has either 
knowingly or unknowingly given 
erroneous information in its 
article.

The article said that the 
Brunswickan quoted Jim Murray, 
SRC president as saying that 
student fees in NUS were $55,000 
whereas they are actually $5700. 
The quote was indeed a misquote 
on the Bruns’ port, however the 
Brunswickan informed NUS secre
tary Dan O'Conner that the error 
was a typesetting one and would 
be rectified in the next issue, 
which it was.

O'Connor accused Murray of 
withholding information, although 
Murray is not responsible for the 
incoming information. That duty is 
the responsibility of the external 
vice-president, who was then Alex 
Murittli Kilbaki. All information 
received from NUS was read at 
council meetings despite allega
tions that it was "tossed aside" 
and ignored,

The article then quoted O'Con
nor as saying that the campaign

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
Sarah Ingersoll

MANAGING EDITOR

NEWS EDITOR 
Sheenogh Murphy

SPORTS EDITOR

FREE ALBUM Listen to CHSR 
Fridays 7 - 9 p.m. This weeks 
record Bruce Cockburn "In the 
Falling Dark."

MIGRAINE HEADACHE SUFFERERS:
— The Department of Psychology 
Is conductlnga Biofeedback ex
periment. Open to students, 
faculty and staff. For details 
contact the secretaries In the main WANTED: by Law students, 4 
office of Kelrstead Hall. Phone bedroom house, apartment, or

flat, near campus, call 453-4555, 
rm 201. If no one In, please leave

AVAILABLE: will tutor students 
requiring help In basic language 
skills for writing of assignments, 
essays, etc. Fee negotiable 
according to personal finances. 
454-9229.
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ADVERTISING MANAGERS 
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Cindy Patterson

453-4708
WANTED: female roommate to 
share lovely old apt. near 
University prefer grad or older 
student. 455-1602 - keep trying.

j - WANTED: 2 people to share large
FREE: furnace Efficiency test anc house on Aberdeen St. Close to 
check for heat loss In home call downtown, grocery stores, etc. 
472-5533 for appointment Energy approx. $120.00 per month 
Conservation Services 342 Union [Includes rent, heat, hydro, basic 
St. sponsored by Conservation phone, and cable] Phone Im- 
Councll of N.B. " mediately, 454-1186.

message.

FOR SALE: 1973 Renault TL12, 
Michelin tires, four doors, asking 

PERSONAL: needed - volunteers to $900 os „ ,s co|| 455-6967. 36 
shore friendship by letter with one 
of 87 male prison Inmates. Adopt 
a con this Christmas I No cost.
Describe self. Interests, etc. Write: TYPING: a bilingual UNB grad will

with type your essays, reports, thesis 
Box 57J, Centrevllle, etc. IBM typewriter [electric]. Fast,

neat, efficient, Phone: 454-2241. ^
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S ENGLISH DUFFLE COATS
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TYPESETTER 
Kathy WestmanCommunity Involvement 

Inmates,
N.B , E0J 1H0 s<s Kay Moreland 

Kathryn Wakeling 
Peter Archibald 
Jan Trifts 
Gary Cornish 
James Brock 
Jean-Louis Tremblay 
Ursula Wawer 
Judy Kavanagh 
Ariel Ford 
Gerry Laskey 
Siobhan Laskey 
John Hamilton 
Robert Macmillan 
James Burness 
Allan Patrick 
Malcolm Brewer 
Matthew Penny 
Rick Fowler

SPORTS

Tom Best 
Dave Porter 
Jeff Irwin 
Gary Ward 
Dave Slipp 
Barry Roberts 
Dan Levert 
Bob Skillen

THE BRUNSWILKAN - In its 
112th year of publication is 
Canada's oldest official stu
dent publication. THE BRUNS
WICKAN is published wbekly 
on the Fredericton campus of 
the University of New 
Brunswick by the UNB Student 
Union (Inc.). THE BRUNSWICK
AN office is located at Room 
35, Student Union Building, 
College Hill, Fredericton, New 
Brunswick. Printed at Henley 
Publishing Limited, Wood- 

stock, New Brunswick. 
Subscriptions $5.00 per year. 
Postage paid in cash at the 
third doss rate, permit no. 7.

Local advertising 
rates available at 453-4983.
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MOWat STONE’S STUDIO
FOR GRADUATION PHOTOS.
SPECIAL PRICES FOR ALL
UNB & ST THOMAS STUDENTS

PHONG 455-7578 
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By JOHN HELLO

To hell with Quebec, means t< 
hell with Canada?

This was one of forme 
Newfoundland Premier, Joe) 
Smallwood's opening comments a 
a speech delivered at the openim 
of St. Thomas University's nooi 
hour lecture series. Mr. Small 
wood's speech dealt with Cana 
dian unity from a Newfoundlam 
Perspective.

Mr. Smallwood went on ti 
explain what would happen t< 
Canada "if we let Quebec go t< 
hell". He stated that it would b< 
the five million Quebecers wh< 
would mark the ballots in 1 

referendum for Canada. "But yoi 
and I can determine how the fivi 
million Quebecers would marl

V.

M U R R AT 
MCLAUCIHLAN

I n c o n c er I
Presented by 

Radio CIHI
FOR CHRISTMAS GIVING

King's Rises Mill 
454-2301
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MART
M A A T EDITORS NOTE: The below Is c 

personal opinion and not neces 
sarily that of the Bruns or the SRC 

By BILL CLARKE

Joseph R. Smallwood, forms 
premier of Newfoundland gave 
lecture at St. Thomas Universit 
last week.

The title of the lecture wa 
entitled Confederation — 
Newfoundland Perspective how 
ever Mr. Smallwood spoke c 
length on the issue of Nationc 
Unity and love for one's brother 
and sisters in Quebec. Inability ti 
exercise sound judgement ii 
decisions in one's own area doe 
not exclude the discovery o 
solutions to universal problems.

One must realize Confederatioi 
of Newfoundland with Canodi 
was a bitter and hard fough 
struggle, often only one side o 
which has been shown. T<
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We honor Mutual Life 
Pr escription 

Insurance Plan
Complete line of cosmetics 

Laura Secord Candies 
X-Mos Gift Ideas,

X-Mos Home Decorations 
Camera Supplies 

Greeting Cards.
Hrs. OPEN - Mon. - Sot. Till 9 pm 

Also Sunday 6 Holidays

The Playhouse
Advance tickets 

at Box Office

Tuesday, November 29 
7.00 p.m. and! 9.30 p.m.

THE BRUNSWICKAN, for legal 
purposes, will not print any 
letters to the editor if they are 
not properly signed. THE 
BRUNSWICKAN will, however, 
withhold any names upon 
request.
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VISA Opinions expressed in this 

newspaper are not necessari
ly those of the Student's 
Representative Council, or the 
Administration of the Univer
sity.
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Bruns c re dibility que s tione d by D al
it leost wo. given. According to Press, Q notlonol new. ogency. 
Murray even more notice wo. 
given, who ventured thot threr 
week, was closer to the truth.

wo. "really dirty", a. ontl-NUS 
people included false Information 
in article. In the Bruns, which the 
paper foiled to check out". If the 
Gazette would check Its source. It 
would see thot the Brunswickon 
carried both anti and pro NUS 
stories, and over each there was 
an editor's note which sold that 
the opinions expressed In the 
article were not necessarily those 
of the Bruns or the SRC.

The Bruns hod taken no stand on 
the issue, preferring to present 
both sides, and allow the students 
to moke up their own minds. This 
can be supported by checking 
bock issues of the Brunswickon. 
An editorial was written on the 
campaign which stated points,
both for and against NUS. 
According to news editor Sheen- 
agh Murphy, this stand was taken 
as the staff was split on whether 
to vote for or against rejoining 
NUS, some against, some for.

O'Connor mode another allega
tion in the Gazette article when he 
sold that NUS was handicapped by 
the "snap way" In which the
referendum was handled. Accord
ing to Murray this is unfounded os 
when he ran for office last spring, 
NUS and his opinion of It was part 
of his main platform.

In addition the article said that 
O'Connor felt that NUS only
received one and a half weeks to 
inform people about the organiza
tion. An article in the UNB
constitution states that there must 
be t Igast a two week notice of any 
referendum and thot much notice

By JAMES BROCK national student organizations."
Concluding the article, O'Con

nor was quoted os saying thot NUS 
hopes to hove another UNB 
referenda this year. Murray's 
response to this was "Over my 
dead body I There won’t be 
another referendum concerning 
NUS when I am In office. As far os 
I'm concerned the Issue has been 
decided.

It should be mentioned here 
that the NUS referendum foiled by 
a very small margin and the 
possibility of another referendum 
should not be unlikely.

According to Murray, APB was a 
waste of money, and The 
Brunswickon staff were dissatisfi
ed with the calibre and veracity of 
the CUR news service, In addition, 
last spring

The credibility of Brunswickon 
journalism was questioned In a 
recent article in the Dalhousie 
Gazette, Halifax, Nova Scotia.

The article atxused the Bruns- 
wickan of being "misinformed" of 
misquoting and of slighting the 
Notional Union of Students 
referendum by including false 
information about NUS.

Student newspaper credibility Is 
definitely of concern here, but the 
Dalhousie Gazette has either 
knowingly or unknowingly given 
erroneous Information in Its 
article.

The article said thot the 
Brunswickon quoted Jim Murray, 
SRC president as saying that 
student fees in NUS were $55,000 
whereas they ore actually $5700. 
The quote was indeed a misquote 
on the Bruns' port, however the 
Brunswickon informed NUS secre
tary Dan O'Conner that the error 
was a typesetting one and would 
be rectified in the next Issue, 
which it was.

O'Connor accused Murray of 
withholding information, although 
Murray Is not responsible for the 
incoming information. Thot duty Is 
the responsibility of the external 
vice-president, who was then Alex 
Murittii Kilbaki. All Information 
received from NUS was read at 
council meetings despite allega
tions that it was "tossed aside" 
and ignored,

The article then quoted O'Con
nor as saying that the campaign

ÉF
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Another allegation which O'
Connor mode In the article Is that
UNB would not be a serious loss os
a member because the campus con,e,rence' w*r* radically 
has been "steadily isolating" Itself roised ond the Brunswickon was 
over the past year. He was unob,e *° *»licit the necessary 
referring to UNB's withdrawal ,unds' 
from the Atlantic Federation of

TOR Notional CUP

t
thy

« Murray prefers to think of UNB's 
Students lost year and the withdrawal from these orgonizo- 
Brunswickan decision to sever tions os a way of "showing our 
relations with Canadian University extreme dissatisfaction with allMTORS

Zamboni does it again !!EDITOR
id

By LEVI DUJOHN
KGERS
I A hockey gome two weeks ago 

was the scene of the break down 
of the Zamboni ice machine 
again. A familiar occurance last „ 
year, this Is the first time the 
machine has broken down this

V

ionce
»-•OUT

n

jyepr.
According to Aitken Centre 

director Gord Label, a moth 
caught in the fuel line of the 
machine. According to manager
Roy Lutes, the culprit was dirt in muiuiwi m less man Ten minutes, 
the gas line. It appears no one is markedly faster than when the 
quite certain of what actually Zamboi was used.

Label said the Aitken Centre

-«Kill

round to do this.
Don McAdam, hockey coach of 

the Red Devils was asked if the
caused the breakdown.

The hockey game continued due management is considering pur- condition of the ice affected the 
to the timely intervention of chasing ice scrapers in the event morale of the players. He said it 
volunteers who offered their thattin accident of this sort should had not. He said thot they realized 
services to clean the ice manually, occur again. Label said he wasn't that the other team hod to play 
fhe ice was cleaned in this sure where the money would be under the some conditions

V

Smallwood-“I ts up to us to keep Quebec”
here is a solution to most ot thep potential for greatness than 

roblems resulting from the Canada." These statements lead 
present situation in Quebec. He to Mr. Smallwood’s explanation of 
suggested that, Those of us who the present actions taken by 
are not French, can say to the Quebec's present government. "It
French, my fellow Canadians, be is not that they (the French) ___ ;
French. We don t want you to be to destroy or separate Canada." 
imitation English, Scotish, Scand- "It is in their pride as Canadians 
inavian, etc." He justified this that they insist on having the 
statement by speaking of the nation-wide respect of the 
English Canadians love for Canadian people." "They want to 
Canada. "That is a big price to ask be an integral part of the whole." 
of the other eighteen million 
Canadians to pay for the unity of 
their country." "Provided we I 
Canada if will enable us to

By JOHN HELLO

To hell with Quebec, means to 
hell with Canada?

This was one of former 
Newfoundland Premier, Joey 
Smallwood's opening comments at 
a speech delivered at the opening 
of St. Thomas University's noon 
hour lecture series. Mr. Small
wood's speech dealt with Cana
dian unity from a Newfoundland 
Perspective.

Mr. Smallwood went on to 
explain what would happen to 
Canada "if we let Quebec go to 
hell". He stated that It would be 
the five million Quebecers who 
would mark the ballots in a those ballots." "The original Canada as newcomers." "They
referendum for Canada. "But you Canadians werethe French." "They love a right to be proud of being
and I con determine how the five are so proud to be Canadiens, that ,he original Canadians."
million Quebecers would mark they look upon the other people in

wont

The former Newfoundland Pre- 
love mier then grasped the crowd with 

a series of very disturbing 
continue to keep the French questions, such as, "Are the
culture as part of Canada." eighteen million other Canadians

It, seemed somewhat contradic- big enough?" "Do they love
tory however for Mr. Smallwood Canada that much?" "We have the
to then moke the statement, that, wisdom to change the British
"The issue of Canadian Unity ./os North America Act (Canada's
a diversion." "The real issue is Constitution), but do we want it?"
unemployment and regional dis- "We have to be sincere." "Do we
parity." "If you want Canadian wont Canada to go from greatness
unity, you have to solve all of to greatness?" 
these problems first." Qne of Mr. Smallwood's most

EDITORS NOTE: The below Is a broaden this perspective on The resettlement program dev- " Smallwo<xl ,hen began to significant closing comments was 
personal opinion and not neces- Newfoundland Confederation, one estated the lives and livelihoods of *“bstan,,ate the significance of that, "The French people ore very
sorfly that of the Bruns or the SRC. speaker during the question many decent Newfoundlanders î-h® e*isten^.e ?f ,he Dominion °* Proud." It is felt that by taking this

By BILL CLARKE period brought forward a number and brought about a reduction in r”'ado' ond ,he moin,enance ot statement for its full worth we con
Joseoh R Cmnliw ri « of pointS- the real income of the people who Dominion. He executed this learn to deal with the French

premier of Neïln f°rm*r Confederation was accepted by now exist in welfare centers. 1*k|in rathe.rh pre5ari°u$ly bV question by approaching the
premier of Newfoundland gave a only a slim margin In the final dealing with such issues as French Canadians with respect
lecture at St. Thomas University 1949 referendum (52 percent in The mainstays of the Confédéré- Canadas continuing respect for and dignity and os an integral part
os , We®,.' . favour ond 48 percent opposed to lion campaign such as the baby ,he Crown (the Queen). Hi; of Canada. An integral part of

♦uiLi r- « u *cture wos Confederation). bonus, old age pension, and other comments were os follows. "Thi Canadian identity that Canada ond
»n ,ed Confederation — a At present the unemployment in social assistance programs hove Beginning of wisdom was said tr Canadians cannot do without.

ew oundland Perspective how- Newfoundland Is at the some rate helped transform industrious be the beginning of th* fear of Overall, Mr. Smallwood
ever Mr. Smallwood spoke at as it wos during the depression. It communities into havens for p0®- Tb* beginning of wisdom well received. Following the
engtb on the issue of National would seem unfair to blame this alcoholics and the like, and *or . Canadians today is the elcture Mr. Smallwood attended a
n ty and love for one s brothers on the present Newfoundland destroy the pride of a very honest Beginning of fear for Canada's luncheon, ond later conducted a

and sisters in Quebec. Inability to administration who were saddled and proud people. prospects. "I don't know of any seminar for a History doss at St
exerc.se sound judgement in upon taking office with an idle oil It is realized Newfoundland — ‘ ld in the w°rld that has more Thomas.
deci„on, in one's own area doe, refinery and linerboard plane, and operatic m a loîs More
solutions Vunlversol'problem, hydro-elect^ ^development,* C°nf*dera,i°"- bot with as broad

One must realize Confederation who's profit is being reaped by o land mo$s ond resource base in
of Newfoundland with Canada tlLcnot to ^honTrobber °H?%££ XSt

bitter and hard fought plant, knitting mills, and a host of to Imaaine the
druggie, often only one side of other failures introduced by Mr. 
which has been shown. To
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e • • •a fr pa 3 •* wo* also noted by Mr.
situation tonoi improve wim some Smallwood that the rate of debt In 
honest leadership and decisions Newfoundland has Increased 
mode by a government rather more since his administration 
than just one man.

e ee
was

finally forced out of office, than 
The. rate of debt has soared In from Confederation up to that 

Newfoundland since Confedera- time. Not considering inflationary 
tion and there has been a effects, It was similarly neglected 
decrease In the quality of the to mention that a great deal of this 
people. money was spent on trying to

Mr. Smallwood was asked If he salvage Smallwood failures and as 
thought It would be possible for interest on previously incurred 
Newfoundland to be as for in debt debts. Also an attempt was mode 
os It is now hod they remained to revitalize the fishery which had 
outside Confederation, and also been let fall by the previous 
what had awakened the present administration, whose attitude 
great pride in one's wonderful, had been to tell the fishermen that 
wonderful country, the love for they could go and burn their boats, 
one's brothers and sisters, cousins 
and aunts, uncles and children, benefits to Newfoundland of 
and the pride and determination Confederation, citing specifically 
to preserve tradition and distinc- the giving away of Newfound- 
tion which seemed so non-existant land's mineral 
in his campaign to sell the country marine resources, and hydro- 
of Newfoundland some 28 years electric power in return for

impressive sums of unemployment 
The former premier noted that and social assistance sent by 

when he was born in the year Ottawa's 
1900, there
"unemployment" in Newfound- be o Canadian and how

Sometimes 
when you reach /- 

for a dream. H, 
you have to leave 
something behind.
■m

FixwM

a

r xXL
?

*

Mr. Smallwood noted the PL

p!ê‘ ^L,J||
resources, vast

ago.

shear benevolence, 
was 90 percent while stating how proud he was to

every
land and that this rate of Newfoundlander should be proud 
"unemployment" had decreased of this situation, 
steadily since then. It was 
neglected to say that the men who Mr. Smallwood demonstrated the 
he classified as "unemployed" universal knowledge, clear think- 
fished about half the year, as ing, impeccable philosophy, and 
weather permitted, and in the eloquence that sold a country of 
duration worked on their boats, Newfoundlanders 
fishing gear, dragged out wood, rather be in hell with their bocks 
and worked ,on their houses, broken in return for a hondfull of 
gardens, and land. These so-called government handouts. Well done, 
"unemployed" had a greater real Joey, you would certainly make 
income than the amount of the me proud to say 1 was Canadian if I 
present social assistance cheques, were not blind, or deaf, or stupid 
and a sense of worth greater than enough not to realize the 
that found in any tavern.

«SaisHis remarks on Quebec aside, I1 t!l|i t \ \ibj it l
*4
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SHOWTIMES SATURDAY 
4 SUNDAY 7 4 9

ADULT - All Ages Permitted 472-0286

situation. il
K .jl

; '!!■ '1
i *». "Library hours extended 1 !

|l;!il!Ü

Partial Restoration of Library allowance in the budget, although 
Hours for Spring Term. she disagrees with the apparent

As we go to the press, the policy of Dr. Anderson that the 
Brunswickan has learned that collections of the library may have 
President Anderson has authoriz- to suffer at the expense of longer 
ed the Harriet Irving Library tc hours in the future. Nevertheless, 
overspend their budget sufficient- for those of you who were upset at 
ly to allow the reinstatement of the reductions in hours, there will 
Friday evening hours for the be at least partial relief next term. 
Spring term, commencing January 
6, 1977.

For the remainder of this term, 
the extended hours during exams 

(Friday and Saturday evening will be the following: 
hours in the HIL were suspended Monday - Thursday All services 
this fall as a result of budgetary 8:30 - 11:00 Basement Study Halls 
restraint, causing substantial 'til midnight, 
uproar from various factions of the Friday Dec. 2, Dec. 9, Dec 16: All 
student body.)

Dr. Gertrude Gunn, University Saturday Dec. 3, Dec 10 All 
Librarian, stated that she is services 8:30 - 5:30 Study Halls, all 
obviously glad to see this extra floors till 11:00.

n.à

services 8:30 - 11:00

I §

I

MARTHA KELLER AL PACINO1 1

SHOWTIMES SATURDAY 
& SUNDAY 6:45 & 9

____________ADULT 472-0286
MATINEE SATURDAY & SUNDAY 

ALL SEATS 50* 
SHOWTIME 21pm

"CINDERELLA"
-IN STORYBOOK COLOR 

NOT A CARTOONI

continued from pg 2
TO THE JERK who stole my favorite 
hot from the Keg, last Saturday ^r°$' reasonable price. $750. 
niie: I'll recognize you when I see Pbone 472-2721 [after 5 p.m.] 
you and the scene is not going to 1 WOULD LIKE TO THANK ALLthose 
be a pleasant one. Do yourself a w^o attended the CLUB ESP A 5 
favour and take it back to the Keg. ^OL $ Spanish Cooking Eating 
No questions asked. Night' for making that event such
TO THE CUT-DOWN ARTIST: If you °, succe$.$, ! hope to see VotJ al1 at 
want to be a critic, learn to spell, tbe C'ub $ Christmas party, 
write, etc., etc. I can take criticism Thursday December 1 Information

and tickets will be available soon. 
— Richard Malcolm President Club 
Espanol

FOR SALE: 71 
mechanical condition,

V. W. good
many ex-

but please learn to do It correctly 
and tastefully. Sign your name 
next time. Anonymous criticism 
can be written by any wlno In the pOR SALE: stereo system, I 
street ... signed ape pioneer PL USD turntable. I
PEER CONTRACEPTIVE COUNSEL 5 technics SA5/60 recelver-ampll- 
LORS: meeting Dec 30 Wed. 12:30 f,er ond 2 altec-lanslng speakers, 
downstairs office Student Health besf reasonable offer. Phone Jim 
Center. Thos who did not attend 
Nov 22 please attend.
CONDITIONING ROOM — gym Is , ,
tentatively booked Mon- Thurs for onyone fl"di " c°uld 
Women ONLY 5 - 6 p.m contact A1nne' Lad\
GAY? For Information on what Is 9un.n or t>hone 453-4910. Thanks I 

going on at UNB write P.O. Box FOR SALE: trumpet, huttle Bb In 
442 Fredericton, N.B. You are good condition asking $65.00 for 
assured of a discrete and more Information phone: 454- 
confldentlal Reply.

at 454-6731
LOST: one lady's wrlstwatch has 
extreme sentimental value so If

9565

Joey quotes bene fits to Newfoundland
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Bad w
By PETER ARCHIBALD

The most recent threot to the 
security of North America from 
the always blackening Soviet 
Communistic Ruskie Reds, at least 
some believe it anyway, is 
Moscow monitored weather, but it 
may be cloer to home.

Very large radio impulses are 
reportedly traversing the cold 
skies of the USSR. Russian 
authorities have told us that these 
are simply experiments to transfer 
energy without powerlines.

Although the Russians deny it 
and call the accusations absurd, 
the bad weather we’ve experienc
ed in the Atlantic, as well as the 
rest of Canada is still of late being 
togged on the Soviets. They admit 
hat they are doing weather 
Bxperimentations on a small 
scale, but thistype of activity is 
hardly new, and certainly not 
restricted to the USSR.

Man’s influence on the atmos
phere is significant on many 
counts but rarely to his desire or 
advantage

The bad weather this year could 
probably be accredited in part to 
the climatic disturbances of man, 
but all the same is going to be the 
result of the natural processes to a 
greater magnitude.

We have put many particles into 
the atmosphere through pollution, 
that act as condensation nuclei. 
This causes without lengthy 
explanation, changes in the 
patterns of normal precipitation.’

The wastes of industry have 
been collecting in our air 
significantly in the past century.

Increased amounts of carbon 
dioxide has the effect of
maintaining greater amounts of 
energy in the atmosphere. This 
results in higher mean tempera
tures in many areas.

• Although man’s ability to 
control the climate to his needs is 
insignificant in comparsion to the 
natural forces of the elements, we 
are affecting our environment in
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By PETER ARCHIBALD other ways.
Cloud seeding seems to be the 

The most recent threat to the most apparent of man $ directed 
security of North America from efforts. The procedure of inhibit- 
the always blackening Soviet ing rain by dropping certain 
Communistic Ruskie Reds, at least chemical elements into 
some believe it anyway, is precipitating clouds from aircraft 
Moscow monitored weather, but it of rockets, is one that has merited

little credit in its effectiveness. 
Very large radio impulses are However we still persist, and 

reportedly traversing the cold there are always schemes on the 
skies of the USSR. Russian boards to chance the climate
authorities have told us that these large scale, 
ore simply experiments to transfer 
energy without powerlines.

Although the Russians deny it Arctic ocean is covered by layer of 
and call the accusations absurd, ice which effectively insulates the 
the bad weather we've experienc- atmosphere (jn Jan. about -30 
ed in the Atlantic, as well as the degrees C), from the relatively 
rest of Canada is still of late being warm ocean beneath, (about -4 
logged on the Soviets. They admit degrees C). 
hat they are doing weather Thus the atmosphere is only a
experimentations on a small short distance from a large source 
scale, but thistype of activity is of heat. The ice pack also reflects 
hardly new, and certainly not around 65 percent of the solar 
restricted to the USSR.

non-

may be cloer to home.

on a

Many of these have the Arctic 
centred in their plans. Much of the

rays that strike it, whereas 
Man's influence on the atmos- exposed water would absorb 

phere is significant on many about 80 percent. Subsequently 
counts but rarely to his desire or the arctic is deprived of much of

the energy available to it.
In fact, the summer sunshine 

probably be accredited in part to would be enough to melt the ice 
the climatic disturbances of man, pock if it were absorbed and not 
but all the same is going to be the reflected
result of the natural processes to a Its possible to do this by 
greater magnitude. applying a thin layer of dark

We have put many particles into material, such as carbon black, to 
the atmosphere through pollution, the ice surface to reduce its 
that act as condensation nuclei, reflectivity. Once free of ice, it is 
This causes without lengthy possible that the Arctic Ocean 
explanation, changes in the might remain uncovered even in 
patterns of normal precipitation.' winter. The decrease in the 

The wastes of industry have equator to pole temperature 
been collecting in our air difference that this scheme would 
significantly in the past century. produce, if it were successful.

Increased amounts of carbon could affect the entire global 
dioxide has the effect of circulation and, as a consequence, 
maintaining greater amounts of worldwide climates, 
energy in the atmosphere. This One jump ahead are the
results in higher mean tempera- scientists in the USSR who have
tures in many areas. experimented with spreading cool

• Although man's ability to dust and cinders to accelerate the 
control the climate to his needs is melting of ice in Arctic ports and 
insignificant in comparsion to the bays. They report that the spring 
natural forces of the elements, we breakup of ice can be advanced by 
are affecting our environment in as much as a month.

advantage.
The bad weather this year could

♦••••«
• e •
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Its also conceivable that If the Large areas of lowland could "be This sort of climate study orr the 
greet Eurasian continent could be flooded, thus sharply reducing the Soviets part would be of interest
broken up somewhat more with erx.,mous annual temperature to Canada with our great
bodies of water, perhaps the range of northern Siberia (over expanses of cold, rather than their
climates of the more northerly 100 degrees F), and opening up a efforts being knocked down
latitudes could be tempered, vast area for cultivation.

os a
commie plot.

CCES conference coming up
host of excellent speakers and a 
lot of good times. They ore good 
places to pick up on the latest 
developments in the Engineering 
profession as well as the best in 
social functions. Those chosen to 
go to the conference are: Ken 
Vaughan, Steve Rickard, Bruce 
Morrison. Mitch Smith, Steve Marr, 
Bob Lennon, Peter Blight, Dave 
Cogswell, Robert Blue and Tom 
Crawford, 
those who were chosen and good 
luck on their trip.

It s good to see how well the 
Surveyors and the Eng. 3 team are 
doing in Basketball. As of last 
week they were tied for first place 
in their division. The Surveyors 
also seem to be doing well in 
Soccer where they are in third 
place. Other Engineering teams in 
the Soccer loop include the 
Chemical Engineers and an 
Engineering 5 team.

Some sports scores from the last 
week: Civil 3 lost their hockey 
game to Business 8 by a 3-2 score. 
Mike MacQuoid reports thot 
neither team ployed up to their 
playoff form of last year but its 
likely that both teams will improve 
as the season progresses. Other 
hockey scores were unavailable at

By ANDREW 5TEEVES press time. In ball hockey the Civil 
stars lost a tough one 7-6 to 
Foresty 2. The stars were playing 
their first game together and it 
was obvious in their disorganized 
play. However Sleeves, Smith, 
Pollett and the rest of the team 
are confident that the team will be 
a contender. There are two other 
Engineering teams in the league, 
Eng 2-3 and Forest Engineering 5. 
Forest Engineering lost their game 
on Monday while the results of 
their Wednesday match, os well as 
the results of Eng 23 Monday 
game, were not available at press 
time. Ron Estabrooks thinks thot 
the Forest Engineers should be in 
the race for the playoffs once the 
team settles into shape.

Engineers! If you wont to have 
your views on national issues 
counted take the time to fill out 
the SRC questionnaire in this issue 
of the Bruns or better still prepare 
a brief. All comments will be 
passed on to the headquarters of 
all four notional political parties.

Please keep those sports socres 
coming in. Just drop a note into 
me in Room 306 in Head Hall. The 
some for notices for IEEE, CSME, 
CSCE etc. See you next week.

Guess who's coming to dinner? 
Well not dinner really but rather 
the Dineen Auditorium. Give up? 
The SRC.

You can start to cheer now, If 
you wish. If not you can at least 
plan on dropping in on the SRC 
Council Meeting to be held at 7:00 
p.m., Monday, November 28 in 
HC-13. The SRC has decided to 
meet the students by holding 
sessions throughout the campus. 
The idea is to make the SRC 
accessible to the students and by 
doing so encouraging the students 
to use their council. Last week's 
meeting at MacLeod Hall was well 
attended by councillors and 
students and it is hoped that the 
Engineers will moke a good 
showing as well.

Congratulations to

more

The EUS has announced its 
representatives for the upcoming 
Canadian Council of Engineering 
Students (CCES) conference. The 
conference will be held in 
Sherbrooke, P.Q. from January 4th 
- 8th, 1978. These conferences are 
annual affairs which feature a

Extension enrolment going up
Extension enrolment is up for For the senior citizen, of course, new: others will be repeated for a 

degree and non-credK courses at it's the best bargain of all. Tuition second term, 
the Fredericton campus of the fees are waived for those over 65. 1° addition, the extension
University of New Brunswick says Approximately 40 senior citizens deportment is responsible for the 
extension services director John F. are taking advantage of the English language program, which 
Morris. degree course option this fall. provides language emersion for

While final figures will not be If you missed first session business, professional groups and 
available until after January offerings, there will be another 25 full-time foreign students, and the 
registration, there is now a 2-3 non-degree courses beginning in continuing education program in 
percent increase in degree credit January. Some courses will be forestry, 
courses. Non-degree courses 
up 3-4 percent over last year's 
figures.

According to Dr. Morris, the 
winter extension program figures 
tend to remain constant from year 
to year, while there is a current 
decline in summer school enrol
ment. The majority of part-time 
students now choose the interses- 4
sion courses held in the spring. |

The increase of enrolment by 
part-time students in non-degree 
at UNB is part of a national trend, 
says Dr. Morris.

This trend seems due to the 
"increased accessibility of the 
universities to part-time students 
and the increased awareness of 
the need to continue education 
coupled with less perceived 
stigma to go back to school".

As the individual job situation

are

CHSC -new manager
Giles who, as you know, 
advocated for the Roll n Keg some

3»,

L ,imea9°-

— The new manager is Mrs. Jean
Baker. Baker is originally from 

F ,x Edmonton where she managed the 
R.C.M.P. club. She arrived in New 
Brunswick for the first time last 

I April,IF
Speaking for the Board, Mr. 

Giles stated "We (the Board) were 
. very impressed with her qualifica- 

■■ tions and the decision to hire her
By RICK FOWLER was unanimous. I would also like 

to ask all members to hold off with
, News from the College Hill problems or questions for a couple

ecomes less challenging, and Social Club. A new manager has of weeks to allow Mrs. Baker to 
increase in post secondary been hired to replace Mr. John get acquainted with the situation,
education can afford a career or 
occupational change of outlook.
Many corporations and businesses 
now have special programs to 
allow time-off for this purpose, he 
said.

And from the consumers point 
of view, the extension 
affords one of the

THE NEWMAN CONNECTION
A committee of students and chaplains from the three Halifax 

universities is busy preparing for the Atlantic Regional Newman 
Conference to be held on the week end of January 20-22, 1978.

The guest speaker will be Dr. Byrl Oriss, a Toronto psychiatrist, 
who will be speaking and leading discussions on Motivation os it 
pertains to the university setting.

The Conference will be held at the Renewal Centre in the mount 
Saint Vincent Complex and registration fees ore $25.00. For 
further information interested persons may contact either Father 
Joe Hattie, O.M.I. at 424-2287 or Brian Duggan at 455-0700 in 
Halifax, or your local chaplain.

program 
most

reasonable leisure time buys on 
the market. Course costs can be as 
little os $5.00; most range from 
$10 to $40.

Bad weather- our fault or commie plot?

l 1
l
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Haw you 
heard the

W Mu
Motthe

Pen
It may come as a surprise to m< 

/usl not too much more some of u 
Is still closed, [I got scooped th 
dubious money problems, and af 
those that do take part In on-cai 
throats In constant power-trlppln 
material', I have found that after i 
this typewriter In my office In 
suddenly things are quite quiet

UtoiTeR T«eRe
is a FLV in 

5ouP
one about.. •T V* '

PO
ss,

Well, what better way to spen 
discuss what you will, or have dc 
[ha] (ft

Trivia, that age-old space filler 
time, but I guess It Is better tf 

For you men [boys?] In Arts. I 
read and write a great deal, i 
sociology major. I must admit 

This average guy will write 
about 90-100 short' reports. Th 
long as an essay, are worth as 
because that would scare studt 

The library is your main sourc 
It was. You will read [supposedI 
dullest of subjects, from the lift 
nothing to the thinkings of a per. 
In the field [then why are we 

Nurses. You will spend hah 
average UNB nurse spends, < 
program at UNB 1,000 hours in ti 
not paid or even fed at meal 
nursing quite free of charge fron 
Thursday, a saving I'm sure of rr 
read close to 500 boring articles 
peasants of Lower Slobovlal I 
expected to maintain a high le\ 
soda/ standing I

Enough trivia for one week. > 
C.B.C. radio, our new FM station 
the 19th of December. Accordlr 
that date should be January or 
seems to need a good FM sfal

MV iWaiter, waiter, there's a fly in 
my soup! No, folks, this time it's 
not a joke. Last Friday, this 
unsuspecting Bruns reporter 
purchased a bowl of chicken and 
rice soup for lunch. After 
consuming about half of the 
bowl, to my great surprise I found 
a drowned fly, nestled among the 
carrots and rice.

Obviously, perpetually high 
food quality is difficult to 
maintain and most eating 
establishments experience prob
lems such as this from time to 
time. The fly-in-the-soup is not 
necessarily the cafeteria's fault, 
and it was not this that set my 
blood boiling.

When notifying the manager 
and a cashier of the cafeteria and 
presenting them with the soup 
(and fly), they seemed to take it as 
a big joke. The cashier 
immediately asked me, "Oh, is he 
doing the backstroke?" referring 
to the fly. The manager then 
suspiciously examined the soup 
and wondered aloud if the 
offending fly did not hop into my 
soup when I was e'ating it. I 
pointed out that the fly was 
obviously bloated, mushy, and 
"well-cooked", and was rewarded

V oo
o

o

&
t,f 61 «

n ••• ?
»

QQ ss
• u,

ttiZZ
with more rudeness from Mr. 
McFoo. He instructed me to "get 
another bowl of soup", but I 
asked for my money back. After 
muttering, "It's a bunch a bullshit 
anyway", and insinuating that I 
was just pulling off a college 
prank for the extra 30 cents, he 
grudgingly refunded my money.

The old saying about the

customer always being right 
obviously is ignored by

to be given to their money
our instead. Why should rudeness be 

cafeteria. Humiliation and threats tolerated by anyone patronizing a
seem to be tàctics that have been retail establishment? If manage-
used to put more than one ment or staff cannot handle
customer "in their place" in the customer complaints tactfully
past few weeks. Students are and with a friendly attitude, they
consumers, just like other people, should be replaced. After all, it is
and deserve the common our money that make their jobs
courtesy and respect that seems possible.

One more week of classes [/ 
because who will go anyway? 
exams. It's too bad that the llbn 
beginning about half way throui 
persons other than myself could 
will give to you all a list [hopefi 
professor for a Christmas pres

I have had no response to my i 
body I talked about last week. 1 
good quality pictures on 35 mm 
The one point to be made Is that 
to find out a little about itl 11

SS

University enrolment down-and the quality?
ss

Hello Carol, the cat looks llkt 
again last week I Should we fi 
versa.

I know I will teach you some 
they need a tall morel I

That is not the answer.
Education should entail learn

ing, it should teach a student to 
think, to question, and to want to 
search for an answer to those 
questions. It should awaken in the 
students a desire to learn, not 
simply to get a job, but also for 
the enjoyment of learning.

This is hardly what it does to 
day.

Think about it, it's sad but true. 
Memorization, non-participation, 
standard formats and their like, 
quench a students natural 
creativity. It creates in the student 
a manner of thinking, he realizes 
that with the minimum of effort, 
and by that I mean using simple 
repetitive techniques rather than 
a creative one, he can get his 
marks.

We're not suggesting that easy 
or "bird" courses be abolished, 
every student appreciates the

If you haven't noticed, university 
enrolment has been taking a nose 
dive the past few years. However, 
inflation and price rises haven't in 
fact they have increased. It stands 
to reason therefore, that a smaller 
number of people have to 
contend with a larger amount of 
money.

Now this brings us to the 
question of how the university is 
dealing with this. One solution, 
and on which may presently be in 
existance, is that the universities 
are substituting quality.

After all, easier courses and its 
probable more students will be 
drawn to take them. By giving less 
readings and assignments and by 
setting easier exams and essays 
the probability is that enrolment 
will rise.

Hardly the answer you say, well 
you are right.

occasional easy one. What we are 
suggesting is that the universities 
should seriously reflect on the 
quality of education they are 
offering, and in the future to 
search for ways and means of 
improving that quality.

Teachers should be chbsen 
both for the quality of their 
academic standing and also for 
their ability to relate and 
communicate with students, to 
encourage and promote their 
students to learn.

We need people who want to 
teach, who feel their job is 
something special. For it is. 
Imparting knowledge to a mind is 
a wonderful and beautiful thing.

As Canadians, we should be 
proud of our ability to pursue our 
educations and be grateful for our 
chance to enlighten ourselves. A 
person should want to learn, to 
expand his own consciousness

beyond the narrow confines often 
asked by teachers.

The problem of course lies not 
only in the universities but in the 
entire educational system. From 
the time the child first attends 
school the process begins. It is 
what the child learns in his 
youner, unformed years that will 
reflect on his personality and 
desires in later years.

River Room discrimii
Charges man
Dear Editor:

I am writing to you in regards to 
the Lord Beaverbrook Hofei. It 
seems to me that the manager of 
this Hotel is against the GAY 
population of Fredericton. I feel it 
is unfair to the Gay People that 
they should be asked to leave a 
public place without being given a 
reason to do so, and that is what is 
happening at the Lord Beaver
brook Hotel.

The first time that I was told to 
leave the River Room was on May 
6th, 1977 and the reason I was 
given was unjust character. Now 
what kind of reason is that! I 
asked what they meant by that 
and they wouldn't say any more.

Now I have never caused any 
trouble in that Hotel in any of the 
six years that I have been going

Elementary and high school 
contributes 
universities, for it is there the 
habits are first formed.

Surely we don't

to illiteracy in

come to 
university merely to learn how to 
write a perfect paper? While we 
perceive the advantages of this, 
there must be more.

Easier workloads are not the 
answer, but rather more relevant 
courses, and superior teaching. 
It's not too late.

ir ■iif I I) À";H f ï. r i>:■

r M>v"J,! I i /
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H.S. students over run campusw Mugwump
M atthew 

Penny Journal you decide to wait awhile, until done. Even if you ask them to hold 
some one leaves. So there you it down a little bit, they seem to 
are, waiting in line on a Friday nite make more noise just to spite you. 
to get into a house pub. When you It took 3 years of high school to

Dear Bruns:

Has the SUB become on annex 
to Fredericton high? Lately, I've 
noticed a rather large number of 
High school students in various 
parts of the Campus.

I'm not talking about the gr 12 
students who visit the campus for 
tours, in order to help moke a 
decision as to where they will 
further their education. I’m 
refering to those who attend UNB 
student events, who go to the SUB 
to hide out, when skipping classes.

Just look at house pubs. Has it 
ever happened that you plan to go 

* to one of these, get there and find 
out it is sold out? By that time, you 
Figure the Arms is packed, and 
most of the other events on 
campus are pretty well sold out, so

to get into a house pub. When you 
finally do get In (after waiting on get to university, I'd rather not see 
hour or so) you find out that there all these reminders of days 
are high school students in there, by. I'm not by all means putting 
What's all this crop about showing down all high school students. 
UNB I.D. at the door? I'm not Those who will go to college will 
exaggerating; there is always a get here soon enough. I really 
bunch of them infiltrating these would like to see something done 
events. I thought that drinking about this. I’m sure I'm not the 
under age was illegal. What only one disturbed by this 
happens when a pub gets raided situation, 
by police, and high school students
are present. Who’s going to get all "A tired babysitter’ 
the shit for it?

Ever try to study for Christmas P.S.. I'm from Fredericton, and 
exams at Harriet Irving? With all whilp out of town students might 
the "youngun's" running around, not recognize who the high school 
talking, laughing, it’s a wonder if students are, I'm sure the rest of 
some of us can ever get any work the "townies" do.

It may come as a surprise to many that, once In a while, there Is 
lust not too much more some of us can complain about. The library 
Is still closed, [I got scooped this week] the SRC Is still having 
dubious money problems, and apathy Is reigning supreme, while 
those that do take part In on-campus events are at each other's 
throats In constant power-tripping. As a result of this lack of 'new 
material', I have found that after three months of banging away at 
this typewriter In my office In the penthouse of the SUB that 
suddenly things are quite quiet. What do I do now?

88888
Well, what better way to spend a Friday evening Is there but to 

discuss what you will, or have done In four years at dear old UNB. 
[ho]If I

Trivia, that age-old space filler rears Its ugly head yet one more 
time, but I guess It Is better than apathy.

For you men [boys?] In Arts. In your four years at UNB you will 
read and write a great deal, for example - take the average 
sociology major. I must admit a bias, I am a sod. major.

This average guy will write about 64-72 formal essays and 
about 90-100 short' reports. These short reports usually are as 
long as an essay, are worth as much, but are not called essays 
because that would scare students away from the profs course.

The library Is your main source of late-night reading, or at least 
It was. You will read [supposedly] over 200 books written on the 
dullest of subjects, from the life of a long dead person who did 
nothing to the thinkings of a person who Is 'Ignored' by all thinkers 
In the field [then why are we reading about him?].

Nurses. You will spend half your life In the hospital. The 
average UNB nurse spends, over the course of her degree 
program at UNB 1,000 hours In the &/$l ? hospital for which she Is 
not paid or even fed at meal periods. The E.C.H. gets all that 
nursing quite free of charge from over 100 girls each Tuesday and 
Thursday, a saving I'm sure of much money 11 Also, you will have 
read close to 500 boring articles on the sex and disease life of the 
peasants of Lower Slobovlal I And on top of this you will be 
expected to maintain a high level of academic achievement and 
social standing!

gone

SR C CHEAP- Bruns ripped off
The ex-manoging editor refused

to keep the position in name columns of The Brunswickon 
Recent actions by the University because, he said the person because they have too much pride 

of New Brunswick student council should not take the job because of to stoop to such tactics. This letter 
show they car. be as cheap in their the remuneration. was unsolicited, and is merely
ways as any other governmental intended to let people know what
organization. What is at issue now is that the a scurrilous bunch of rascals the

The Brunswickon recently lost council, in their supposed wisdom, present SRC can be when they
their managing-editor, and the js using the flimsiest of want to be.
function is being performed by technicalities to deny someone I wonder how many on the
editor-in-chief Sarah Ingersoll. So their due, and probably has hurt present council were there when 
what, you say? the Brunswickan’s chance of they voted to abolish the SRC

SRC regulations stipulate that finding a suitable replacement for members' honorarium, but made 
before a person gets their the ex-managing editor. sure it applied only to the future
honorarium for a job, the job must councils, and not the one then in
be completed for the entire year.
Since the

Dear Editor: You won't find this in the news

6

88888
Enough trivia for one week. According to the latest word from 

C.B.C. radio, our new FM station Is supposed to be operational by 
the 19th of December. According to the people who work there, 
that date should be January or February of next year. This town 
seems to need a good FM station even If It Is the C.B.C.

888888

14(77 Of course, the person shouldn't power.
person who was take the job for the money, but "Looking out for your own", it’s 

managing editor refused to do when a reward is stipulated, and called in political circles, 
the simple task of keeping the those in power will stoop to the 
position in name until

money 
mess be 
inizing a 
manage- 

handle 
tactfully 
de, they 
all, it is 
eir jobs

A recent Brunswickon staff 
a lowest of legal finnaggling to deny meeting scotched the idea of

replacement could be found, the it, one might come to the "taking a vacation" i.e. not
new managing editor, if, indeed, conclusion that the person's publishing for a week or two,
one is found, will get no services weren't valued too highly, although this actually happened a
honorarium, since the council Now, who is going to take on a few years back, 
accepted the executive recom- volunteer job when they get a kick 
mendation that the paper should in the pants before they 
be held to that technicality.

One more week of classes [/ don't count a week from Monday 
because who will go anyway?] and we get to write our final 
exams. It's too bad that the library wasn't open on the weekends 
beginning about half way through November, I'm sure that many 
persons other than myself could have used the time. Next week I 
will give to you all a list [hopefully] of what to give your favorite 
professor for a Christmas present.

88888
I have had no response to my request for Information of that SLR 

body I talked about last week. The EDIXA PRISMAFLEX still takes 
good quality pictures on 35 mm not 135 mm film as I mentioned. 
The one point to be made Is that I do not wish to sell the thing, only 
to find out a little about Iff / /

Maybe the staff should reconsid- 
even er. Oh, but wouldn't people howl?

start? Derwin N. Gowar.
«

Bruns forgets - sorry!
88888

Hello Carol, the cat looks like he was put through the washer 
again last week I Should we feed him to the Allgator, or vice 
versa.

I know I will teach you someday that cats need love too, only 
they need a tall morel I

Dear Editor: ham. having both his M.A. thesis on 
May we also draw your Colonial Settlement in Maine and 

We wish to draw your attention attention to the fact that Della his Ph.D. thesis, "Concepts of 
to the fact that inadvertently the Stanley of this department has had Authority in Marginal Colonies: A 
Brunswickon omitted to publish her M.A. thesis on Pierre landry Study of Acadia, Maine, and New 
the following second term published by Les Editions d'Aca- Scotland in the 17th Century ", 
courses. die. Another M.A. student, Julie published as books.

HIST 3522. The Province of Ross, is having her thesis on Jacob Yours sincerely 
9 Quebec Since Confederation; Bailey published by Harvester Francis Coghlan 

Professor B.L. Vigod Press, and John Reid who also is a Chairman
HIST 3622. Studies in Social graduate of this department is History Department 

History: Church and Society in 
English Canada; Professor T.W.
Acheson

HIST 3052. The Coming of the 
American Civil War, 1828-1961 ;
Professor W. Brown 

HIST 3452. United States

ies often

lies not 
Jt in the 
n. From 
attends 

is. It is 
in his 

hat will 
ity and

River Room discriminates?
Charges manager ‘gutless

there. It has come to my attention 
that 103 people have been asked 
to leave the River Room without 
giving any reason and it sickens 
me.

Dear Editor:

I am writing to you in regards to 
the Lord Beaverbrook Hofei. It 
seems to me that the manager of 
this Hotel is against the GAY 
population of Fredericton. I feel it 
is unfair to the Gay People that 
they should be asked to leave a 
public place without being given a 
reason to do so, and that is what is 
happening at the Lord Beaver
brook Hotel.

The first time that I was told to 
leave the River Room was on May 
6th, 1977 and the reason I was 
given was unjust character. Now 
what kind of reason is that! I 
asked what they meant by that 
and they wouldn't say any more.

Now I have never caused any 
trouble in that Hotel in any of the 
six years that I have been going

‘Great Buns’ Bum !Now last Saturday Night I went 
back to the River Room, and again 
I was asked to leave. I refused 
and then was told by Mr. Peter Pot 
that if I didn't leave, that he would 
call the police. I am equal to 
anyone in this world and I feel that 
if I wish to go to a bar and drink I 
should be able to. And also if Mr. 
Reed (manager) wishes to have 
me barred from the River Room 
because he thinks that I am GAY, 
let him come to me and say sol, 
and if he hasn't got the guts to do 

him

school
Diplomatic History in the Twen
tieth Century; Professor F. Dear Buns: 
Coghlan

HIST 3272. Modern Chinese

inicy
my now illustrious and brilliant 
husband, CFNB Sports Director 

After reading The Brunswickon, David Morell, had absolutely no 
Issue 11, November 18, 1977, in trouble in coming up with the 

HIST 3242. The History of particular a "cute" little ditty titled perfect nickname for Ms. Inger- 
Modern Art; Professor S. Smith "The Night Before Thursday" page soli, as he saw her - great buns - 

HIST 3141. The Development of 10, where it states "she being our and somehow it stuck - and don't 
Modern European Architecture; editor you see who we refer to by you forget it.
Professor S. Smith that cute little nickname that none We won't mention Sarah's reply

HIST 3062. Topics in the History of us can. remember who thought to him. 
of the Biological Sciences; Philip up ... ", I felt it was necessary to

remind new staff members of the Sincerely yours,
HIST 3292. The Second World origin of Buns. Susan Monzer-Morell

War: The Sea, Land and Air Editor-in-Chief
Campaigns; Professor D.S. Gra- Way back in the year 1974-75, 1974-75

iere the

>me to 
how to 

rhile we 
of this,

Revolutions; Professor L. Shyu

not the 
relevant 
îaching.

let lay Off Enrosso,

Sincerely yours, 
Levi Du John

ft t :*■ If
b?!;iI fp/V I (f rl
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Question: What ore your views on 
Sadat's visit to Israel? Photos: Judy Kovonagh 

Interviews: Allan Patrick
J.F.W. TAKES TO THl

A few years ago a 
students decided tha 
intramural program I 
themselves to convint 
new

• i

m
.

Off-Campus Rec 
was from the beglnnli 
in hockey, fun, and r 

This Is only the 
already have 12 team 
really on fun. TheJ.Fh 
of the league were pi 
another season last 
Bombers as

■m ses m ML
sect

ki? i ]mW

M
d M

our oppon 
us thought before the 
good time was had by 
puck that slipped bt 
napping [sorry guys] 
promise.

It's nice when these 
good time on the ice a 
new teams in the leag 
worked hard to get tl

4
CS 1 David Goguen

was great; it solved the I think it's great. I think it will lead 
problems. I was surprised too. to a peace between the peoples

Bout time they got their act 
together.

1 il :

Derek Demers PE 4 Anne Palmer SBBA 3

.........» «•«
talk about the situation.

Heather Fitzgerald BA 4 Boyd Lewis
CS4A step towards a better

I hope he spent lots of time at the I think it 
Wailing Wall!

V

BOGIE COMES TO UN■
i

A friend of mine tall 
what he feels Is a vail 
Humphrey Bogart Film 
future. I think It's 
broader issue of movii

A few years ago, Car 
recent movies to the s 
head. This was a great 
the SRC took It over and 
$1.25, It has remained

But with the Increasl 
on TV these days. It oHe 
on campus was on TV th 
solution to this may be I 
like the one mentioned, 
test, Marx. Bros., W.C. 
here now.

Think about It. If you 
tests, spread the word, c 
where it may do some g

AUDIOPHILES REJOICE

Anyone who has beer 
has seen the rise and fa 
store in the SUB, the stoi 
twice, and various perso 
change In policies dlsph

Well, something good 
Rick Bastedo, one of tha 
with the store, and one w 
Into his own hands and h 
It s called Magic Forest A 
395 King St. Rick Is busy I 
and promises a return to I 
with regular prices belm 

I wish Rick all the best, ■ 
the new store to check

REPLACING COURSES

It seems that many stu 
details regarding the rep! 
academic record. Well, ft 
"black mark" or two on yo 
there Is something that 
described In the calendar, 
do Is fill out a form at yoi 
and you can replace th 
course. There Is a restrictif 
you can replace according 
your program, and It takes 
replaced. Therefore, you 
your final year. The 
transcript, but with an [* 
averaged into your G PA. : 
replace a course or two, t< 
quickly.

CORRECTION FROM LAST

1
° !

t i
tit
I

Tom Erdle For 4 Derek Freeze

Cîreat A» least somebody in the 
world has some guts, and stood 
for what he stands for

BEd 1 Ron Smith

I think it's a positive step towards 
up peace.

CS 1 Marc Pepin BEd 2 Ken HardieI would say that it's a major step 
towards solving the Middle East 
problem, providing Palestinian 
hostility towards .Sadat does not 
prevent further negotiations.

Asst. SUB Director

Touchy It could touch off World It was quite a spectacle. It
of nTuS' o ° 9®fS shof- DaV surPrise they actually got it 
of the Dolphin 2. together. I'm sure Sadat's going to

get shot, though.

was a
i

C

GILLIES OPTICAL CO. LTD.
4 Licensed Opticians to serve you

FREDERICTON SHOPPING MALL 
10 — 10 dally 

10 — 5
V

Saturdays

*4#

-I

COMPLETE CONTACT LENS CENTRE

We fit both hard and soft contact lens.

Prompt eye examinations arranged by 

appointment, phone James A. Gillies 454-9412. 

We fill all prescriptions for optometrists 

and ophthalmologists.

cou

• prescription eyeglasses 

S sunglasses S
In this column last week, 

were invented In the 
Brunswick. I talked of a sol 
Beverages and sold to Cocc 
beverage should have 
sold for

9

STUDENT DISCOUNTI reac
a song. We may i 

enough to realize when w

4

f
I i.

! iio: rI ,v",1t li/■ r. I iï7;.I J/ :l ;?/■
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Inside Track
by Allon Potrick

Brunswickan politically biased?
« 25, 1977

Dear Editor: the month of October, speaking-to 
university students among other* 

urn writing to protest the gross you managed to ignore him 
bias you demonstrated in your last Mr. Clark made 
issue.

some of his policies. Yet.your 
paper not only kept him oH the 
front page, but, I was unable to 

on excellent find o sinole reference to tho
Wh.„ ,h. I «Oder SnglV,Z“g Îh T"* P°P"'

Opposition wo, on <omp„, doting Cons.to.tio., c'S.^lX.Z, T^Vo
rehash material which could have 
been equally well dealt with by a 
telephone call or, since he is not in 
a hurry, by a letter your response 
is to provide front page coverage, 

an 1 could understand this if he hod 
lre said something, instead of ducking 
It s Aues,ions. or if he had by 

accident come

JF.W. TAKES TO THE ICE AGAIN I

= prirs irz
Intramural program long enough, and took It upon 
themse/ves to convince the Athletics Dept, to form o 
new Off-Campus Recreational Hockey League. This 

from the beginning a league for those interested 
In hockey, fun, and not violence.

This is only the second year for the league and we 
already have 12 teams, and believe me, the accent is 
really on fun. The J.F.W. team, the founding members 
of the league were pleased to set foot on the Ice for 
another season last Saturday, with the UNB Red 
Bombers as our opponents. Contrary to what some of
aloW°u9h' be{or.e,.h° Some, it was quite clean, and a 
good time was had by all. With the exception of 
puck that slipped between my legs when I was
promise ^ 9Uy$] #h® JFW team ^owed great

Its nice when these days people can come out for a 
good time on the Ice and not hurt each other. To any 
new teams in the league, KEEP THIS IN MINDI We've 
worked hard to get this league; don't

No, we’re not!!!
was

Dear Mr. Dobbelsteyn: else is interested, to submit 
article to the paper, we are

accusation in tha, I do noHeel Ot. EUfJE?
Brunswickan has displayed bias.

I regret that Mr. Clark did 
receive any coverage, this was not

I felt compeled to
some

on campus.
While students appreciate the 

efforts made by the staff of the 
Bruns, I am sure they deserve 
balanced coverage of events 
blotent

to cover a
campus with three people.

In addition, some time ago I 
assigned one writer to contact all 

a case ot prejudice or of disentent. ,he young political parties on
The reasons are simple. Primarily, campus for information on their
I do not recall receiving any view$. and the degree of activity
information pertaining to Mr ,heY maintained. He enquired into
Clarks

not8
fi notone

partisanship as this
s appears to be.

CS4
Yours sincerely, 
Peter Dobbelsteyn

appearance on this ,he 9roups using the only
campus, I usually receive some information we had and
type of public relations ditty informed that young political
informing me of who and when ?rouP* of anY type were no longer
certain people appear on campus. ex's,*nce- 
In this case I did not. Thos- 1 would suggest that you

I can assure you if I had I would c?n,ac* me' and perhaps we could
have done my best to send 9'V® your 9rouP ° little
someone to cover the meeting. ^T^Se. This of course, also
The political views are varied on mcludes any of the other political Dear Editor:
this paper and I insist on unbiased 9r?UpS on campus.
coverage on every issue. I should h ' y°Ur COnCfrn buf 1 have been reading the
mention here that I presently have ,°P £® $l,ua*10" ,$ now clarified. Brunswickan for the past fhre«
three writers, each of whom does 1 con be reached at 453-4983. years and I must say * I look 

more than their share of writing. If Sheenagh Murphy forward to Fridays. Congrotula-
I may suggest, if you or someone News Editor fions.

hink it will lead 
in the peoples, 
got their act

was
!

Fans - where 
are you?

screw it up.

BOGIE COMES TO UNB?U!
future. I think It's a good Idea, but it 
broader Issue of movies

more

near 
suggests a

on campus In general, 
few years ago, Campus Films was set up to bring 

recent movies to the students at a price of $1.00 a
tl cJ. r* ° 9reat ldea' and weni over big. Later
s7Ï*C,!Vk " OV®r °nd be$,des >he Pc'ce Increased to 
i 1.25. it has remained virtually the same In 3 years

But with the Increasing number of current movies 
on TV these days, It often happens that a movie shown 
on campus was on TV the week or month before. One 
sofuf/on to this may be In the showing of film festivals 
like the one mentioned. This and others like 
test, Marx. Bros., W.C. Fields, etc., may be 
here now.

Think about It. If you would like to see such film 
fests, spread the word, and It should eventually get to 
where it may do some good. After all, it Is up to you.

AUDIOPHILES REJOICE

8

Student aid I do have one thing to complain 
about. I am a UNB Red Devils fan 
and it really hurts me to see not 
one write-up about their games.Students well offt. SUB Director

ode. It was a 
ually got it 
idat’s going to

sHEEHBTE-"“.T " *• do.sn'1 hit o bi9 .oougl, bïï, <ü,|y """k «
students of UNB are generally concerned people will be able to
aren°us!ollvTn> k ,hoS®^ho react °Lnd P^bably do so on their These guys put in a hell-of-alot 
to Ho with . * . ,ve anyfh|ng own. The SRC president's function of hard work and valuable time to
those who r °,d' °nda\,or ®lso includes helping individuals represent UNB in this great g7me 

®C?.'<V®u1SOm® °id ,h®y in Student Aid, as long They ha 9 ^
receive a |ustifable amount to as such problems don't get too big

.®' , ™9' N°f 0,1 0< ,he If 0 problem seems to reach a few who are really enthusiastic about
from we Zh T-I»" CQmpus ore P«ople too many, then action will Play'n9 for UNB. Please dont let 
from N.B (about 73 percent are), have to be undertaken but in a *hem d°wn. Why not keep up their
own! n Hth ,COm® ufr°m Lfar 9roup- This would not take place spiri,s bY getting someone out at 
away and, therefore, have their a, a demonstration, as se»„ 
own personal problems, if such a before, but in the form of a h® games ond Putting in 
case anses An example of this committee whose experience and w|r,,e upS- Tbese °re a great bunch 
would be tne amount of support knowledge on the subject will be ?! 9,UyS' who ore 9'ving it all 
given in the last confrontation of able to meet the right people in * ®yV® 9°* *° be,,er ‘he Red 
the subject two years ago (Jan. - the right fashion. This isn't a far Dev,ls rec°rd. I really respect all of

Th„ « A ♦ a*j r- ' f®,ched ideo bu* common proce- ’h®m f°r ,h,$‘
The Student Aid Committee dure. It is the method to be used

(h®r® on refered as SAC) was set on a campus of our type. As long
° news,udenf aid as somebody does the work for

hid !°me SPrmS ,h,! 9<?V'f s°mebody else everything seems
hod decided to revise an old plan to be alright. It’s just a question of 
and use it-the same is being used apathy, and what to do with on 
this year. Some work

a Beatles 
In order

little
congratulations.

X
change In policies displayed by the new owners. 

n $.!!T®fh,n9 9,°°d moy have «me of all this.
with the °"!i th<> P*™™ longest associated 
with the store and one who quit, has taken the matter
It's callSZ hTdc °nd h°S opened up hls own store.

k L °?$f USlC Store- and *» !ocated at
395 King St. Rick Is busy building up hls supplies now 
ond promises a return to the old days of Little Records' 

Z! Pc/ces being the lowest In town, 
wish Rick all the best, and hope you all will drop In 

the new store to check the place P

REPLACING COURSES

It seems that many students are not aware of the 
details regarding the replacement of courses on their

?.COrd W®"' for th0” °f /ou who have a 
black mark or two on your record, namely D's or F's 

there is something that can be done. It is well
dlTtf 1,h! C°,endor' ^ brl*f,y- o« you have to 
dois fill out a form at your respective faculty office
and you can replace the sore spot with another 
course. There Is a restriction on the amount of courses 
you can replace according to the total credit hours In 
your program, and It takes a full year for you to get It
rvourCfmal here,0r*' you cannot replace courses In 
your final year. The courses ,till appear on your 
transcript, but with an [R] after, and they are not 
averaged into your G PA. So If you feel you'd like to
quickly ° C°Ur$® °r ,W°' tolk ,0 y°ur Dean and do It 

CORRECTION FROM LAST WEEK

young team this yeoive a

OU

let's show them that the rest of 
the student body are behind them 
all of the way. Thanks for 
time.

out.
your

____ , , was apathetic crowd. It's asking a lot of
accomplished in searching for people, but you would be

brought up at the time by the for a fellow student.
Moncton students was completely Thank 
out of place. Some students 
thought themselves at Berekley: 
they had planned for such terrorist 
actions, such as kidnapping 
(tempororyily removing some
body), and sabotage, not to Tbe Brunswickan: 
forgethorrossment. Their ap- This letter is our comment upon Th
proach towards the treasurer was what we feel is an abused ™ , ®. occurred and we 
disasterous, in fact, humiliating in responsibility. Our residence w!l! ,0rt“na,e enou9h *o win. As 
the face of students who needed participated in the Labbatts-OlanH T « having our team name 
help at the time. Challenge Cup tug-of-war oraanii m*cribed ®n ° ,roPhy. we were

What happened in 1976 was not ed by the Phys. 9£d. Society and 'n,°rrjled *bat our prize'' would 
a big occasion for students; it was held at half time during varsitv ^ de ‘vered to Wben the prize 
a joke for some, and wasted time football games. We as^id other 'T.u®^ W*,ound if to h® one-third 
for others. Incidently, I worked participants, paid a ten dollar "T",* d°n0,ed by Jb®
quite a few long hours on the entrance fee to the societv We sponsor J',olue of what we 
subject and even saw a few were happy to engage in wKit we r®C®iv^1 $9-60>- Qu®*,ion* about 
openings on the situation but thought was an effort to a) brn, nhl *"*1?°"^ "V quanHfy 
thanks to some fat-headed, promote attendance of residence 5 ^ r®P"®# obou* ,he "di*cre-
ego-searchmg conservatives these students at football aam®«- ,lonary consumption'' of two thirds 
holes were quickly closed. Those encourage the friendly rlvalrv °! °Uf pr'Z® by a ,ew members of 
people will probably recognize between men’s residence and c) fH® soci®ty- w« don't mind 
,hl$' provide some income for the

Sincerely,
A concerned fan

to get organized R.S. If possible could you please 
congratulate the boys in the next 

reading issue for starting off their regular 
on a winning note.

you, for 
Kevin Orpen season

Abuse of responsibility

l
Beverages and sold to Coca-Cola Ltd. The name of the 
beverage should have read "SPRITE", and yes, It was 
sold for a song. We may be smart, but I guess not 
enough to realize when we are being smart

■
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j MAESTRO KELLY PRESENTS...
j the most incredible value | 

ever offered 
in a Stereo System!

NOVEMBB» 36,^877*.

Send in your responses
City be:The questionaire below 

people were unaware of what they were supposed to do 
with it. Please fill in, tear out, and send to the SRC office.

run las t week, it appears that manywas
Political observers say 

Brunswick, and the capital 
particular, is being ottocke 
wave of public nudity.

Streaking was a fad four 
ago on the campus, but th< 
the latest wave is of a mucf 
debilitating nature to the i 
than the naked people runni 
streets of the past.

Although the issue has 
taken up by a local newsi 
some people are quite unco

sserr

•fp «388®®I
2. How do you perceive the e) negligible 

As you may recall I sent the chances for overall employment 8. How do you perceive the efforts
nlonfW'CH0h ? J®! i'^WO Week$ ,or ne* graduates? of our Federal politicans of all
from thW?'Ch d ° request ? very good parties to keep Canada unified? b
from the Progressive Conservative b) good a) very good k"
Party of Canada for the opinions of c) fair b) good
UNB students on youth' issues. ,d) poor c) fajr
The SRC has decided to act upon e) negligible d) poor
the request with the intention of 3. riow do you perceive the over e) negligible
sending our findings to all 4 summer employment situation?
Federal political parties. Wqll two a) very good 
weeks have passed and council b) good 
has received a grand title of 0 c) fair 
(zero) replies. Realizing that many d) poor
students are busy and unable to e) very poor
make a written submission to 4. How do you perceive your a) very good
council it has been decided to summer employment situation? 
make things easier for everyone a) very good 
through the creation of 
questionaire.

Now I realize that the format <j) 
and presentation of the question- e) 
aire might make George Gallup 
scream in horror but the intention 
is not to displace the Gallup poll 
but to get a student response. So 
please print the following ques
tionnaire so that it

i
T AJ A\

f i s!\
W

s A
IV ,

V

c
ed.sa

J
9. How do you perceive the overall ^ 
Canadian environment (i.e. natur- % 
al environment, human rights, 
personal satisfaction, economics 
etc)

The newspapers editorii 
on the Theatre of New Brur 
play, "Equus," and its 
minute nude scene, has atti 
both supporters and

.

f
opponi

A Saint John minister chc 
ed publicly anyone to debat 
on the issue of public nudih 
challenge was accepted 
Fredericton resident who pi

sb) good
c) fair
d) poor
e) very poor

SANSUI 331 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER 
12 WATTS x 2 RMS
Sansui’s CBM and distinctive "001" series 
design concept makes this one of the most 
popular low cost stereo receivers ever. Con
trol centre versatility includes, low noise 
tone controls, loudness compensation cir
cuit, stereo/mono selector, signal strength 
meter etc. High denisty 1C in FM demodula
tor keeps left/right stereo separation maxi
mum clear up into the high frequencies. 
Packed Hybrid 1C with four large output 
transistors means enhanced reliability and 
improved S/N in low distortion power output 
section. A, B, or A + B speaker selection. 
Music Power: (IHF) 50 W (4 ohms) Con 
tinuous Power: 12W x 2 (8 ohms, 1.0% 
T.H.D. 40 • 20,000 Hz) FM Sensitivity: 
13.2 JBF (2.5 uV).
EDS 10M BELT DRIVE MANUAL 
TURNTABLE
No frills or unnecessary features, just good, 
solid performance, looks and durability. 
Statically-balanced S-shaped tonearm 
features high sensitivity in ^vertical and 
horizontal action and has built-in anti-skate 
device. Includes base, plexiglass dust 
and stereo magnetic phono cartridge.
EDS 440 SPEAKER SYSTEM
2 Way, 2 Speaker system of the phase 
inversion design, using a 10” woofer and 3” 
tweeter to give a flat and full response. 
Equipped with a removable, acoustically 
transparent, sculptured foam grill.

Ssa b) good 
c) fair

poor
very poor 10. How would you characterize 

5. In your opinion what has been the leaders of this country (MP's, 
the Federal governments res- MLA’s, business leaders, religious |
ponse to the unemployment leaders, leaders of citizen’s ?

groups)?
a) very good
b) good
c) fair
d) poor
e) very poor

S Defoliant5situation?1
a) very good 

may receive b good 
the widest distribution possible.
Completed replies may be given to j) 
any SRC councillor or turned in at 
the SRC office in the SUB.

Herbicides used in 
parks for timber 
have been fingered 
producing agents for 
Now Dow Chemical, a 
manufacturer of the defi 
(TCDD, has been hauled Into 
for the first alleged death c< 
by that product.

William Shoecraft of G 
Arizona has filed a $25 rr 
(dollar) suit aginst Dow, he 
the company responsible fo 
cancer that killed his wife e< 
this year. Mrs. Shoecraft appe

c) fair our na
manage 

as c< 
some

poor
e) negligible
6. How do you perceive the overall
student housing situation at UNB? What is your Faculty?__________

In what year of university are you?

S
i

Sincerely 
Andrew Steeves

a) very good
b) good
c) fair
d) poor Thanks very much for your

1. How do you perceive your co-operation. We will compile your
loTrTraduati epP'0yment upon 7,Hpw dp you perceive Canadas toem* This" repoTwiMbe senMo all 
your graduation? chances of remaining unified over the Federal political parties and
S leZ 9°°d , e next 50 yPPrs? hopefully, it Pwill be published fn

S âir 8 "ZIT6 *• B—wrckon,
d) poor c) fair
e) negligible d) poor

‘Needs student co-operation’

CHECK YOUR RESPONSE

s

(P.S. There is a one week 5 
deadline for this questionnarie). * S

Vandalism on the increase cover

By RICK FOWLER maning every door.
Ken Hardie s night manager of 

seen *he SUB said "you can’t spend 
an upsurge in wanton vandalism three hundred dollars on super- 
on campus, and particularly visors to protect a one hundred 
around the Student Union Build- dollar door.” 
ing.

students who have been coming 
on campus, according to Hardie.

Lately, according to 
personnel, the people working at
Pubs haven't been checking I.D.’s
enough, and a lot of these kids S

Home, School ft 
Office Station*

The past three weeks have
SUB

sThe university can not afford to
Two of the front doors in the replace a full length glass door have been getting into the cubs

SUB have been kicked out and every weekend either, according However high school students 
according to Ken Hardie Assistant to Ken Hardie. The SUB is on a maybe part of the problem b t 
SUB director are expensive, restricted budget, and the money they are not all of it. accordina to 
Cement benches have also been used to repair somebody's idea of Hardie. 9
vandalized, slats were ripped off a laugh could be a lot better spent, 
one and were thrown through the said Hardie. Along with vandalism, he said ?
windows at Saga. A cigarette Vandalism isn't the only t*lere has also been theft. Lately J 
machine down by Little Records probelm in the SUB. At a recent scdas were s,olen from Lady Dunn.
SUB was broken into and robbed, pub a some people decided they Pt>Por,s from other residences

didn't have to pay to get in. When 'nQIC0,e ’hey too have had 
Curbing this kind of craziness is asked to leave, one "woman" took ’urni,ure stolen 

expensive according to security, a swing at a supervisor. Chief Williamson of Campus 8
Supervisors and security people One explanation fntit 'nas oeen Security says that all these 2
cannot be everywhere, and there offered for the recent problem is incidents are being investigated in 2
qIe_ 1-eP°ü3h of them to stgrt the large number of high school conjunction with the City Police

CANDIAN SKI PATROL SKI 8 SKATE SWAP He spid a ,a,se f're alarm __
Recycle Used Equipment turned in at McCloud house. This
Chestnut Complex 420 York St. has been
24, 25, 26 Nov. 77
Bring your equipment 1 p.m. - 9 p.m. Thurs. 1 p.m. - 6 p.m. Friday 
25 Nov. 77 Sale times 1 p.m. - 9 p.m. Friday 25 Nov. 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Sat. 26 Nov. Pick up money 9 p.m. - 9 p.m. Sat 26 Nov. 77 
Information call Fraser Drysdale 454-9215.

S
Weekly Specials In Record Dept.

LEO SAYER- Thunder In my Hear! $ 7.98 
EAGLES - Hotel California $ 7.98 
STYX - The Grand Illusion $ 7.29

NOW ALL $ 5.47 EACH

►

Si
x<:
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W A'J

fSCB ’! 05! IBS'!was

investigated and 1 
referred to the Student Discipline i 
Committee. V

It appears most problems occur 
after pubs and drinking parties.

Students should consider the 
fact that replacements and repairs 
are paid for out of their tuition. vi 

That doesn't stop people from | 
off campus. If you see someone t 
deliberately damaging university 
property, report it.

A word to the students from 
Chief Williamson "We need the 
co-operation of the students to £ 
stop vandalism that's costing them 5 
money."

S

tereo \ 
Marts i

?
*a

X3 Tit4:$}

leîters^continiïeH
supporting the activities of groups writing this letter, we hope to 
but are a little disappointed when point out to others this apparent 
o $e eel few receive benefits at abuse of discretionary power and 

expense of others ! The responsibility, 
members of the society, whom we 
contacted have not resolved the pee*'n9 Ripped Off 
-MHer tc our satisfaction. In The Men of Mackenzie House

he

455-1373 
Fredericton sKing’s Place Mall i

Y i-

4
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alue s
City being attacked by nudity?

ellwkk,£rzz££z °,^"Ht°z.rz't •sr «»*«.. «* «,.*» P fAt~.«Wit a«----s-I I*1 _ .
of public nudity. challenge was accented t! ... 3 .

JSEî-Æâisr itfrH'Sr: 1 y ,nde Jeh”$,e” . assrïïï'jrts: r:^.srr;^= ErF'FT" IheIrep1?rED,oteUyouwhere,wasl-^“<‘ i sr-’rsr-'- ■ wm°you were (eeUng the flret flakes ofwin(er |

-4-^ "rxrr^l tirSlt: rf-s,«aa^ ætJtandl. Eq„„,". ,h. Ï m,a*> l™8*'» by the excellent fflght arrangement” !
The newspapers editorializing apartments over the past few = American Airlines and the most accommodating 5

on the Theatre of New Brunswick unw- , , . yeors' some observers say the ; services of The Wickenberg Inn, in Wickenhara S

~“= smkjSS I
SSS -HfHVT; ~ Ion the issue Of public nudity The reported^h°S a ready s®em9eafh °,her in no*bing more Ï Airways in the morning and comparable " 
challenge was accepted by a coEinJ the TaT* gLT® °p ' i i" 7 V:*.bor" wi‘h' = connections in Chicago. You are in the driver’s seat = 
Fredericton resident who phoned tradition of paying a female shame" one^obse'rver'^00^ 5 on^Meo"1^10311^11'1!11!.8 DC"10 88 V°U Watch I

"Only people with no sense of 5 T Y ,deo the action taking place in the cockpit?!? Ï
shame and rigid uprighteousness ; /jlst®J1 oa headphones as the control tower gives =
could watch such a performance ; take"°“ aad landing clearance. The flight attendants E
without cracking a smile, without S lost no time in distributing pillows, magazines and E

sSsayjKr^ob- i S2&T5-. 7 ==*-*-L"* =
To illustrate his point, he noted = thZ waoïn ï f mtereSî ™d 6Ven SP°«ed trails that = 

Herbicides used in our national ly was caught twice in TCDD ,he lar9e number of letters to the S Ipynp^l",Si°ÜCexAf;0 °W6d 011 theiF trecks 0ut S
parks for timber management sprays drifting from the nearbv ®d °f °f ,h!. JSamt John Z tk0 f 1 ®^Pected John Wayne to Come riding out of Z 
have been fingered as cancer- Tonto National Forest. ok.va'ndTn ? ?kV d®,0ndin9 ,he = th f°0thllls anV moment. My western daydreams =

-«.ITS ^ismsTT^s "iH'prr.T s
îraîa?-*-— ssji-srjrfs: i begin». ,hat vour Ar,Mna H°Mav ~b» =

William Shoecraft of Globe, loIdanV’"9 *° "°,e ,ha,! - In 811 fairness to The Wickenberg Inn and the :

EEEBEriF Tïr;^- ESEïFE i=œ=Ma-i£ ! 
•s5£ïss£Kas s ssr-jax--i^.,rsr!i»rfb aad ,ha 8raat i

___________ He suggested that the people Of - A reminder to people travelling at Christmas =

^rrrrs !&"ask,f,o*iIP-eased-”,” " "‘f ^ =" °na °f thase »e""l= =

to the editor stating Fredericton's 5 “ You don’t have reservations yet . .
"role in the hore manure." ^and get them made as soon as possible.

■
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• TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1977 • Pseudo-sexual’ase 74-76 Corleton Street! ' 
Fredericton, N.B. 

Phone 455-3101 2

Home, School A 
Office Stationery

7:30 p.m.
ROOM 105, MACLAGGAN HALL 

U.N.B.
A THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY 

FOR
ALCOHOLISM AND riBlir, Afilicr

*I 3"

| Rapists notise.
ally

:ss | sex maniacs
• A recent report, published this

Tk. Porto,. Program „ a 24 koo, fa. | t^TÏÏTmSSÏ m
• men and women with serious drug and alcohol problems The • tki„u rY ° m's,ok® *°

2 aid,end9 Pr<>9r0m W'" °n$Wer 9ue$,,ons ,rom 1 A team of Boston College

• 2 researchers, headed by Dr. A.
Nicholas Groth, studied 133 
convicted rapists and 92 rape 
victims to come up with their 
findings. And according to Dr. 
Groth, "Rape is a pseudo-sexual 
act . . . that is concerned much 
more with status, oggression, 
control and dominance than with .
. . sexual satisfaction."

Dr. Groth says there’s two kinds 
of rapists - the angry rapist and 
the power rapist. The power rapist 

• *®*ks to control his victims 
through physical force. He’s 
usually triggered into action when 
he feels Insecure or threatened by 
female.

The angry rapist, on the other 
hand, attacks so he can express 
contempt, or hatred for his victim. 
He's often retaliating for what he 
sees as rejections from women. 
But for both types of rapists, Dr. 
Groth notes, "sex becomes a 
weapon . . . (to) ... hurt and 
degrade (the) victim." (Newscript)

ept. PORTAGE

Â$ 7.98
S

Casual Wear the crimeh

m
•*« •

-

pegasus shirts 
nosh shirts 

wings neckwear 
jantzen sweaters

% THIS IS A RESOURCE YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT
••••••••••••••••••eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeSVj
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HARTT FACTORY OUTLET■ "" TopToJ

« »

CORNER OF YORK « ARGY1E ST.»

SX

•eo
■tc s

HOURS :

ONDAY THRU FRIDAY;
«

9-12 SATURDAY !

a
o
»
»
»

’$ :o
o

ms wear ltd * • »

MENS SHOES SIZE 6-15 \ 
PRICES l

$19.95-$ 101.45 ;

:
i

397 KING ST 

454-5225
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The first frame house to be built in Fredericton 

was built for M. Charles Earle, who accompanied 
the first band of Loyalists. It was built on the site of 
12 Acacia Court. The present attractive cream 
house is over 100 years old.

Across Waterloo Row is Elmcroft once a ten acre 
estate. It was probably built between 1797 and 1806 
by Henry Smith. More recently it was the home of 
M.C.W. Argue, long time Biology professor at UNB 
A quarter mile down the road is Kent Inn built in 
1854. At the rear of Elcroft estate is a little tree 
enclosed plot. It is the burial place of Fredericton s 
first citizens who perished from hunger and cold 
during the first year and after. The date 1785 may 
still be read on a stone. It may be approached by 
going down to the flat and walking back on the road 
through the woods.

At the corner of Alexandra St. is another white 
house with a circular drive. 252 Waterloo Row is the 
home of Hon. Hugh John Flemming, formerly Premier 
of the province and later a Federal Cabinet Minister. 
His wife, Mrs. Ada Flemming is the founder of the 
Kindness Club. Earlier it was the home, in 
retirement, of President and Mrs. Jones. His potrait 
may be seen in the Great Hall. During his years as 
President they Uved in the South end of the Old Arts 
Building as did President MacKenzie and earlier 
presidents.

Next to the Flemming House is 238 Waterloo Row 
which became Government House in 1975. (It is 
included in The Walking Tours Booklet.) It was 
named Somerville House for the first President of the 
University and two more recent presidents Uved in

If the walker goes back and up Alexandra St. to 
the University, they wiU see a cottage on the left. It is 
thought to have been built before 1787. Because M. 
Edwin Jacob, the first Vice-President of King’s 
CoUege and a distinguished Scholar from Oxford 
came in 1829 and lived in it for four years it is caUed 
Oxford Cottage.

Another fine old home near the University is 
Beechmount at 621 Regent, St. Built afte 1858 it is 
presently the home of local historian and author, M. 
Austen Squires.

The old part of Frogmore high on the hiU near 
Beaverbrook Court was built before 1817. Also, on 
the Woodstock Road is the RCMP building, formerly 
Government House, 1828.

On the Golf Club Road is Elm Cottage, home of Dr. 
Gregg formerly UNB President and Cabinet Minister. 
It was built in 1816.

There are other fine old homes scattered about 
the town including a number on Charlotte St.

Others passed on the Walks but not mentioned are 
also old. The student will find a number of the 
houses on the Walking Tours have associations with 
the University or were the homes of authors. You 
should certainly find the former home of the literary 
Roberts family at 734 George St. and the poet Bliss 
Carman at 83 Shore St.

5*->•l1 BTil By MARY PA CE Ym ■
Er--Fredericton Heritage Trust is a conservation 

group concerned with preserving and developing the 
natural, historical, cultural and architectural 
heritage of New Brunswick and particularly of the 
capital district. It also fosters a public awareness of 
the value of that heritage. It has sought to promote 
public interest in and discussion of urban renewal 
and planning and has spoken for more community 
involvement in the decisions that will shape future 
development. To that effect, its President and 
members have appeared before city council and 
dealt with specific points, particularly with regard 
to the Municipal Plan.

Formed in January 1972, it won its early fight to 
prevent Marathon Realty from erecting a multi story 
office-shopping building in the historic Military 
Compound Blook. Also, it was successful in stopping 
the rezoning of an area on the river bank near old 
Government House so that a motel might be built 
there. It argued for the retention and remodelling of 
City Hall and the present Justice Building. As well, it 
saved the only remaining Salt Box building in the 
city. The Trust renovated it and rents it to an 
antique business. It spear headed the funding and 
building of the protective fence around the central 
Old Burying Ground which had been vandalized in 
recent years.

Since June 1972, the Trust has been concerned at 
the prospect of a new highway bridge being built in 
downtown Fredericton. It has not been against a 
new street type bridge in the business district but 
thinks the highway traffic should be confined to the 
outlying sections of the city. It has always believed 
that the waterfront should be improved and kept 
freely accessible to the public. Therefore, it has 
been dismayed at the prospect of waterfront 
highway drives and particularly at the dredging and 
filling in for the drives.

Fredericton Heritage Trust publishes a newsletter 
and since 1973 has printed a yearly newspaper 
series in The Daily Gleaner. Last May it published 
the booklet Walking Tours of Fredericton The 
Colonial Capital. It won a Heritage Canada 
Communications Award for this. The booklet may be 
purchased at the University Book Store or downtown 
stores for $1. It includes 77 drawings by 28 local 
artists and information about these historic 
buildings. Membership in the Trust is just $2 and for 
an additional $3 one may become a member of 
Heritage Canada and receive their magazines.

An additional close to the University walk might 
include the following buildings: The Old Arts 
Building was built in 1829 by J.E. Woolford. Cross 
Buchanan Field and you will see, in Participark, the 
foundation of an early building, Rookwood. Built in 
the 1840’s it burned in 1946. This area of Salamanca 
is believed to be where the first group of Loyalists is 
who came in 1783 spent a terrible winter. Some 
perished.
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'Oh What a Lovely War Klaatu

Waratits funniest BeeBy MAC BREWER and their antic, at the dress good performance, a good

eibfeh
week's paper. I was fust so bü8 ? î* "TÎ ? °f th® hi9hli9hts and/or plot

noticed when no one asked me for .v." wav and thl J = =. I y°U *° See ,he wor °*
photos of the ploy. In fact It wasn't helped to* ensure this A^hüd n* * ""c °nd 't$ ,unniest- UNB 
until I read the paper Friday that I 1T11 A Dr0ma Soci«V*- "Oh What a
noticed their absence. performance, a bad d,rector; a Lovely Little War ", is a must.

The ploy," "Oh What a Lovely 
War," is a satirical look at World 
Wor I. In my opinion it is a 
delightful little musical; I did tell 
you it was a musical, didn't I?; that 
crosses over into drama in places, 
revealing people's attitudes about 
the wor and the hardships they 
endured. 4

i

By MARC PEP
A lot con be sait 

album. For those v 
Klautu's first album 
superior rock arrang 
be disappointed he 
there isn’t a trace of 
album. The album 
modern classical foi 

, and purposes. If you 
classic music, this is t 
you. Klaatu will hove 
hard core rock fans c 
but will also have g< 
classical oriented au

The album itself is 
production, I mean ' 
lent' - astonishing. It 
that the songs were 
for one year by eithei 
New Jersey? session 
album these studii 
prove once and for 
are not the 'Beatles ii 
first album sounded 
like the Beatles and I 
tell in places. V 
unknown musicians h 
here is a very excel 
classical album.

Side one starts off 
off you know", a catd 
is doing well in the 
States. This song h< 
structure of "Sub Ros 
off their first album, 
album, Klaatu was t 
taking off to another 
they have taken off 
This song contain 
backup vocals as 
excellent electric vie 
solo. Listening to this 
picture in your mind 
drifting farther away 
space.

The second song 
"Madman" and the
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• v 1. ■ ■
I said it was satirical and I 

meant it. After listening to those 
two tipsy songsters complaining 
about the army, and that fabulous 
"doughboy" singing line, I’m 
you'll agree.

The songs were well written and 
more importantly they 
equally well sung.

I must mention, the costumes as -iH 
wel1 a* the wardrobe designers jH 

/ really outdid themselves. The cast
seemed to enjoy the costumes too 
as they kidded around offstage,

I 5* ,%: '
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photo—brewer photo—brewer

CBC Radio

Ferguson comesout of hiding
him loose from his Cape Veton wiM'geHn on the 2'/There'll be ^”dio"s hi9h an^ low will Diefenbaker this fall, Max was and his witty straight man Allan
hideaway. Max Ferguson i, plen£ of music from ^camJaSl LTKrZon’ * of,«■ 9™P =nvited to do McFee w!2.^Zy a,*
commg back to CBC Radio for a colkct.cn of records. H.Tai funn^lonJXrh. jom- °" the Nothing,ha, been safe fro*m Max"

uuh i n u , A highlight of the week will be a ed the CBC in 1946 He’d had them The w_ E c. fun-poking. But he is one of the
While Don Harron, regular host special on the Beatles, Friday, Dec. |n stitches at the University Th ,M°x Fer9uson Show was few top comedians who has lasted

of Morningside, is taking his fall 2, marking the 10th anniversary of Western Ontario where thinn "'ernarkab e n°t only for Its without stepping outside the 
break, Ferguson will get bock into the end of an era, and showing wJre a ^ caÎmeT Ôher heM T ? er°, °f short-|ived boundaries of good taste. In 1968 
harness a, Morningside host, how it affected the four loveable gradual and in hf, fir,1 enthus «">*- but also for Fergu- hi, book about hi, experience,
Monday to Friday, Nov. 28-Dec. 2, mop-tops who grew up in 1967 broodcastina effort* in i A f°ns formidable ability to be with the show and on speakina
from 9.13 a.m. until noon (9.34- and released the album that Ont But he didn't hit hi* tt irtJ UOny ,iv® doY8 0 week f°r 30 engagements, And Now Here's
12.30 nst). Executive producer: changed their image: Sergeant until he IndÜ at the CBC'! * *t°Ut ** h*lp °f ° b°7 °f Mox' w<>n the Leacock Medal for
Krista Moeots. Paper’s Lonelv Hearts Club Bond u m j. CBCs script writers or gag men. A dally Humor.

Ferguson thought he'd had 1967 was a dramatic year in many announcertnd dlsŒe^Oneof n6W$pQP*r fo *P°rk *"» imagina- After distilling for 18 month,
enough of big cities. After 30 ways. Canada celebrated her his earlv omilnnmLnt.** ° e f ,l0?'. ° s.ense of burner kept away from a regular radio outlet
years os one of the CBC's funniest Centennial, hippies protested 1? * *. *°* ° well-honed, an ability to ad lib his Max's humor is headier ttan ever'
broadcasters, this dignified, sad- anything that tc£k thJir fancy oI^LIT™ n ï’ î'kl *ïd ’n °nd ouf of ,housand» of Morningside is gearing Itself for
eyed philosopher with ,he drol, floLr Children sang of tea, S hil°"OU8 make-believe situation,, lively option. Do^ 9

mouth, we latched lough wrln- cure for the ills of the world while |ng himself os Old Rowhlde and
es, and diamoml-cut wit retired Communist Chino exploded Its slipping into the drawl that was to

« :;r'„o “t”„r„4, tü ro"h T",nm

cat,age a, N.il's Harbor near the This hour-long W. prepor- r ,teo d cK'wTno SjS
northern tip of Cepe Breton, ed by Pat Clement and produ^d
swearing oH bustle and poHu,ion by Gary McKeehan, offers a regular feature a,°CBC tfoUfox °
LThumor feltTr0 M T** !-0Seina,ir,9 look at P°P culture a, a When Max was tronsterrL to
of humor felt i, could not survive a dramatic turning-point, a, how Toronto, Rowhlde joined the
second winter of Isolation and world events and the march of network too The Rawhide little 
cruel Atlantic blasts, so he's back time affected the Beatles and their Theatre Group in which Max 
n .T<?ron,t> ,or ,he cold months, music, and at how they Influenced * ployed a dozen or more 
a,You $c°nS 0r* 7|0iMlnfl‘ . °,her P°P ‘‘"k* by breaking characters, dealt summarily with

hiahTinkt ° î??* V f°kin9 ° S,0nd 09<,ins, national stuffed shirts and showed

itttx%°srn zt„iZ’lz 
SS.***' “,,h ””-k d ,h* ^r.lr”*rr",',"4wh,ld4281 ^ '''no**1 0n,hM0n1b)l' NkV u Wh0tkwere you doln9 ln '967? character, on CBC Rod” HeTniw

2®i ubyl..L0nV°!h1e: ,,hon h * He°r fhis Pro9rom' superimpose he hod arrived' when he was
quick-witted side-kick for many your present identification against mentioned In Hansard I 
years, Allan McFee. Miss Moeots what It reveals about that time of After 15 years Ferauson 
plans to resurrect some of their social change, and you may be decided to let Rnwhide inA ®
forgeTl In'^^M ^8hf Tam '° $“rprlsed ot.whot yo° discover before everyone got fired of°hlm
won”nnd"A("TRA a h" ab°u,1 yours*|f I Bu, Max continued to amuse - and
won and ACTRA Award for the Guiding listeners through the sometimes confuse
KL,V.*h, „„ -h. le** SrimXZ.

turn up during the week to speed stimulating encounters with Inter- had a birthday party fo! John

i

CHmiss the fun.
1'Kingdom of the Spiders

Ain't art, but its good
By MAC BREWER enjoyed it but then any

with my hero in It has a favorite 
Someone once spoke the words, spot with me.

...o=k b, i !éZ,Z°°JJZ ^
of tarantulas art. However if them and the corpses wrapped In 
you re looking for on unbiased cocoons make your skin crawl I 
review then forget It. The star of won't spoil the ending but it may 
the show is my hero. William no, be just what you’re expecting 
Shatner (i.e. Captain James T. Having read the book, I was 
Kirk), of Star Trek fame. I've seen forewarned whot to expect so I 
him act In television shows (Star was shielded from the worst. 
Trek Colombo) and in mode for Others weren't so fortunate and 
TV plays. It was on about 7:30 a.m. the clerks will testify to the 
weekdays years ago. I'd get up number of women that fainted or 
early for school jus, to watch the got up and left during the show, 
plays in case Shatner was The guys would've done equally 
appearing. I must say that his well I'm sure but we all know men 
performance In, "Kingdom of the have no emotions, right girls? 
Spiders", was up to his usual high Sure they don't 
standard of acting. |n all, it's o good film bu, I

For anyone that digs creepy, wouldn't advise taking your 
crawly type shows with increasing girl/guy to It. Then again that 
horror and sploshes of the huddling tight 
macabre, then this is for

show
1) Calling Occupants
(5)
2) Baby Whot a Bit 
Chicago (2)
3) You Light Up My I 
Boone (1)
4) Slip Slidin’ Away -
(10)
5) Signed, Sealed, 
Peter Frampton (6)
6) Another Star - St<
(7)
7) Nobody Does It B< 
Simon (3)
8) We're All Alone - F
(8)
9) Do Your Dance -
(11)
10) Money, Money, M
(17)
11) You Make Lo1 
Fleetwood Mac (9)
12) Angie Baby - Alai
13) Come Sail Away
14) Your Smiling Fc 
Taylor (-)
15) Runaway - Bonnl

with his

together for 
you. I protection could be fun! Right?!
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Klaatu

Beatles 
in drag?

i

to

F iùt

a good 
ivours Its 1
II Sunday 
live away 
d/or plot, 
iscription. 
t>e war at 
est, UNB 
What a 

must.
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I
w !;7-rBy MARC PEPIN

A lot con be said about this 
album. For those who enjoyed 
Klautu's first album because of 
superior rock arrangmeents, will 
be disappointed here, because 
there isn’t a trace of rock on this 
album. The album is strictly 
modern classical for all intents 

, and purposes. If you love modern 
classic music, this Is the album for 
you. Klaatu will have lost a lot of 
hard core rock fans on this album 
but will also have gained a new 
classical oriented audience.

The album itself is excellent in 
production, I mean ‘really excel
lent' - astonishing. It shows easily 
that the songs were worked over 
for one year by either Toronto? or 
New Jersey? session men. On this 
album these studio musicians 
prove once and for all that they 
are not the 'Beatles in drag'. Their 
first album sounded very much 
like the Beatles and it was hard to 
tell in places. What these 
unknown musicians have come up 
here is a very excellent modern 
classical album.

Side one starts off with "We're 
off you know”, a catchy single that 
is doing well in the charts in the 
States. This song has the basic 
structure of "Sub Rosa Speedway" 
off their first album. On their first 
album, Klaatu was talking about 
taking off to another planet; here 
they have taken off from earth. 
This song contains excellent 
backup vocals as well as an 
excellent electric violin and horn 
solo. Listening to this solo you can 
picture in your mind a space raft 
drifting farther away from you into 
space.

The second song is entitled 
"Madman" and the question is

asked, whether or not this person 
is mod for leaving earth. This song 
has o guitar solo in it and has on 
abrupl ending. The pace of the 
song speeds up as it goes along.

"Around the Universe in 80 
days" talks about making their 
journey thru space. It only makes 
sense. This is a slow song with a 
lot of talking in it which makes the 
song interesting or different.

"Long live Politzana" is the next 
song and you know that they've 
now landed on this planet called 
"Politizania". It has a catchy 
chorus and a very classical 
oriented solo. Next thunder comes 
in and the 'Notional Anthem of 
Politzania" is sung out to end side 
one.

w*

m
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Shakespeare production to appear
The 3rd Creative Arts Concert features The Oxford and Cambridge Shakespeare Company s "A 

Mid-summer Night s Dream." The production will appear at The Playhouse on December 6 at 8:15 
p.m. for one show only. Tickets are FREE to students and con be picked up at the SUB Info Booth, the 
Art Centre and the Residence Centre one week before the performance.

Further information will appear in The Brunswickan next issue.

Side two starts off with
"Loneliest of Creatures". It's a \ A i I------ y , .m&m Air Farce airborne
Ihe lighthouse keeper is the At the end of November 
loneliest of creatures. Next song is members of CBC Radio s top-rated 
the prelude - , a classical variety series, the Royal Canadian 
instrumental. The lighthouse Air Force, will uproot themselves 
keeper" song says that "I am the 
loniest," so said the lighthouse 
keeper. This song is weird or 
different — take your pick. It is 
rather quiet in nature though.

The last song on the album's 
“Hope", the title of the album. It is 
a very pretty or quiet song and

brewer

above anything - no available 
face escapes their custard pie."

The western jaunt will give their 
many admirers a unique opportun
ity to meet them in the flesh, from 
petite Luba Goy at 5 ft. 2 in. to 
Dave Broadfoot, 6 ft. 2 in. Judging 
from the quantity of fan mail there 
are a lot of westerners who make 
it a weekly habit to listen. 
Likewise, members of the Air 
Farce are looking forward to 
meeting sons of their correspond
ents, and not incidentally, 
gathering fresh inspiration for 
their material (Premier Bennett, 
Alberta oil and ex-Mayor Stephen 
Juba not excepted.)

Nothing is spared the Air Farce 
line of fire. Not Air Canada, the 
Post Office,
(especially the government), TV 
commercials, not even the inner 
sanctums of that most hallowed 
institution, the CBC.

Air Farce is also a modern-day 
glimpse at the golden days of 
radio -- taped live before an 
audience, with the cast standing 
before microphones, scripts in 
hand, and off to one side is sound 
effects man Alex Sheridan, 
banging coconut shells together, 
squashing strawberry boxes, 
closing little doors, breaking 
teacups, and doing whatever else 
is appropriate to provide Air 
Farce's favorite rude, silly, or 
unexpected noises.

The group is uniquely Canadian, 
too: Dave Broadfoot is from British 
Columbia, Don Ferguson from 
Quebec, John Morgan is Welsh, 
Roger Abbott was born in England, 
Luba Goy is Ukrainian, and they 
all live in Toronto. You can’t get 
any more Canadian than that!

Besides their hit CBC Radio 
series the Air Farce people 
preparing their first LP record and 
an Air Farce book. John Morgan is 
busily writing for CBC-TV's 
comedy series Custard Pie; Roger 
Abbott and Don Ferguson will be 
seen on CBC-TV's Canadian 
Express this season, and they're 
also writing a series for the Global 
Television Network (also seen in 
Winnipeg, Edmonton and Vancou
ver), entitled Mary & Michael,

which co-stars Luba Goy; and 
Dave Broadfoot, now beginning 
his 27th year as one of Canada's 
favorite comedians, is in constant 
demand, travelling from coast to 
coast with his comedy and 
characters such as the Member of 
Parliament for Kicking Horse Pass, 
and Corporal Renfrew of the 
Mounted.

Completing the Air Farce team 
are producer Bill Howell, produc
tion assistant David Milligan, 
technicians Bill Boyde and Bryan 
Hill, and the aforementioned 
one-man band, Alex Sheridan.

from their home riding at the 
Richmond Hill Curtain Club, just 
north of a certain large 
mid-eastern metropolis, to em
bark on a ten-day tour of four 
western cities: Winnipeg, Edmon
ton, Victoria and Regina.

Though the Air Farce has 
questions or answers about the strayed from its natural habitat on 
only way to live here is through rare occasions throughout the
hope. End of album. Not a trace of course of its existence, it has
rock. Not bad but I expected 
something along their first album, ambitious flight pattern. The 
maybe my grand mother will enjoy organization of the excursion 
it. Their next album should be very involves five cast members, five 
interesting. crew members, audio equipment,

Next week review on Ringo plus the making of an incredible 
Starr's "Ringo the 4th" LP.

n, Allan 
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McLauchlan
appears

Nov. 29
the governmentmonths 

> outlet, 
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assortment of sound effects.
The group will take off for 

performances at the University of 
Manitoba, (Mon. Nov. 28); 
University of Alberto (Tues. Nov. 
29); University of Victoria (Fri. 
Dec. 2) and the University of 
Regina (Mon. Dec. 5).

The shows will be taped and 
broadcast at a later date. Now in 
its fifth season, the Air Farce is 
broadcast Saturdays on CBC Radio 
at 11.30 a.m,; on CBC Stereo at 
1.30 p.m., half an hour later in 
Newfoundland.

CHSR Murray McLauchlan returns to 
the Atlantic region this month on 
the last leg of a cross-Canada tour 
to promote his most recent album 
HARD ROCK TOWN. McLauchlan 
will be appearing with veteran 
bass player. Dennis Pendrith, who 
has performed with Murray both 
in-concert and in the recording 
studios for many years. The SILVER 
TRACTORS, who were originally 
scheduled to travel as Murray's 
back-up band will not be with him 
this time.

McLauchlan has a long history of 
concert successes in this region 
and with the release of his 
album and a host of new material, 
this tour promises to be no 
exception. The Canadian musi
cian/composer has already 
five Juno awards, two gold 
records and has gained a large 
international audience through 
concerts and recordings every
where from Tokyo to Toronto, 
London to Los Angeles.

McLauchlan started off the 
Maritime tour In Antigonish, N.S. 
on November 22 with dates at St. 
F.X. University, Acadia, Truro on 
November 24, Halifax on Novem- 
ber 25 at the Rebecca Cohn, P.E.I., 
Sockville, Saint John Highschool 
on November 28 and Fredericton 
Playhouse on the 29th.

Top 30d
show

favorite 1) Calling Occupants - Carpenters 16) It's Ecstasy When You Lay
Down Next To Me - Barry White (4)

2) Baby What a Big Surprise - 17) Wings - Ringo Starr (21)
18) A Place In the Sun - Pablo

(5)

great. I 
» actors 
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ig over 
pped In 
:rawl. I 
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>ecting. 
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worst, 
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rtted or 
i show, 
equally 
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girls?

Chicago (2)
3) You Light Up My Life - Debby Cruise (19) 
Boone (1)
4) Slip Slidin’ Away - Paul Simon (12)

On CBC Radio's 
networks, a quarter-million Cana
dians tune in every week, and via 
short-wave there are fans 
throughout the United States, and 
even Bermuda and West Ger
many. One regular listener In 
Moscow has just been heard from 
-- a Canadian friend mails him 
tape cassettes of Air Farce 
broadcasts.

The Air Farce Group -- Roger 
Abbott, Dave Broadfoot, Don 
Ferguson, Luba Goy and John 
Morgan - won this year's ACTRA 
Award as best variety performers, 
and there's plenty of praise in the 
press: Dennis Braithwaite in the 
Toronto Star calls Air Farce "a 
national asset of infinitely greater 
value than hockey, Alberta oil, ... 
or John Diefenbaker." Barrie Hale 
in the Canadian Magazine writes 
"they are funny, and fresh, and not

national
19) Brick House - Commodores

20) Crying In My Sleep - Art(10)

5) Signed, Sealed, Delivered - Garfunkel (23) 
Peter Frampton (6)
6) Another Star - Stevie Wonder (14)

new
21) Blue Bayou - Linda Ronstadt

22) So You Win Again - Hot(7)
7) Nobody Does It Better - Carly Chocolate (30) 
Simon (3)
8) We're All Alone - Rita Coolidge Sayer (-)

won
23) Thunder in My Heart - Leo

24) Hard Times - Boz Scaggs (24)
9) Do Your Dance • Rose Royce 25) Time Bomb - Lake (29)

26) Gone Too Far - England Dan &
10) Money, Money, Money - Abba John Ford Coley (-)

27) Cold As Ice - Foreigner (15)
11) You Make Loving Fun - 28) Love Gun - Kiss (27) 
Fleetwood Mac (9)
12) Angie Baby - Alan O'Day (13) 30) Star Wars Theme - Meco (22)
13) Come Sail Away - Styx (20) —Compiled by Marc Pepin. CHSR
14) Your Smiling Face - James TOP 30 show is every Wednesday
Taylor (-) nite from 7 till 9 sponsored by
15) Runaway - Bonnie Raitt (IB) Little Records.

(8)

are
(11)

(17) new

29) Surfin' USA - Leif Garrett (16)but I 
your 

n that 
r for 
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Books in review

Understanding inflation \
Inflation It's Your Bag by Bernhard capital — taking a look at at a higher rate than in the post,
A. Frischke, Simon 8 Pierre Capitalism. From here he turns to squeezing present living stan-
Publishing Co. Ltd. Toronto, the entrepreneur and supply and dards and causing a substantial

demand. He discusses the reduction in present lifestyles." 
contributions of an economist He next looks at the compon

ents of inflation stating that "the 
Money is next — we are deliberate monetary overexpan-

economic changes wrought by the supplied with a brief history of its sion is one of the strongest roots
of the present North American 
inflation."

He then discusses various 
theories on how to combat- 
inflation. He discusses such factors 
as non-renewable resources and

r*.

Ontario.

"Inflation is not a product of our named Gossen. 
time nor the result of the

"Industrial Revolution" at the origin and evolution, 
beginning of the 19th Century: 
inflation has accompanied the 
march of mankind through history 
with the same loyalty as the 
plague, drought and war."

In discussing the limitations of 
the price theory he defines 
monopolies and states various 
kinds.

He then concentrates on what

For Diana

COLD DEC EM

population growth and food 
supply. He sees these as the 
biggest problems in the future.

, .. . . „ . , . He concludes by stating that
implications for him/her. The book normally bridges two movements. t inflation is here to stay "The 
is appropriately divided into three Inflation starts in the latter phase demands to be . met by our 
parts 1) the theory of prices: 2) of on upsurge in business economic systems are considerob- 
theory and reality: 3) an economic activities and leads into depres- ,y ,orger than fhe possib|e output 
outlook on the next 25 years. sion. It does not necessarily _ and inf,ation wM, be your

accompany the phase of depres- from here on ■■ 
sion all the way down to its lowest 
point: in point of fact, it never did 
before our own time."

i
A touch of A/ 
July and Augt 
A sweet Septe 
November not 
Your every se; 
But there's a <

i“Inflation It's Your Bag" is a he calls Business cycles. He states 
must for the layperson who wants "Inflation is not by itself a specific 
to understand inflation and its port of the business cycle. It

> '

ILfWjjV

It seemed to i 
That all the fl 
I thought you 
The dusty sha 
1 should have 
About that co

In the introduction a brief 
history of inflation is given citing 
examples from Germany and some 
South American countries. In the 
first part price is defined and 
values are examined. The factors Reality statistics are provided for bibliography and glossary at the
of production are looked at Canada and the U.S. He states, end of the book for reference,
covering the altitudinal change of "The inflationary potentiality has I feel this book is a must for any 
labour. A number of economists been vastly increased over the citizen who wishes an understand-
are looked at — from Thomas past couple of years. With the ing of inflation without a whole lot
Aquinas to Karl Marx to Lord termination of North America's of economic jargon. I highly
Keynes. He looks at the growing recessionary period and the recommend it to both laypersons
political power of labor in our stimulation of consumer demand and those studying economics as a
society. to approach former levels, means of understanding inflation

Next he looks at land and cost-of-living increases will occur better.

I feel that this is a very readable 
account of inflation and mode 
everything more understandable. 

In the section on Theory and Frischke supplies us with a
&

/ loved you rr 
Through every 
Your loving la 
Your life was

Brunswick String Quartet performing Burletto by Bela Bartok at 
lost Thursday's coffeehouse. Also featured that night were 
Stephen Peacock and John Lavery, classical guitarists. Next 
coffeehouse with the Folk Collective is Friday Dec. 2 at Memorial 
Hall, 8:30 p.m.

t

photo—tremblay(Kate) Oh love can I 
I was a fool t 
You always■ to 
Until you'd ta, 
I feel a chill; 
And leave tha

Listening to children andcoping with loneliness
Author Douglas Barry Spencer future, and their place in society, black and white photographs of is a spinster of 30, who, armed most appealing but the mole

founded and coordinates PEOPLE without hypocrisy and with a clear children. with a PhD in English Lit. finally characters are such poor creatures
FOR EDUCATIONAL PARTICIPA- understanding of the existing Douglas Spencer is available to leaves her parental home in that one feels the cords were 
TION (PEP) - a network of people contradictions. conduct workshops involving Toronto to teach in a minor college unfairly stacked against them —
discussing and acting on educo- Some of the questions included children, as well as straight in Montreal, taking her WASP Willy really deserved better! 
tional issues. From 1967 to 1974, in QUESTIONS KIDS ASK FOR interviews, discussing the techni- inhibitions and dreams with her. This is a very readable and
he taught with the Carleton Board THOSE WHO CARE TO LISTEN ques involved in the gathering of The background setting of a small enjoyable book especially recom-
of Education (Ottawa) and include: "Why, since my father the questions from children. college during the early 70’s, mended os an Xmas gift for those
recently studied with Dr. Ivan Illich died, does my brother act like my 1111 when student unrest was the hard to please Aunts',
in Cuernavaca, Mexico, and has father?", "Why do parents say ♦ T t T » order of the day, is very well done, It is available at Halls
monitored educational innovation we re supposed to be responsible A Population of One —Constance and the heroine, Willy Doyle, is Bookstore, Queen St. Fredericton
in California. but always give us the line you're

Rico

i

1

Beresford Howe, Macmillan of 
He is the author of the Learning not old enough'?", "Will there be Canada Publisher.

Spaces series, which are direc- another Jesus, or are we going to 
tories of urban resources for have to do his job?", and "Do 
children. He is currently coordinat- parents know what their children title conveys is the story of a 
ing a variety of educational ore taught?" 
projects in Ottawa and Toronto,
and compiling books dealing with is available in paper bock and 
street children of Latin America cloth cover, are over 40 delightful 
and centenarians.

TO MV

Then 
leaving 
creapin 
each p,

"A Population of One", as the
*•The;woman's battles with and final 

Also included in the book, which acceptance of, the state of
loneliness.

Willy Doyle the main character,

. :v

Till
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with a 
Tears c 
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and VV< 
the besi 
with pa 
They've 
all left 
to make 
who are 
those I 
I'll be n 
soon 
but I kr 
things v

-STUDIOS.
Ltd.

Comedian Bill Cosby, Ed. D. 
(Mass), a crusader for better 
understanding between people, 
and whose interest and work with 
children is known the world over, 
was so excited about the concept 
of Spencer's book that he readily 
agreed to do the Foreword. In It, 
he emphasizes the need for 
questions from children to be 
answered, in order to strengthen 
adult-child communication.

QUESTIONS KIDS ASK FOR 
THOSE WHO CARE TO LISTEN, 
written by Ottawa born writer 
Douglas Barry Spencer, Includes 
questions on such topics as 
friendships, parents, oppression, 
sex and love, religion, govern
ment, divorce, school, teachers, 
swearing and censorship, growing 
up, self-image, and many others.

In a fast-moving world we hove 
lost sight of questions. As any 
sixth grader will tell you, only the 
answers count. This book deals 
with questions. There is obviously 
a genuine concern among young 
people about the world, the

- i
BRUNSWICK

STRING
QUARTET

The Brunswick String 
H Quartet will perform 

works by Arriaga,
ODE TO 6RADUAT10M1
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Britten and Schumann
WEDNESDAY.
NOVEMBER 30th, 1977 8;15p.m. 
Memorial HalljAuditorium,;UNB 
Tickets at the door Adults 3.00 
UNB and STU students,i ~ 
and Senior Citizens, r ^

Subsequent concerts 
January 26, 1978 and
February 20, 1978

372 Queen Street 
Fredericton

Phone 455-9415
Debbie 
[alias Sf
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I still remember her 
A rose bought in a tavern long ago 
A quiet dinner - lots of wine 
The gentle way she used to smile

I still remember her 
The songs she used to sing 
Crossword puzzles, games of bridge 
Laughter paid for with a kiss

I still remember her 
A thousand miles apart 
The bears that surrounded her 
Telling lies that hurt.

» l

X

X1 Yes, I still remember her 
The frightened way she ran 
Trying to convince herself 
Yet denying what she felt.
The desperation in my cry 
As she slowly sl'p^ed away 
The anger, bitterness, and tears 
And all alone, the empty sound of fear

Yes, I still remember her 
In every night, on every day 
Once so much a part of 
Now a stranger out of reach

And the saddest part of all 
It never should have been 
For she is loved, still loved 
Only too well, too much

And if you should ask 
Yes, I still remember her.

For Diana

L NCOLD DECEMBER X v ><

v X

A touch of April in your smile 
July and August in your raven hair 
A sweet September in your eyes 
November notions in the clothes you wear 
Your every season's work of art 
But there's a cold December in your heart.

Ï,
me

!

AIt seemed to me the day we met 
That all the flowers had begun to bloom 
I thought you'd help me to forget 
The dusty shadows of my lonely room 

should have known right from the start 
About that cold December in your heart.

I loved you more and more each day 
Through every season of the year 
Your loving laughter seemed to say 
Your life was empty when I wasn't near you.

Oh love can lead you to your grave 
I was a fool to think you loved me too '
You always■ took but you never gave 
Until you'd taken all my love for you 
I feel a chill; I must depart 
And leave that cold December in your heart.

Rico

OWE)
Rico

itart ok at 
ht were 
ts. Next 
Memorial

tremblay

One clock ticks 
as the voices 
seep thru the 
walls and ceilings. 
My mind is boggled. 
You are
amongst the noise 
and confusion; 
creating more 
confusion not only 
in my mind, 
but also in 
my heart.

9ess O îthe male 
9r creatures 
cards were 
ist them — 
better! 
idable and 
ally recom- 
ift for those

Debbie Brine ;at Halls 
:redericton. «TO MY FRIENDS AT THE ROBIN HOOD 

Then
leaving seemed unreal 
creaping upon me with 
each passing day 
Till
my last day 
my last night 
was upon me 
with a tearful reality.
Tears came
with the exchange of gifts 
and a song just for me.
I loved them all 
and still do 
but it's not the same 
I'm here 
They're there
and I've learned to make 
the best of what I've got here, 
with painful easiness.
They've
all left my mind 
to make room for those 
who are here,
those I am learning to love.
I'll be returning 
soon
but 1 know
things won't be the same 

Debbie Brine
[alias Sheila of Woodstock]

SMy mistress demanded a poem [''... about me! And 
it's got to rhyme!"]

I rhymed the moon 
and Carol lune, 
her sunny smiles 
and funny wiles, 
her urging lips 
and surging hips, 
her burhing eyes 
and churning thighs 
then came to grief 
on her fish and chips.

Maurice Sprio,
London, England,
1968.

1

now.

On seeing my picture in the Brunswickan

"You've got lovely hair 
and a beautiful smile," 
girls often told me . . . 
now that abomination!
Old age —
the ultimate obscenity.
I'll say it yet again, Lord Cod: 
you have a twisted sense of humor.

Maurice Spiro 
7976
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FUFCIMIN’ THE OUTCASTS
ll/ll/TT

TneRe's a soy
Tost arrive.» 
THAT'S SELUiNS 
v Slaves

it'sr -ntuL ^ 
Hirw we 
d»m't

BeutEV*.

COURSE t SECTION INVl
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 25

WOMENS BASKETBALL: UNB at Concordia.
GYMNASTICS: Dalhousie and Moncton at UNB.
PHILOSOPHY LECTURE: Dr. Elizabeth Trott will speak on "John Clark Murray 
- A Rebel With A Cause”; Tilley Hall, Rm. 28, 11:30 a.m.
WOMENS VOLLEYBALL: UNB at Moncton, 4:30 p.m.
MENS VOLLEYBALL: UNB at Moncton, 6:30 p.m.
HOCKEY: UNB at UPEI, 7 p.m.
EUS PUB: SUB, Ballroom, 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
CARIBBEAN CIRCLE: presents a prelude to Caribbean Nite (The Big Bamboo 
Nite Club) called PUB/Disco/Dance at 8:30, Marshall d’Avray (Educ. Faculty). 
All are welcome/Bien Venue/Bienventidos Todos.

T0O
LATE iKSIii? , sssss

POOL 
CARVELL 
ACKERMAN 
POOL

IA CONMEAOV 
EA CONMEAOV 
3A CONMEAOV 
AA LOUGHRFV 
SA «SHARP 
AA LOUGHRFV 
1A «BYNUM 
2A BVNUM

ANTH31I1 
ANT M3 30 1 
ANTH420I 
ANTH4 23IIN

SL.AVBRV !) 6A1 203 
BAI203 
•AS 203 
BA1203 
6A! 203 
6A1 203 
6AIS03 
BAl SO3 
BA1S03 
BAISOA 
BAl504 
BAIS04 
BAI 504 
BAlSO 4 
BA2203 
BA2203 6A2203 
BA2 304 
BA2304 
BA2614 
BA2614 
6A26I3 
BA2B13 
BA2613 
BA 3 114 
BA3114 
BA3134 
BA3223 
BA3227 
BA323S 
BA3326 
9A3 413 
BA3413 
BA3413 
6A34IB 
BA3 424 
BA3603 
BA3603 
BA3604 
6A3604 
BA 362 3 
6A3623 
BA3624 
BA3624 
BA3817

V

T, 4A BVNUM 
2A OUAGLIER 
3A OUAGLIER 
♦A «MILLINGS 
SA OU AL I BRI 
6A 00WL ING 
1A COOK 
2A COOK 
3 A MEATMERH 
1A DARLING 
2A DUNBAR%/u (ZrrsA
1A ARCELUS 
2A ARCELUS 
1A AN01APRA 
2A ANOIAPPA 
3A ANOIAPPA 
IA SCHAEFER 
2A SCHAEFER 
1A MAHER*E# 
l A «LAUGHLAN 
1A LAUGHLAN 
IA COOK 
IA DUNBAR 
IA WHITE 
2A WHITE 
3A «MAHER 
IA MAHER.E# 
IA WHITE 
IA ANEJA 
2A ANEJA 
l A AGGARWAL 
2A AGGARWAL 
IA WRIGHT 
2A WR IGHT

by Ben WicksSATURDAY, NOVEMBER 26

SWIMMING AND DIVING: UNB at Mt. A., 1 p.m.
WOMENS VOLLEYBALL: Mt. A at UNB, 1 p.m.
HOCKEY: UNB at UPEI, 2 p.m.
MENS VOLLEYBALL: Mt. A at UNB, 3 p.m.
PUBLIC SKATING: Aitken Centre, 4-5 p.m.
MENS BASKETBALL: UNB at UPEI (AUAA conference game), 7 p.m. 
HOCKEY: Red Wings vs PEI, Aitken Centre, 7 p.m.
ST. ANDREWS SOCIAL NIGHT: SUB, Ballroom, 9 p.m.
IMPAIRED DRIVING DISPLAY: Regent St. Mall, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. Theatre St. 
Thomas will have songs and skits. Sponsored by STU Student Council 
PRE-CHRISTMAS WARM UP: 9:00 p.m. -1 a.m. $2.00/couple Oak Room in the 
STUD. Open to all married students. — Sponsored by Student Wives 
Organization.
SKI & SKATE SWAP: Chestnut Complex 420 York St. 1 p.m. - 9 p.m. Friday 9 
a.m. - 7 p.m. Saturday.
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SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 27

THE OUTCASTS by Ben Wicks
MENS BASKETBALL: UNB at Mt. A (AUAA conference game), 2 p.m. 
OPENING OF CHRISTMAS CHOICE and annual craft sale, Art Centre. Ends. 
Dec. 15.

CE2401 CE2501 CE2501 
CE2S01 
CE294I 
CE3041 
CE3061 
CE3111 
CE3201 
CE3711 
CE 3961 
CE3981 
CF4141 
CE461l 
CESOll 
CESlll 
CES141 
CE5 201 
CE5221 
CE5311 
CE54H 
CESS01 
CE5601 
CE5 701

CEseii

CHE 2001 
CtC220l 
CHE 3031 
CME3311 
CHE 4301
ctesioi
CHE 5301 
Ct€ 5344 
CHFS601

CHE Ml 000 
CMEM1800 
CHEM2200 
CKM24D l 
CHEM284I 
CHE M284 1 01 
CtCMJOOl 02 
CHEM3200 
CHEM3601 
CtCM4061 
C HEM443 I 
CHEM4421
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MCFARLAN6
OOHANEV
WILSON

• FLANAGAN 
WARD 
BREMNER 
MCLAUGHLIK 
BROWN

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 28

UNB SRC MEETING: Head Hall, Rm. C-13 7:00 p.m.
APENB MEETING: SUB, Rm. 203, 7 p.m.
FREDERICTON CHILE COMMITTEE MEETING: SUB, Rm. 102, 7 p.m. 
LECTURE: Murray Thompson, Ottawa, codirector of Project Ploughshares, will 
speak on "Development and Disarmament"; Centennial Building, G-12, 8 p.m. 
PUBLIC SKATING: Aitken Centre, 10-11 p.m.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 29

"V

miZ'i1

MCLAUGH. IN

PICOT 
MO RP I 
MOPPÎ 
KRISTMANSO 
STEWARD 
ruthven 
LANDAU 
STEWARD 
MOREL AND

- |

CHESS CLUB: 7:00 - 10:30 p.m. Rm. 26 SUB New Players Welcome. 
CAMPUS FILMS: Taxi Driver — students $1.00 Others $2.00 Tilley 102 7 & 9

excuse. m.e,
Veo $>A»pret> -vhis y 
m-ttle pim y
< CUSHION

LVNTONAINGl 
«GREIN BREW 

BOTTOMLEV/i 
VALENTA 
VALENTA 
GOQOBRAND 
GREIN 
PASSMORE

p.m.

WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 30
MCMAHON 
BROOKS 
VALENTA, K,SKI CLUB MOVIES: general meeting 7 p.m. Tilley 102.

CHRISTMAS BAZAAR: sponsored by the UNB Kindergarten Scholarship Fund, 
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 2nd Floor of Marshall D'Avary Hall — handicrafts, 
plants, baked goods, white elephants, and calendars for 1978 featuring the 
kindergartener’s own art work. You might even be one of the 5 lucky raffle 
winners!

COLIN MAILER: UNB physics department will give an open lecture on “New 
Horizons in magnetic resonance", at 7:30 p.m. Room 146, Loring Bailey Hall. 
ELLIOT LEYTON: Memorial University will speak on “The Bureaucratization of 
Anguish: The workman’s compensation board in an industrial disaster,’’ 4:30 
p.m. in room 217 Carleton Hall sponsored by the Anthropology society.
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FinalExam Schedule-Chris tmas 77
11/1 i/rr

OATE-OF-SXANIMATION 9UIL0ING ROOM/fONE*COLUMNS
OATE-OF-FRAW!NATION BUILDING

11/11/77

ROOM/ZONE COLUMNSCOURSE G SECTIONCOURSE t SECTION INVIGILATOR NO# INVIGILATOR, NO# 
---------..---------- «4—ï—~—s

?
«HSTflr

E0UC2094 OS OALZELL 
EOUC2004,O* MCCOROICK 
E DUC 20 >* 105 LAVOEN 
EOUC2P04 04 OELZELL 
EOUC209* 07 CASH I ON 
E0UC20S4 OB WATTS 
EDUC2004 09 LAVOEN 
EOUC2004 19 BAROEAUX 

BROWN
MCNEILLV 6 STAFF 

1A OTT 
BA OTT 
6A CAMERON 
r MCNEILLV 

BLUE 
BROWN
MACOONALO.ReC#

TURNBULL 
TURNBULL 
MACOOUGALL 
COWAN 
BEEBE 
FOX
LF BLANC 
SMITH. T #M#
SWAN 
NACOO 
CLAIR 
BEEBE 

63 IA BEEBE 
HACHE 
WE IN
SMITH. T.n# 
ROUSSIE 
CLAIR

ANT HI03 0 
ANTH201I 
ANTH3UI 
ANTH3301 
ANTH4201 
ANTH423I

BA 
BA1203 
BA1203 
BA1203 
BAI 203 
BAl 203 
BAI503 
BAI503 
BAI60S 
BAI 604 
BAI 50 
BAI504 
BAI 504 
BAI50 4 
BA2203 
BA2203 
6A2203 
BA2 304 
6A2304 
BA 261 * 
BA2614 
6A26I3 
6A2813 
BA2613 
BA3 114 
BA31I4 
BA3134 
BA3223 
BA3227 
BA3235 
6A3326 
9A3 413 
BA3413 
BA3413 
BA34IB 
BA3 424 
BA3603 
BA3603 
BA3604 
BA3604 
BA 362 3 
BA3623 
BA3624 
BA3624 
BA3617
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POOL 
CARVELL 
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POOL

I A COMME A DV 
2A CONMEAOY 
3A CONHÎAOV 
4A LCUGHPFV 
5A 45HAPP 
6A LOUGHREV 
IA «BYNUM 
2A BYNUM 
4A BYNUM

7 K Son Ki Ifu t:5: scan
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L#§. GYM-MAIN 
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Le Se «
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GVM-WEST

I- 5
II- 14 fctt
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ALLS
ALLS
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ALLS
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LeBe GVM—MAIN 
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ASB25 r B TÜ. 81? IS

12 9 AM FF I DEC I»
IB 9 AM TUES D5C 13 
10 9 AM SAT OEC I 7 

B 9 AM »RI DEC 09

56 9 AM TUES DEC 13
63 9 AM TUES DEC 13
44 9 AM
AA 9 AM TUBS DEC 13
23 9 AM TUES DEC 13
36 9 AM TUES OEC 13
69 T PM THUR DEC 15

THUR OEC 15 
68 T PM THUR OEC 15
54 7 PR SAT OEC IT
54 7 PM SAT OEC 17
75 7 PM SAT OEC 17

7 PM SAT OEC IT
T PM SAT OEC 17

36 2 PM SAT OEC 10
57 2 PM SAT DEC 19
47 2 PM SAT DEC 10
51 2 PM MON OEC 12
49 2 PM MON DEC 12
56 T PM TUES OEC 13
52 7 PM TUES DEC 13
68 9 AM WEO
36 9 AM WEO OEC 14
31 9 AM WEO OEC 14
36 7 PM SAT PEC 17
25 7 PM SAT 05 C 17
24 7 PM TUES DEC 13
57 7 PM MON OEC 12
22 2 PM MON OEC 12
51 2 PM TUES OEC 13
22 2 PM THUR DEC 06
SI 2 »M THUR OEC IS
40 2 PM THUR DEC 15
30 2 PM THUR DEC IS
9 2 PM THUR DEC IS

25 7 PM WED OEC 14
26 2 PM WED DEC 14
20 2 PM WEO OEC 14
17 7 PM FFI OEC 09
47 7 PM FRI DSC 09
46 9 AM FRI OEC 09
46 9 AM FRI OEC 09
20 2 PM FRI OEC 09
39 2 PM FRI DEC 09
15 9 AM SAT OEC 17

mvAE-
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OEC 12 
OEC 12 
OEC 12 
OEC 12 
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7 PM MON 
7 RM 
7 RR 
7 RM 
7 RM
7 RM MON 
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7 RM MON

9 AM FRI 
9 AM FRI 
2 RR FRI 
7 PM T HU R 
2 RM TMUR OEC 08 
2 RM TMUR DEC 1S 
7 RM FRI DEC 09

217 
At B

6207/9 
G207/9 
620 7/9 
G207/9 
G20 7/9 
620 7/9 
•207/9 
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2311

14
26 NON

MON; 27
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MON
MON120 3 1-13 

l-l 3 
1-13 
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1-13 
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1-10 
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L.B# GVM-WEST 
L#B# GVM-WEST 
L#9# GVM-WEST 
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Le». GVM-WEST 
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L#S. GVM-MAIN 
LeBe GVM—MA|N 
L# 3# GVM-MAIN 
L #9# GVM—MAIN 
L#9# GVM-MAIN 
L#9# GVM-MAIN 
L#9• GVM-MAIN

ASB
ASB 29 GVM-MAIN 

GVM-MAIN 
MAIN

31

25
se
56
49

AceTUES DEC 13 EDUC2004 11 
FDUC2004 13 • 
F OUC3004 
E0UC3064 
EOUC3005 
e 0UCS02S
EOUC50 35 

C5037 
FOUC50M

SB G20 7/9 
G 267/9 
1-11 
1-1 l

AS B 
ASB A
ASB
ASB CIO75 7 RM

21 210ASB
ASB2A OUAGL 1ER I 

34 OUAGL1ER I 
4A «WILLÎNGS

17
II

223
220
e

126
306
A

ALL
ALL
ALL

FOUASB
ASBGS

R!
L#9#

SA OUALIER 
6A 00WL ÎNG 
1A COOK 
2A COOK 
SA WE AT 
IA DARLING 
2A OUNBAP 
IA ARCCLUS 
2A APCELUS 
IA AND IA PPA N 
2A ANOIAPPAN 

ANOIAPPAN 
SCHAEFER 

2A SCHAEFER 
IA MAHER.E# 
IA «LAUGHLAND 
IA LAUGHLANO 
IA COOK 
IA DUNBAR 
IA WHITE 
2A WHITE 

•MAHFR 
IA MA 
IA

ASB
ASB
A
A

ASB

A
B

B
B
B
B

ALL
ALL

56
60

E0V01721 01 
EOVOI72I 02 
E0V01B2I 
C0V01B31 IA 
E OV 0164 1 
E0V01 86 7 IA 
E0VO19BS IA 
E 0V02 751 
EOV0278l 
E0V02821 
E OV 02641 
E0V02BB1 
E0V02B 
E0V02931 
E0V037II 
F 0V0 3761 
E0V03B11 
EOV03B31 
EDVD394l 
E0V01973 IA 
EDV03973 2A 
E0V04935 IA 

965 IA

FFI713 
EE2721 
FE2721 
EE311I 
EE3121 
663181 
EE361l 
EE3 741 
FE3611 
EE4I51 
EE4231 
EE4321 
EE44U 
EE4511 
EE4641 
EE4BJ1 
EE4932

9 AM FRI OCC 16 
9 A* FRI DEC 16 
2 PM THUR OEC 0 
9 AM FR! OEC 16 
7 PM FR! OEC 16 
9 AM SAT OEC 10 
2 RM

11 D'AVAnt n*uw 
0• AVARY HALL 
0*4 VARY HALL 
L#B# GVM-WEST 
3*4 VARY HALL 
D'AVARV HALL 
O'AVAPV HALL 
O'AVAPV HALL 
0•AVARY HALL 
3«4 VARY HALL 
O14VARY HALL 
0*4 VARY HALL 

4VARY HALL 
AVARY HALL 

0*4VARY HALL 
O'AVAPV HALL 

AVARY MA 
AVARY MAL 
4 VARY HALL 

L#B# GVM-MAIN 
O*AVARY MALL 
O ••A VARY HALL 
D'AVARV HALL

61-13 
1-13 
l-l 3 
7-H 
7-11 
1-10 1-10 
1-1 3 
1-13 
1-13 
1-6

L#9# GVM-MAIN 
L#9# GVM-MAIN 
L#1# GVM-MAIN 
L #9# GVM-WEST 
L# 5 • GVM-WEST 
L #S• GVM-WEST 
L#B# GVM-WEST 
0•A VARY HALL GVM 
D'AVARV HALL GVM 
D'A VARY HALL GVM 
L #5• GVM-WEST 
L.9# GVM-WEST 
L #6# GVM-WEST 
L#B. GVM-WEST 
TI.LEV HALL 
L# 8e GVM-MAIN 
▼ILLEV HALL 
Le». GVM-WEST 
L#1# GVM-WEST 
L#9# GVM-WEST 
L.B# GVM-WEST 
TILLEV HALL 
TILLEV HALL

12
26 12- 14HERHEAO
15 321
1S 10 311

119
137

25 PM SAT DEC 1T 
2 RM TUES OEC 13 
9 AM SAT 
9 AM FRI

20
18 OEC 10

99 306OEC 14 15UGALL DEC
9 AM MON OEC 12 
9 AM FRI DEC 09 
2 PM TUES OEC 13 
2 PM SAT DEC 10 
9 AM FRI DEC l 
2 PM WEO DEC 1 
7 PM TUES OEC 
7 PM FRI OEC 
7 PM FRI OÏC 
2 PM TUES OEC 
2 PM TUES DEC 
2 PM SA* OEC 17 
2 PM MON OEC 12

2 PM THUR OEC 15 
7 PM SAT DEC 17 
7 PM SAT 
2 PM TUES DEC l 
9 AM WEO 
7 PM SAT OEC 16 
9 AM SAT DEC 1T 
7 PM WEO DEC 1 
7 PM THUR DEC |S 
7 PM SAT DEC 10 

PM MON OEC 
PM FRI OEC 

2 PM TUES OEC 13 
9 AM FRI OEC 09 
2 PM SAT DEC 1T 
7 PM SAT OEC 17 
7 PM FP! DEC 16

321
320

3A
IA

31
0'
O'

3251-6
7-9 112 

1 3711

11

6e-t s 137324
II 0'

O'
320LL6-12A

3054

A

CL 31 321
112STEEVES. A*

MITCHELL 
STEFVES. A#
HACHE 
MITCHELL

siaevai^0-0*1” u
• HILL 

LUKE 
BURGESS 
TRANOUILLA 
SZ AB 
BALU 
LEWIS 
LU KF 
PINCOCK 
KAVANAGH 
HILL
PARKER 32
BU RP I O GE 4
LEWIS 27
PA

24 D'161-12 
1-12 
1-1 2 t; 13-142A

3A 13 ne
112
321

A
29

HER.E#
WHITE 
ANE JA 
ANE JA 
AG GAR W AL 

GA RW AL 
IA WRIGHT 
2A WR IGHT 
IA CHANORA 
2A CHANORA 

CHAISON

•TAYLOR/!CO—ORD 1
IÎvA/mÜlLIN 241 2 PM THUR DEC OB

sisffîfcüsL s s î: «s sis \i
fi!P!î?£/5REEN,VASA 17 9 ** TMUR dec 15
HOLDER—FR A IRC L ! N 59 g pn TUES OEC 13
25MSe 104 9 AM FRI DEC 16
ÏSiüfE iS6 7 PM EPI DEC
srsb r. ? ss tSùr oec

DIONNE . H INOS 12 2 PM RED
25 7 PM WEO
20 2 PM EPI

125 2 PM SAT
73 9 AM FP! OEC 16

2 9 AM WEO DEC 1*
9 2 PM SAT OEC 17

Il 9 AM TUES DEC l
IB 9 AM THUR DEC I
Il 7 PM SAT DEC 17
42 7 PM MON OEC 12

§ 9 AM SAT DEC 10
36 2 PM FRI DEC 16

13 F0V04
223

iî 30 3
01

LeSe GVM-MAIN 
LeOe GVM-WEST 
Le 9 e GVM-WEST 
L #9 e GVM-MAIND^AVARyMïALI. GYM

HEAD HALL 
HEAD HALL 
L #9 e GVM- 
HEAD HALL 
HEAD 
L#9e 
HEAD 
O'AVA 
HEAD HALL 
L#9« GVM-WEST 
HEAD HALL

1 l-l 4 
1-4 
1 —4 
10-13

12-14

ASB30 3TI.LEV HALL 
TI.LEV HALL 
TILLEV HALL 
L#S# GVM-MAIN 
L#B# GVM-MAIN 
TI.LEV HALL 
TILLEV HALL 
TILLEV HALL

IA AG 
2A AG

30 3 02 A' .DEC |735ü 303 3 E.,1-9 40 DEC 11-9
4730 3 4 DOS :: ci 1

105
ASB
ce

2A 30 3

16
19
30
13

30SA 11-13eiOLiooo 
BÎ0L15S0 
BIOL2041 
BIOL2041 
BIOL2041 
BI0L21>1 
BI0L2241

2 il C 10HALL 
GVM- 
HALL 
RV HALL GVM

1-12
1-12

L#9# GVM-WEST 
L#B# GVM—MAIN 
L# BAILEV HALL 
L# BAILEV HALL 
L# BAILEV HALL 

HALL 
M—MAIN 
M-MAIN

ASB
ASB MAIN B-10

216 C 8214 &
214 &
214 &
146 
4SB

216
216

11-13

9-1 1
II

L# BAILEV 
Le 9• GV 
L#9# GV 
HEAD HALL 
L#9# GVM 
.e BAILEV HALL 
CARLETON HALL 
L# BAILEV HALL 
Le BAILEV HALL 
L# 9# GVM 
0'AVARY HALL GVM 
L# BAILEV HALL 
PHYSICS BLDG 
PHYSICS BLOG 
L# BAILEV HALL 
CARLETON HALL 
TI.LEV HALL 
MCLAGGAN HALL

BI0L279I 1
B I0L 3031
BI0L3131
6ÎOL3261
BICL330Î
BI0L332I
BIOL3581
BIOL3651
BI0L3B71
BI0L416I
BIOL4170
BI0L419I
BI0L4421
BI0L4721
BI0L4841
BI0L491 1

IA 1021-5
1-14

06
09
09 ENGLI013 IA 

ENGL1013 2A 
ENGLU30 01 
ENGL 1 
ENGL1130 

NGL1110 
NGLII39 05 

ENGL1130 
ENGLll 
FNGLl I

BAUER
GIBBS
DAVIES ( 
COGSWELL 
CRAGG 
CR AGG 
MC DAN l EL 
MCDANIEL 
THOMAS 
MORRELL

23 2 PM THJR OEC 15
15 2 PM THUR OEC 15
27 2 PM SAT

2 PM SAT OEC 17
2 PM SAT OEC 17
2 PM SAT OEC 17
2 PM SAT DEC 17
2 PM SAT DEC 1
2 PM SAT DEC 1

22 2 PM SAT DEC l
21 2 PM SAT OEC 17

5 2 PM SAT OEC IT
29 7 PM THUR OEC IS
33 7 PM THUR OEC 15
26 7 PM THUR OEC 15
27 7 PM THUR OEC IS
15 7 PM THUR DEC 15

7 PM THUR OEC 15
2 PM FRI DEC 16
2 PM FRI OEC

6 2 PM FPI DEC 16
17 7 PM THUR OEC 15
5 2 PM TuES

22 9 AM WEO
9 AM WEO OEC 14

16 7 PM SAT DEC 17
14 7 PM SAT DEC 17
23 7 PM SAT OEC 17

3 9 AM FRI OEC 16

CARLETON HALL 
CARLETON HALL 
CARLETON MALL 
Le 9e GVM-MAlN 
L e 9 e GVM-MAIN 
L•9 e GVM-MAIN 
L# 3e GVM-MAIN 
L•9# GVN-MAIN 
L#9e GVM-MAIN
1 . î. rv..mit u

140
140207/9DEC :s 

DEC 1 
DEC 1 
DEC 16 
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CO—ORD 1 DEC 17 1*6

A

Î
A

264
RIOt 130 02NG
WE IN/DIL WORTH 
TERHUNE 

•MCKENZIE 
SI VAS UBR AN AN IAN 
HAGEN 
OILWORTH 
CUMMING 
KEPPIE 
WIGGS 
HAGEN

IIIHÎ IÎ

CfISÏ} ,A ^TRICKS ON
S55P2L 2* PATRICKSON

CIS

1-’.

9-11

Tilt.
1-2

140
207 03

04
IB
29

14
24

E146
1-7 7- WEST B

26
30 06 
30 07 
30 09

ENGL11J0 10 CLAUS
ENGL1131 THOMAS
ENGL1600 01 BOXILL
ENGL1600 03 CONWAY
ENGL1600 04 CONWAY
ENGLI 60 0 OS PRECOSKY
FNGLl 60 0 07 MCOAN I EL
ENGL1600 OB «THOMPSON CO-ORD) t8 
ENGL 1970 01 TAYLOR <CO-ORD1 I7
ENGL1910 02 GUEPIN 15
ENGL1910 04 POWAN
ENGL2303 IA GAIP
E NG L 2 60 3 IA BAUER
ENGL270 3 IA COCKBURN CCO-OPO I 22
ENGL2703 2A GIBBS 20
ENGL 280 3 IA GIBBS <co-oroi
ENGL280 3 2A CAMERON
ENGL 2 60 3 3A COG
FNGL3200

1-10
7

3203
30 6 
26 
140

L#9e GVM-MAIN 
LeBe GVM—MAIN 
L #9 e GVM-WEST 
LeBe GVM-WEST 
L.9. GVM-WEST 
L•9 e GYM-WEST 
L# 9 e GVM-WEST 
L • 9 e GVM-WEST 
CARLETON HALL 
CARLETON HALL 
CARLETON HALL 

RLETON HALL 
RLETON HALL 
RLETON HALL 

ARLETON MALL 
TILLEY HALL 
TI.LEV HALL 
TILLEV HALL 
CARLETON HALL

3- 4
12- 14

4- 6

10-12
13- 14
13-14

B

A

A
A

i

1-3/COLSON
30SA
012pJrs G207/9 

G207/9 
1-7
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6

95 9 AM WED OEC 14 
227 9 AM WEO OEC 14 

PM FRI 
PM FRI 
PM

L # 3 e GVM-MAIN 
L#3 e GVM-MAIN 
L e 9 e GVM-MAIN 
L#9# GVM-MAIN 
HEAD HALL 
HEAD HALL 
LeBe GVM- 
LeSe GV 
L#B# GY 
HEAD HALL 
L#9# GYM- 
HEAD HALL 
HEAD HALL 
L#9# GYM- 
HEAD HALL 
HEAD HALL 
HEAD HALL 
HEAD HALL 
L#B# GVM-WEST 
HEAD MALL 
HEAD MALL

30 3 
107

DEC 09 
OEC 09 

TUES DEC 13
76 7 PM FPI DEC 16
40 9 AM THUR DEC 15
35 9 AM THUR OEC 15
13 9 AM THUR OEC 15
72 2 PM TUES DEC 13
65 2 PM SAT DEC 10
13 7 PM FRI DEC 0
77 9 AM SAT
76 7 PM WEO OFC |4
77 9 AM FRI DSC 09
51 7 PM TUFS DEC 13
13 7 PM FRÎ DEC 16

31 7
42 7
42 7

IA FRAN 
WARD

01 «BRFMNER 
BREMNER 
BRENNER 
LIN

•FRANCIS 
OL IV

! 61-7CE2401 
CE2501 
CE2501 
CE2501 
CE294I 
CE3041 
CE3061 
CE3111 
CE3201 
CE3711 
CE 3961 
CE3961 
CF4141 
CE461l 
CE5011 
CE5I11 
CE5141 
CE5201 
CE5221 
CE5311 
CE54U 
CE5501 
CE5601 
CE5701
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140
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Cll
CA
CA

CIOCll s
DEC l 
DEC 1

02
03

36-12
6-12
13-14

WEST
M-WEST
M-WEST
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CA
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140
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a

30 3 
30 3 
30 3

CIO

LANDVA
INNES 
OAVAR 
STEVENS 
OAVAR 
00HANEY 

• GRANT 
PATRICK 
LANOVA 
MCFARLAN6 
00HANEY 
WILSON 

•FLANAGAN 
WARD 
BREMN 
MCLAU 
BROWN

1-6
SWELL
PKSEN

A6
A6 S 
ASB

9*1 315CIO DOEDEC 17
O WEST 1 l- 14

S3 9 AM MON DEC 12
37 9 AM THUR OEC IS
15 9 AM THUR DE
19 7 PM FPI DEC 16
21 7 PM THUR DEC 0»

159 9 AM MON DEC 12
116 9 AM SAT OEC 10
66 7 PM SAT DEC 10
71 2 PM TUES DEC 1
75 9 AM SAT

7 PN MON OEC 
9 AM FRI OEC 

15 7 PM THUR DEC 15
59 7 PM FRI OEC 09
58 7 PM SAT DEC 10
55 7 PM TUE
10 2 PM FRI

ETM AN/CL IFFORl 78 7 ÿ «JN

AUSE I 9 AM sat

HEAD HALL 
DtAVARY H 
D'AVARY H
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RV/G

D'AVARV HALL 
LeBe GVM-MAIN 
L #9 e GVM-WEST 
LeBe GVM-MA 
LeBe GVM-WE 
FORESTOV/GEOLOGV 
LeBe GVM-MAIN 
F ORESTRY/GEOLOGY 
FORESTRV/GEOLOGY 
LeBe GVM-WEST 
LeBe GVM-WEST 
FORESTRY/GF OL OG V 
LeBe GVM-WEST 
FORESTRV/GEOLOGY 
FQRES TRV/GEOL OGY 110

LeSe GVM-MAIN 
L•3 e GVM-MAIN 
Le 9 e GVM-MAIN 
LeBe GVM-MAIN 
Le3. GVM-MAIN 
LeBe GVM-MAIN 
LeBe GVM-MAIN 
LeBe GVM-MA 
LeBe GVM-MA IN 
LeBe GVM-MAIN 
LeBe GVM-MAIN

LeBe GVM 
CARLETON 
TI.LEV HALL 
TILLEV HALL 
TILLEV HALL 
TILLEV HALL 
TILLEV HALL 
TI.LEV HALL

LeBe GVM-MAIN ASB 
FORE STRV/GEOLOGV 23 
FORESTRY/GEOLOGY 110 
FORESTRV/GEOLOGV 110 
FORESTRV/GEOLOGY 8 
F ORE STRV/GEOLOGY B 
FORESTRV/GEOLOGY 110 
FORESTRV/GEOLOG 
FORESTRV/GEOLOGY 110
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FORES TR V/GE OL OG Y 110 
FORESTRV/GEOLOGY, 110

CIO
ALL GYM B 
ALL GYM A

EOLOGV
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Cl 1 FE 3 701 
FE4201 
FE4241 
FE5361 
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FOR 2000 
FOR 2541 
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FOR 3301 
FOR333l 
FOP 3501 
FOR3561 
FOR4301 
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FOR 4501 
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FOR5921
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MENG 
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13- 14
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A

C 15RI 
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92 9 AM FFI DEC 16
5 2 PM SAT OEC 17
7 9 AM SAT OEC 17

33 2 PM FRI OEC 09
30 9 AM SAT DEC 10
10 9 AM MON DEC 12
13 T P* PR1 DEC 16
26 9 AM TUES DEC 13
20 7 PM SAT OEC 17
31 2 PM
IS 7 PM

OEC 16
FORESTSON 1-9 R SON

B17
A6 ASB

I
A

30 3
B
30 2 
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B
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A

•OLIVER C
• DICK ISON 

MCKAV 
VANSLVKE
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KRAUSF 
DICK I SON 
KISSICK

• KER
•VANSLVK* 

KRAUSE 
WEET
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Cll
A6

HEAD HALL 
HEAD HALL 
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LeBe GVM-MAIN 
HEAD HALL 
L#3 e GVM-WEST 
HEAD HALL 
HEAD HALL

1-
3

ST
!-▼30 3 

ASB
ce

DEC J6-10
15
82

FR 
GHLIN 09 1-87-e

ceTHUF DEC 15 
FPI DEC 09 304

7-12
10-14

C8
CES811

MCLAU G K. IN S DEC l 
DEC 1 
DEC 1 
DEC I 
OEC 17

9 7 PM TUES DEC 13

24 7 PM MON
54 2 PM SAT DEC 10
13 2 PM SAT OEC 17
20 9 AM WEO DEC 1
21 9 AM FRI DEC 16
7 2 PM SAT OEC 17

11 9 AM SAT OEC 10
9 7 PM SAT

II 7 PM MON

lMEAD HALL ceCHE 2001 
C*C2201 
CHE 3031 
CHE3311 
CHE 4301 
CHE510I 
CHE 5301 
C»C5344 
CHE5601

PICOT 
MO API 
MO PR I 
KRISTMANSON 

EWARO

2 1—7DEC 12 HEAD HALL 
Lei# GYM- 
HEAD HALL 
HEAD HALL 
HEAD HALL 
HEAD HALL 
HEAD HALL 
HEAD HALL 
HEAD HALL

10 2 

ce
| 30 6PO

KR
7-1 lMAIN

224
224STEW 

RUTHVEN 
LANDAU 
STEWARD 
MOREL AND

17 o AM SAT OEC 17
19 * AM SAT DEC 17
18 9 AM SAT
17 9 AM SAT .
24 9 AM SAT DEC 17
17 9 AM SAT DEC 17
17 9 AM SAT OEC 17
15 9 AM SAT DEC 17

9 AM SAT OEC 17
9 AM SAT OEC 17
9 AM SAT OFC IT

ASB
ASB

FRENI 200 01 MELANSON 
FREN1200 02 •MCINTYRE. 0# 
FRENI 200 03 DROUIN 
FRENI 200 04 SZLAVIK 
FRENI 200 05 HOUSE/R 
FRENI 200 06 MILLS. Be 
FRENI 20 0 07 LISTER. AeCe 
FREN1203 08 JUHEL. D 
FPEN1200 09 POBICHAU 
FREN1200 10 MClNTVRE/OROUIN 
FRENI 200 11 JL

LI STEP 
MILLS 
FERR 
MC IN

t-10 I 
1-10 
1-10 
1-10 
1-10 
1-10 
1-10 
1-10 
1-10 
1-10 
1-10

225
225 DEC 1 

DEC 1
7 ASB

ASBOEC 10 
DEC 12

225
224 ASBB1 CHAUD0

CHE Ml 000 
CHEMteOO 
CHEM2200 
OCM24D1 
C HE M284 1 
C HE M2 64 1 01 VALENTA 
OCM3001 02 GOOOBRAi 

00 GREIN 
PA

ASB
ASB
ASB

LVNTON/UNGERICOORD 1 
• GREIN BREWER SEMELUK 

BOTTOML5V/PASSMORE 
VALENTA

221 9 AM THUR OEC OB
262 2 PM THUR OEC 15

IB 2 PM MON DEC 12 
120 7 PM TUES DEC 13

TUES 
TUES

LeBe GVM-WEST 
LeS# GVM-MAIN 
F# J e TOOLE 
LeBe GVM—MAIN 
L#3e GVM-MAIN 
LeSe GVM-MAlN 
F e Je TOOLE 
F#J. TOOLE 
F e J# TOOLE 
F e J e TOOLE 
Fe Je 
F. J.

S» «'-t* 15 IN
IN

IN
HALL ASBD (CO-OPO30 3

BTA
15 ASB

ASB
l-l 1

66 7 PM
33 7
14 2
12 2

OEC 13 
OEC 13 
DEC 10 
OEC 17

1-9
AND PM TU_

PM SAT 
2 PM SAT

lî i % ÏSÜ g|cc II
Il 9 AM SAT DEC 10
13 2 PM WEO DEC 14

15 9 AM FRI OEC 09
20 9 AM FRI DEC 09

91 2 PM FRI DEC 16
79 2 PM «RI DEC 16

2 PM FRI DEC 16
2 PM FP! DEC 16

B2 2 PM FPI DEC 16
62 2 PM FP X DEC 16
53 2 PM FRI OEC 16

2 PM FPI DEC 16
7 PM WED DEC 14
9 AM SAT OEC 17
7 PM TUES DEC 13
2 PM THUR DEC 15
7 PN FRI OEC 09
7 PM FRI DEC 09
7 PM SAT DEC 10

62 2 PM FRI DEC 16
16 7 PM WED OEC 14

9 AM SAT DEC 17
7 PM SAT OEC 17

10 9 AM TUES OEC 13

B 1-9 
303

7 PM TUES DEC 13 
2 PM TUES OEC 13 
2 PM TU 
2 PM TUE 
2 PM TUES DEC 13 
2 PM TUES DEC 13 
2 PM TUES CEC 13 

AM SAT DEC 17

17
17

207/9
214
236
237 î

CHEM3200 
CHEM3601 
C1CM4061 
CHEM44)l 
CHEM4421

F RE NI 21 0 
FRE NI 220 01
FREN1220, 02 
FREN1220 OS 
FREN1220 04 HOUSE 
FRFN1220 OS WHALEN 
FRENI 220 06 HOUSE
FREN3-433IIA WHALEN

HALL 
HALL 
HALL 
HALL 

TOOLE HALL 
eJe TOOLE HALL

D'AVARV HALL GVM 
D'AVARV HALL GVM

LeBe GYM-MAIN 
LeBe GVM-WEST 
L#3# GVM-MAIN 
LeBe GVM—MAIN 
LeBe GVM-WEST 
LeBe GVM-MAIN 
LeBe GVM-MAIN 
LeBe GVM-WEST 
HEAD HALL 
LeBe GVM-WEST 
LeBe GVM-WEST 
HEAD HALL 
LeBe GVM-WEST 
LeBe GYM-WEST 
LeBe GVM-MAIN 
LeBe GVM-WEST 
HEAD HALL 
LeBe GYM- 
HEAD HALL 

HALL

HALLSSMORE 30 3 
30 3

ES DEC 13 
S OEC 13

I S (CO-ORD! 
TYRE. Oe

mcmaMAHON 
BROOKS 
VA

23

TO
303 13 1 38ALENTAe KAKUSHIMA 303 21 & 133132

136
•39

JAY 303 31 5
cLÎsUiïêî ii SitZS

mm » :sèbouEB!co"QHD'
C SI 00 3 3A
CSI 003 **
C SI 00 3 SA
C SI 003 $*
C SI 003 7*
C SI 00 3 8*

CS2011 
CS3001 
CS3023
CS3113 1*
CS3113 2A
C S3 31 I 
C 5380*1 
C SA SOI 
CS5201 
CSS702 
CS5722

ECONIOOC 
E CON100 (
ECON103Î 
ECCN100

5 }:;
ill ».

«I *LL

ill £6

Si' î-ie
A e-12

1-7

2tl
19

POLL/GRANT 9 AM TUES DEC 13 
7 PM SAT OEC 17 
9 AM MON OEC 12 
9 AM TUES OEC 13 
7 PM TUES OEC 13 
7 PM SAT OEC 10 
7 PM FRI OEC 09 
9 AM FRI DEC 09 
7 PM FR! DEC 16 
9 Am FPI DEC 16 
7 PM MON 
2 PM TH

7 PM MON DEC 12 
7 PM MON OEC 12 
7 PM MON 
7 PM MON DEC 
2 Pm «RI DEC

1-10VAN OE 
GRANT 
NOBLE 
LAJTAI 
BACHINSK 
BACHINSK 
GOVETT 

IA ALLEN
VAN DE POLL 
PAST 
LAJTAI 
BUPKF

GEOLIOOO 
GE0L1010 
GE0L223 1 
GEOL2311 
GEOL3101 
GE0L311I 
GE0L3601 
GE0L4112 
GE0L4211 
GE0L4321 
GE0L4411 
GE0L450l

GER1000 
GER1000

01 •

25
18MI LI 

COOPE 
AUSTIN 
KRAKIWSKV 
KRAKIWSKV 
RAUCH 
AUSTIN 
COOPER 
CLAUS 
GUJAP 
RAUCH 
SA BAT 
KNIGHT 
WASSON 
EMIN 
KNIGHT
miller 
GUJAR

rn
CR

58
39 13

8

6

26
7

V 8
46

5
17
25
62
72
39

1013 DEC :iUR DEC l
BIA
A6 ?902 LUSHER

03 STURM
04 SZABO.
05 STURM 

EPPER T /K UEPPFR

TI.LEV HALL 
TI.LEV HALL 
TILLEY HALL 
CARLETON HALL 
TILLEY HALL

‘|3(CO-ORD!

Iff1-6
7-1A 6 DEC l12

16

Me3 GER1000
IA GER1000

11-13 GER1203
SB
SB if 255

223
13-A

6 WEST if 7 PM TUES DEC 13 
2 PM SAT DEC 10 
2 PM SAT OEC 10 
9 AM TUFS DEC 13 
2 PM THUR DEC 06 
2 PM TUES DEC 13 
2 Pm thuR OEC IB 
2 PM SAT OEC 10 

PM TUES DEC 13 
T PM SAT DEC 17 
2 PM WEO DEC 14 

AM MON DEC 12 
FRI DEC 09 

PM SAT DSC 17 
PM FR 
PM SAT DEC 10 

2 PN MON OEC 12 
9 AM SAT

THOMPSON 
COGHLAN

• BUCKNER VIOOO WINDSOR 169 
CHAPMAN 
BROWN
KE NT.ENROS.DAVIS.FAY 
SHVU 
MILHAM 
BR OWN 
SMITH.S# A#
SH YU 
TAYLOR 
GRAHAM 
ALLAROVCE 
COGHLAN 
V GOD 
CL APKE 
ACHESON

COLVIN 
FLEMING

AGKfl

TI.LEV HALL .125
TILLEY HALL 104

A VARY HALL GVM A6 
I.LEV HALL 

TILLEV HALL 
TI.LEV HALL 
TILLEV HALL 
MEMORIAL HALL 

V HALL
HALL

HISTI-2000 
HIST 1-2010 
HIST1-2020 
H I ST1-2030 
H IS T1-20 50 
H1ST1-2100 
HIST 1-2 I 70 

1.9 HIST 3041
HIST305I 
HIST3241 

10-13 HIST3271
1-13 H1ST3290

HIST3291 
HIST3400 
H1ST34S1 

S-13 H1STJS21
HIST3751 
HIST 382 I

IA 135
E54HEAD D ' AS J 1-9 

30 BAif02 ®2^7on/w AD0ÉLL(CO-ORO

03 «WADDELL 
03 •ROWCPOFT

|c8S|888!$i :auco8eeü;
I f iï MNTO™ CO-ORO)

IcoSISn «ÎÏS%LLW-V-

ECCN3041 OATTA
EC0N30611 LARSEN

WANDER

l 37 2 PM WEO DEC 14 
2 PM WED OEC 14 
2 PM WED DEC 14 
2 PM WEO DEC 14

LeBe GVM-MA 
LeBe GV 
LeBe GV 
LeBe GV

IN 
M-WEST 
M-MAIN 
M-WEST

A 12*l-l 3 
9-14 

• 1-13

57 86 303
22396 B

ll
23A 
1 25 
22

2 TILLS
MEMORIAL HA 
TI.LEV HALL 
TILLEY HALL 223
..Be GVM-WEST B
TILLEV HALL 
TI.LEV HALL 
D'AVARV HALL GVM 
D'AVARV HALL 

LEV

1435

B7

2 PM WED DEC 14 
2 PM WED OEC 14 
2 PM WED 
9 AM SAT 
7 PM SAT 
2 PM SA 
9 AM TUES DEC 
9 AM FPI DEC 0 
2 PM WEO DEC 
7 PM 
7 PM
9 AM SAT 
2 PM 
9 AM

2 PM

125LeBe GVM-WEST 
LeBe GVM-MAIN 
LeSe GYM-WEST 
LeBe GVM-MAIN 
D'AVARV HALL GVM 
LeBe GVM-MAIN 
TILLEV HALL 
TI.LEV HALL 
Le1e GVM 
TI.LEV HALL 
TILLEV HALL

VM-WEST 
GVM-WEST 
V HALL

D'AVARV HALL GVM 
Be GVM-WEST 

ueae GVM-WEST 
LeBe GVM-WEST 
D'AVARV HALL 
D'AVARV HALL 
D'AVARV HALL 
D'AVARV 
LeBe GVM-MAIN 
D'AVARV HALL GVM 
D'AVARV HALL GVM 
D'AVARV HALL GVM 
L#B#
D'AVARV HALL 
D'AVARV HALL 
D'AVARV HALL 
D'AVARV HALL 
D'AVARV HALL

9
OEC 14 
OEC 10 
DEC 10 
DEC 17

7 PM 
2 P*

32

16

11-14B 1-6
I 21 1:15 10450 T I2 DEC 1 6A

9A 26 9-11B
29

18
31

S»3 223 11
1%DEC 17M3

207/9
Tl. HALLECON306I

ECON3103 1* LEVINE CCO-ORO) 
ECON3103 g* DICKSON 
EC0N339! SMITH. WeV,

DATTA 
WALTON

THUR DEC 
THUR

100 2 PM THUR DEC 08 
2 PM MON OEC 12

2 PM FRI 
2 PM FR|
2 PM FRI

2 Pm FBI 
v-v 2 PN FRI 
6* ? PM FRI
20 ? dm FRI
28 2 PN FPI

205 t:i: Sïïrïliï i i2ri*
LeBe GVM-MAIN ASB 1-9
LeBe GVM-MAIN ASB 1-9
LeSe GVM-WEST ASB 1-14

ASP 1-9
AS 8 I —Î A
ASA t — I 4
ASB !-•4
ACS l
ACP 1

OVH ASB l
GV N *SB 1-1*

207 4 299 
207 l 209 

M AGS 1-14
ASB 1—14
ASP 1-14
AGP t-«
AGP t-«
AGP 1-9
ASB U-14
ASB 1,1-H

LAW40 01 
LAW4C71

MATH1091 
NATH1001 
MATHI09I

27 DEC OB 39223
30 DEC 17 LeBe G

LeBe
TILLS

6 1-3ECON4301
EC0N51S!

WEO DEC 
FPI DEC 16

63
67
BO

SIS 83

OEC 09 
DEC 69 
OEC 09 
OEC 0» 
OEC 09

CARF 
STAR 
MOWROVO

01
02
03

222

110 -E*
tOClIMS l* BLAKE
iEliitt Siftii 

tills?! ü

EîSiiî'.î ** eLeKE

ESSiüîî 31 «VEUhlLLE

eScÜsÎb {î SBK®,°
IKÜ2SÎ ,A LONDON 
IDC*3594 1A LONDON
ISSÎ52Î5 lA * MCKEOWN 
EOC 15646, |A WHlTEFOf

23 SAT DEC 10 
7 PM FRI DEC 09 
T PM FRI OEC 09 
y PM FPI OEC 09 
7 PM SAT DEC IT 
2 PM thup OEC oe 
2 PM SAT DEC 17 
9 AM WEO OEC 14 
7 PM TUES DEC 13 
7 PM THUP OEC 15 
7 PM THUR OEC 15 
7 PM THUP DEC 15 
9 AM SAT OEC 17 
2 PM TUES OEC 13 
9 AM FPI DEC 16 
2 PM THUR DEC 15 
2 PM FRI DEC 16 
7 PM WEO DEC 14

Ate III* SathISoi

MATH1001 
11 NAT Ml 091

MATH100I 
MATH1091 
MATHlOC 1 
MATH1001 
MATHl00l 
MATHIOO1 
MATHl031 
NATH1001 
NAT H1031 
MATHl011 
NAT HI01 I 
MATHl0 
NATH1 201 
MATHl201

52
6*

OA LEE
05 LUNO
06 viswanathan
07 •MASON 
06 SULLIVAN
09 BARCLAY
10 «CHEFNOFF
11 SMITH. AL
12 FAIPBAIRN
13 FAIPBAIPN
14 NI CHU
15 EDWARDS 
IS ANWAR
01 VAOZAN
02 RICHARDS
03 «SULLIVAN
01 SINGH
02 VAOZAN

LeBe GYM-MA\N 
L • 5 e GYM-WEÇT 
LeBe GVN-WEST 
LeBe GYN-WFST 
LeBe GVM-WEST 
LeBe GVM-WrST 
D'AVARV HA.L 
D'AVARV HALL 
LeBe GYM 
LeBe GYN 
3'AVAR

31 LeS
LeS? 23

25
S3220 OEC 

DEC OR 
DEC 09 
DEC 09 
OEC 09 
DEC 99 
OEC 09 
DEC 09 
OEC 09 
DEC 07 
DEC 09 
DEC 09 
OEC 03 
DEC 09

-14 
-1 A 
-1 A

16 114 2 pw
2 PN 

6* 2 pn rp
12 2 PN FP
16 2 
3C 2 
66 2 PN FPI
6? 2 PN FFI
5C 9 AN FP! 
46 » AN FP!
7? 9 AN FFI
40 9 AN FRI
53 9 AN FRI

6*
6A

ePI
FFI14 J»

23 HALL GVM 11-13
10-12

lfn32
A
A

1
PI43 l-l Pn f 

pn FP!35 I- ll 
1-11
II- 14

tv (cn-opoi ARY HALL GVN 
D'AVARV HALL GVW 
D'AVARV HALL GV* 
-eBe GVN-WEST 
LeBe GVN-WEST 
LeBe GVN-WEST 
LeBe GVN-WEST 
LeB. GVM-WEST

*
31

GV
ÎSB

75 M—MAIN
10 220

343fi

A
11

52 GVM 10-14
29 325
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High-society punk devotees who 
wont just the right hoir color to 
match their Hefty Garbage bag 
dress or razor blade earrings are 
dashing over to see a man named 
Martin Huckle. Huckle Is the man 
behind jingles hair salon - 
reportedly the place to have one's 
hair dyed lavender, blue, or puce.

Since the colors are produced by 
harmless vegetable dyes that 
wash right out, one doesn’t 
necessarily need a garbage bag 
full of- money to achieve that 
fullsome, trashy look. And if 
you’re going to venture into the 
exciting world of punk hair, you 
might wish to know that THE color 
right now is aubergine (Pron: 
o-bear-zhine) -- or eggplant to you. 
(Newscript)

Con Edison, faced with millions 
of dollars in law suits resulting 
from the disastrous black-out of 
July 13th, would love it if 
everyone believed that the whole 
affair wdsthe result of a lightning 
bolt - that good old Act of God.

But according to Frank Laurlo, 
writing in High Times magazine, 
not everyone is sure that's all that 
happened. The Committee to 
Nationalize Con Ed, known as 
CONCON, recently released the 
following facts:

Moments before the blackout, 
the night sky was illuminated by a 
sudden brightness which reput
able observers said "lasted much 
longer than lightning." Soon after 
the shutdown, the Indian Point 
Nuclear power plant was sur
rounded by State Troopers who 
kept all unauthorized civilians

River County Jail. The students -25 feet tall, to the grounds of 
Lakewood school. The -native ron9m9 from sl*fh to ninth
plants are thriving, and the project ?raders « weren't actually tossed
saved the school a pile of money mto ,he clink- buf keP*in « waiting 
(Newscript) room until their parents came to

pick them up.
Mrs. Kenyon Fish, the school 

district transportation director 
said that taking the children off to 
jail is a normal procedure if 
they're creating a safety hazard. 
"You'd think we never took kids to 
jail before," she said. (Newscript)

nrrrT. *^ r
t:

A California entrepreneur has 
come up with a weapon for 
non-smokers who are tired of 
being assaulted by the tors and 
nicotines exuded by their smoking 
friends.

Paul Wright of Bakersfield is 
selling non-smokers a spray can 
loaded with lemon-scented mist, 
and he says he can't keep up with 
the demand.

The cans, which market for 
$4.95, carry instructions advising, 
"When cigar, cigarette or pipe 
smoke is detected, aim atomizer 
at source and spray for one 
second. If smoker becomes irate, 
spray again." Some folks think the 
can ought to also carry the 
warning, "Caution: using this can 
may be dangerous to your health." 
(Newscript)
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It now costs a dollar to cross San 
Francisco's famous Golden Gate 
Bridge. But if you've ever thought 
of crashing the bridge - don't - 
because bridge employees will 
manage somehow to take their 
tolls.
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The next time you sit down toLost year, for example, an
elderly gentleman drove up to the read a book you might find 
toll booth, only to discover he yourself listening to it as well, 
didn't have the required fore. The Transparent records about two 
toll collector told him he could inches in diameter may soon be 
mail in his toll, if he left behind an pasted on the pages of your 
item for security. So the favorite novel, and the characters 
gentleman left the only valuable will be able to come alive via an 
thing he had -- his false teeth, invention called the microphono- 
Another impoverished driver graph, 
handed over the registration card
to his junky auto, while a third left will be played by a special device 
behind a potted Christmas tree which looks like the base part of a 
until he could come up with the telephone. The player will turn,

rather than the record.
The microphonograph will not 

be sold separately _ but in a 
package with a particular book or 
product. The first book to employ 
the new micro records will be the 

The American Hospital Supply Young Children's Encyclopedia put 
Corporation of Evanston, Illinois out bY Encyclopedia Britannica, 
says it has just produced the first 1° the encyclopedia, children 
completely artificial voice mac- will be able to hear things like a 
hine available to thousands of *ree pictured on the page talking

about how it grows. (Newscript)
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And then, for many hours, the 

entire island of Manhattan

William Matons, 
vaudeville dancer and 
regular act on the Federal Court 
Circuit, almost scored a contempt 
charge by showing up in court in 
full military regalia as General 
Hershey Bar or General Waste 
Morland - depending on which 
day it was.

With phony ribbons and toy 
airplanes hanging from his 
shoulders, Matons was scolded by 
Magistrate John Kronenberg for 
turning the court into a theatrical 
show. But when Matons protested 
that Will Rogers wore his cowboy 
hat and western attire when not 
performing onstage. Judge Kron
enberg stopped him in midsen
tence saying, "You've struck a 
responsive chord. I (will not) lift a 
hand against Will Rogers. I 
(cannot) cite you for contempt."

Matons' assault and battery 
charge is still pending, however. 
(Newscript)

a former 
now a

1

was
sealed off, since not only tunnels, 
but unaccountably, bridges, were 
closed down. And finally, for over 
24 hours, New York City suffered 
a news blackout quite separate that he CAN go home again, but 
from any power failure - the he s going to have to play a rather 
radios playing soothing music and strange game. He s free on bail as 
issuing bland assurances. long as he doesn't talk to his wife

CONCON concludes that Con Ed or go near her. But he's allowed to 
isn't telling everything it knows, live with her.
(Newscript)

V
ill The information on the records
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£
A Toronto man has been told

fare. (Newscript)
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Bommon-Halli Varadarajan was 
charged with common assault 
against his wife in June of this 
year. He was released on bail but
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G. Gordon Liddy, whose illegal
activities and loyalty to Richard was told bV the iud9« n°* 9° f°
Nixon made him a convict, has just his house. He promptly went home
published his own expose of the °"d was subsequently arrested $peech.impaired per$ons. 
pr.son system in Esquire Maga- and sent 'ml f0' bre°ch °f ba,‘- A handicapped person can use 
z'ne- ,. ! . ' °. ?e ,ug, -?0 the Phonic Mirror Handi-Voice to

Liddy, who obviously prides Jnm'n^ ,°k * utter electronically pre-progromm-
himself on doing time in real lud9e on the grounds that it was e(j word$ and phrya„s gUCh as -,
££-J5, ZZlZ "Z; "«iThiT. Z “!■'• ?">•' «" "!? “ f «»" ?" I’.nd-.d, <* women 

most of his contempt for thl 9° home as long as directly or VO,Ce' ,The ™chme co" a,s° “round "““on who routinely 
guards or "harks and screws” '"directly, which means he can't W°fjS USm^ Phfnet,c <ry out to become cheerleaders for
The guards soys Liddv have even communicate with her hods and speaks in a their favorite team in the National
condemned themselves to thkty through his two children. (News- ^ale-sounding voice with a slight Football League, but many might 
years to life in prison for a meoqZ criPt) (Credit: Bob Kennedy, CHUM Sc°*!'sh acc«n* ,or *orTe re°$on; hove se«ond thoughts about 
salary and all they can steaMus Radio, Toronto, Ontario) T?e m0ch,,ne' which w.ll seH making the squad if they knew
km.. ..7k r J J r* “ nex* year for around $2,000 about the working conditions

K * °n (dollars), should be of help to The Chicago Bears' "Honey
... : e describes them as fEllEl'IEl deaf-mute persons, those who Bears" are a good example of
losers , of low intelligence, HU® have undergone surgery to what NFL cheerleader, Tust put

e uco ion an conripe ence. remove their vocal chords, and up with. The Honey Bears have
superior" °genes ore^psvcholo^ A 9r°up of residents from Park victlm® of such diseases as had to fight to get warm-up 

gicolly stronger have aggressive Forest-lllinois has s°ved hundreds multlple sclerosl$' (Newscript) jackets to protect their scantly
personalities and above9 all, are °! ,rees °nd bushes from the path clad bod'es fr°m ,h® cold. they're
"risk takers ' of a bulldozer, while at the some ordY P°'d $10 (dollars) a game

But, as Liddy sees it, although time landscaping the grounds of a ®®H plus some expense money, and
the "prisoners hold all the high loca!_ sch°°'- £ey/e ,ef’ defenseless against
cords," the effects of racism have .Whe" tbe PeoPle learned that a ,he ,ans who mob them after the
so divided and weakened convicts Planned development would doom Florida school bus driver game- The women say they're
that they are at the mercy of their the ,rees' ,he residents began Leaester Penny just got so fed up easy iar9e’s because "they’re
enemies, the guards Liddy ,ransPlan*in9 the basswood, white with her busload of 57 screaming œco9nized because they're carry-
believes there s a message here ash do9woods, red and burr oaks kids, she suddenly turned the bus '"9 ,heir P°mPO"s with them",
for all Americans. (NDS) ond crabaPP'e trees, some up to around and headed for the Indian ' ewscnPf)

Caribbean Circle
presents

A Prelude To CARIBBEAN INITE

-
t

pguSEoT^DU!
1

mu® COLLEGE
STUDENAs many a frustrated commuter 

knows, trains just do not stop to 
pick up frantic travelers who were 
late to the station. But in case, 
you're ever stranded in the 
Alaskan wilds, it might be nice to 
know that one train will stop for 
you - the Alaska Railway between 
Fairbanks and Anchorage.

"We run a more personal train," 
explains engineer Jerry LeBlonc. 
"If somebody jumps out of the 
Woods, we stop." If that somebody 
is a hunter, he can bring his 
freshly-killed bear or moose 
aboard too - at one dollar per 
hundred pounds. But he'll have to 
check his gun in the baggage 
department. (Newscript)

If SO

10% Disc oui

Regent St. A 
F’ton N.] 

455-2077

• e

0

0
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PUB DISCO - DANCE
<LMARSHALL d’AVRAY Hall

Fri. 25 Nov. 8,30 $1.50
ALL ARL WELCOME OT0D0S SON BIEIWENID0S

TOUT LE MONDE BIENVENUE
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Exam Schedule ’77

CHSR Position Open »

Lady Dunn Hall wishes to thank YM-YWCA 
Offers

ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER
Duties will include technical maintenance, ordering supplies, 
supervision of other technical staff, and other technical dept, 
organizational functions, including participation in executive 
meetings.

VpUSEq* *OUS£ck the following places for

sponsoring each girl

in our Runatian:

Kelly's Stereo Mart
Fox & Breen Jewellery Ltd.
Neills Sporting Goods
D & W Retail Record & Tape
Nordic Art Shop ($17.20)

■ppé? ^CT/

CHIEF OPERATORCOLLEGE 
STUDENT ?? ScholarshipDuties will include training on-air staff and ensuring their 

competence. A knowledge of all on-air operations (especially 
good programming and technical operation) will be required.

Applications should be made in writing and include the applicant's 
name and qualifications, proposals, etc. Applications must be 
submitted to the Station manager (Mike Hughson) by Sunday, 
November 27, 1977.

If SO

10% Discount
Since 1954 the International 

Association of Y's Men's Clubs, 
through individual clubs around 
the world, has funded the Paul 
William Alexander Scholarship 
Fund. Named in honor of the 
founder of Y's Men's International, 

Y he fund is administered on a 
-i regional basis.

Individual Y's Men's Clubs 
service clubs whose primary 
function is to support the work of 
the YM-YWCA. There are three 
such clubs in Fredericton: Capitals, 
Epsilon and Nashwaaksis.

The size of a Paul William 
Alexander Scholarship award is 
variable, but has an average value 
in the order of $500. It is open to 
any undergraduate student inter
ested in a career with the 
YM-YWCA. Recipients must pledge 
to work with the Y for at least 
year following graduation. Schol
arship may be renewed upon proff 
of satisfactory academic growth.

Applicants will be interviewed 
locally, and detailed applications 
will be forwarded through a 
chairman in Saint John. As the 
entire selection process takes 
about three months.

Regent St. Mall 
F’ton N.B. 

455-2077
LATE APPLICATIONS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.

Further information is available from the Chief Engineer (George 
Stuart) at 455-1572.

0-0 are

FOR CHRISTMAS FROM I0

epmpyg b0@ksif8rej-.6
0 JUST ARRIVED

CALENDARS 
ART REPRODUCTIONS

I V

* one
o

>
INJjeçgrds

Classical

Popular

'Movie - Sound 
Tracks

A variety of:
“SUPPLIES” early

application is encouraged. There 
is no fixed quota of awards; each 
application is judged on a basis of 
academic achievement, character 
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ACADEMIC RESEARCH
All Subjects

Fast, professional, and proven quality. 
Send $1 00 for the current edition of our 
220 - page mail order catalog.

(213) 477-8474
P.O. Box 25916-2, Los Angeles. CA 90025
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sports 22 —the brunswickan NOVEMBER 25. 1977 Fraser
Reds beat Acadia and Dal, takes on Mount A By JEFF IRWIN

The Red Bombers wide 
Stuart Fraser was vc 
Canadian. In a short inte 
phone. Stu remarked tha 
very excited about it an' 
forward to meeting th 

''selected players.

Stu said that he went tc 
where he was given a 
scholarship donated in his 
UNB by Nestles’, the spc 
the All-Canadian Team, 
also given a ring and a 
While in Toronto he atte 
College Bowl.

The All-Canadian lean 
travelling to Tampa-Bay 
where they will play the 
Bowl on Jan 8. The team i 
on Dec 28 so that t 
practice.

threatened by any at me teams 
and emerged as tournament 
winners.

Last weekend, while the men 
opened up against the nation’s 
fifth ranked St. F.X. team the Reds 
hosted the X-ettes. The game 
began with a determined St. F.X. 
effort, but the Reds quickly 
regained their composure and, in 
the tradition of past Reds teams, 
quickly disposed of their oppon
ents in three straight games.

While the women’s volleyball 
team has not been In the news 
lately, that Is not to soy this young 
but exciting team has not been 
active. After a two week training 
session the Reds travelled tc 
Presqu'île on Oct. 29 for a four 
team exhibition tournament in 
volving UMPI, UM at Machias 
Acadia University and UNB. 
Ploying a strong aggressive game 

seriously

Couch Koivo Celdoma was Intercollegiate teams this year, 
particularly pleased with the 
comeback the team made In the

Moncton point for point to 
This past weekend the Reds eventually lose 17-15 and 16-14. 

travelled to Wolfeville for the This puts the team in an Important 
third game as the Reds were down onnuo| Dalhousie Acadia position as a first year team which
11-2. After a time-out the team tournament. The Red machine lost by* only a 4 point spread to on 
systematically fought back point impressively ran over the four experienced group is a force to be 
by point to tie the game at 12-12, opponents In their pool In straight reckoned with, 
and finally won it 15-12. This was game wins with scores of
a good sign for what Is. essentially 15.3> } 5.8 v, Mt. A; 15-5, 16-14 vs 
a first year team as it reflects the Cei|idh (0 c|ub teom from Halifax); Monc,on to P,aY ,he u d* Moncton 
desire and mental toughness the 15.3, 15-11 vs Memorial; and, In a Bleue An9e$ in intercollegiate 
team has and will need against sudden death match to determine competition, and this should prove

an Interesting encounter. The

On Friday, the Reds travel to

they were never

the first place team In their 
section, ousted host team Acodla players are all eager for a

re-match and the team will be 
practicing for this game by making 
several defensive adjustments as 
well as starting to work on a fast, 
deceptive offense.

V

Blaney,Smith sweep judo honors 15-5, 16-14.

The first place standing qualifi
ed the Reds for the finals against 
the University of Moncton, on 
experienced, aggressive squad 
who graduated only one player 
from their line-up last year. In an 
exciting, fast paced two games, 
featuring hard spikes, excellent 
blocking and some spectacular 
defensive performers, the Reds 
came from behind, took the lead 
briefly, lost it, and then matched

Lost weekend, the UNB Judo Hylas Chung, Tom Baird, Roger who both won their divisions. The 
Club hosted the third annual UNB Delange, Harvey Belliveou, Mary Nockawic club seeking it’s first 
Fall Classic Tournament. UNB Christie and Lucie Bertin. Allan
competitors took a total of 14 Gray took the clubs lone third medals. Barry Blaney and Dana
medals, including four in the place. Corey finished second and third
women's categories. , „ , ^ respectively.

Team coach Fred Bloney took /®"®,w'n9 ,h® COmPetl,'°,n’^ The UNB club will not be in any 
both his division, the under 210 of UNB s competition, two of UNB s competit|on, unt|| the next year, 
pounds and the men's open competitors received o belt
category while Glenna Smith took grading. Mike Hethrington and
her division, the under 146 and Vienna Smith were both graded 
the women’s open. ‘rom blue to brown belt.

Other first places went to 
Dennis Graham in the blue to
black belt under 172 and Julie wer® th« Newcastle club led by

Dave Burchill, who become the

On Saturday the team hosts Mt. 
Allison Coeds at 1:00 p.m. in the 
Main Gym for their last home 
game before the X-mas holidays. 
Come on out and watch this 
exciting and determined team in 
action.

Curling is 
lots of fu

tournament action took two

The UNB mixed cur 
continues to enjoy vi 
attendance on Sunday 
Fredericton curling cli 
town. Are members havi 
time? I would say s< 
Sunday you couldn't cc 
on your game for all th< 
going on around you 01

Acadia/Dal invitationalt

»,

Reds and Rebels do UNB proudOther notables in the meet
1.

Greenwood in the under 134.
Second place finishes went to youngest black belt in the 

Gerry Peters, Mike Hethrington, province and his brother Kevin Last weekend, the UNB Reds games of the day, leaving them players and coaches were quite 
and Red Rebel volleyball teams with a five and five record. pleased with the events of the
travelled to Wolfville, N.S., for the . weekend. They were able to take
annual Acadia/Dalhousie Invita- Despite Friday night attempts by their first really good look at the 
tional Tournament. There were 20 Red Rebel Mike Phillips to keep
other teams at the tournament, the Sunbury men up late (he was "x" offence, and more important-
and even though neither the Reds reportedly drinking volley balls in Proved »° themselves and
nor the Rebels came home with their bedroom at 1:00 a.m.) the
top honours, both teams consider- Blues were winners of the Rebels
ed the weekend highly successful division, and a very impressive
in terms of accomplishing wha1 Dalhousie University beat out St.

F.X., Moncton, and others in the 
second division, earning them the , . , ,

In the past, the Rebels have right to meet Sunbury in the finals. .V* 'vork 7ot *° do' ^ut things 
traditionally declined the invita- A strong showing by Sunbury in W' on y gef befter for the Rebels-
tion to attend this particular the championship gave them the
tournament, feeling that at this tournament title.
point in the season their time can evening, and here in the main gym
be spent more valuably in practice Even though the Rebels finished tomorrow afternoon against Mt.

i_ fben m a competitive situation. wjth a record of five and five, the A
| This year however, coaches Mai 
| Early and Sonny Phillips saw the 
9 tournament as an excellent 

opportunity to evaluate, In a 
o competitive situation, the compli- 

’7* a. cated offence the Rebels have, 
opted to go with this year. They, 
had little chance to examine it two| 
weeks ago when the Rebels were' 
downed by St. F.X. here at home,| 
as poor bumping by the Rebels 
meant that very little offence was 
actually generated in that match.

MHBH mm •m, Perhaps part of the i 
good attendance are th 
able hours - 12 p.m. 
Sunday. People seem 1 
much more than 10 a.m 
would like to join in 1 
curling we'll be on the 
this coming Sunday ( 
every Sunday) and we 
see yal

!

l f i I
r> others that they ore capable of 

ploying good volleyball (they 
the only team to take a game off 
the tournament champions in the 
2 days of competition). There's a

i werei■

they had set out to do.
f , r*r, ,

' Fish 'n' Chips 
Scallops & Chips Q 
Clams & Chips 
Shrimp n' Chips 
Hamburgers 
Onion Rings

K 1 The Reds' and Rebels' next 
matches are in Moncton this

1w W . '
:W

m
■ *

i l At the
RIVERVIEW ARMS

111

m
UNB judo Club's Roger Delange finished second in last weekend's 
Fall Classic meet. PIZZE

ÎHBUCKSHOT 0 mFour way go for gymnasts November 25 & 26 
Nov. 28 - Dec. 3The Rebels' first two matches of 

the tournament, both played on 
Friday evening, were against the 
two strongest teams in their 
division; the Sunbury Blues from 
Oromocto, and Celidh, a tradition
ally very strong senior team from 
Halifax. These two matches saw 
the Rebels playing without a doubt 
their best ball of the year so far, as 
they split with the Blues and were. 
downed by Celidh in a pair of 
highly contested games.

The next morning, inconsistency 
once again crept into the Rebels' 
ploy, and they were defeated by 
Memorial University from New
foundland. Pulling their act 
together somewhat, though not 
playing nearly as well as the might 
before, the Rebels went on to 
easily tronnce Acadia and the 
Sockvllle Seniors In their last four

The UNB men's gymnastics team difficulty and better execution in 
vaults into action this Saturday at ,be*r routines, so you can look

forward to seeing a lot more than 
forward rolls.

UPEëj
1:00 p.m. In the South gym.

Competition will be provided by 
Université de Moncton, Dalhousie Scott Hill of the Eagles gym club 
Univ. and Fredericton Eagles. The *P*rrt bis summer training with 
UNB men were outdone only by ^anado ® Olympic team and his 
York University at the CIAU performance will undoubtedly be 
championships held here last an *ve cotcher.

IX
'6e'

'A 2M KING ST. — 00*1 
FREDERICAll in oil, this first invitational 

on ghould prove to be entertaining as 
sabbatical this year at Berkley but 12 gymnasts from around the 
he'll be bock soon. Atlantic area will be performing

Meanwhile the team is fortun their routines before a jury of 
ate enough to have the expert nqtlonally rated judges.

coaching of Pierre Gervais’ .. . . : ; : .,Unfortunately, tor the secont
year in a row UNB does not have a 
women's gymnastics team. Inter
ested females should contact the 
Fredericton gym club.

Saturday — Hope you can fine 
time at attend — free admission.

year.
Coach Don Eagle Is MAT. 2-5

NOW 01 
LUNAPIZi

V
graduate and past team captain 
and Rob Paradis who is deeply 
involved with gymnastics in th« 
Atlantic Region and has been with 
the teom over four years.

Most of lost year's team 
members ore back with more

NO ]
COVER 

HARGE UI
Thursday

Saturda
*
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bestofbe/tFraser voted All- Canadian
A As Indicated last week, this week’s column will be on some of 

the mysteries of the knee. Since many of the readers ore not Phys. 
Ed. 1 majors or do not have a vast knowledge of the anatomy of 
the knee, I will keep the level of the column to that which, 
hopefully, the layman con understand.

The knee the largest joint In the body, Is designed for the 
purpose of bending in one direction only. In other words It Is 
designed basically for knee flexion (bringing the heel towards the 
bum) and extension (straightening the leg out). The side to side 
motion of the knee is very restricted and most that may appear to 
be coming from the knee is actually coming from the hip joint.

The bones that come together to form the knee joint create o 
very weak arrangement. The bones that come together are the 
thigh bone (femur) the kneecap (patella) and the calf bones (tibia 
- the big one - and the fibula - the small one). These bone* 
stabilised by an arrangement of ligaments, and various 
cartilaginous arrangements, both of which are connective tissue. 
Surrounding the entire structure is a membrance which also 
serves to lubricate the joint. For protection, there is a network of 
sacs known as bursa which pad the knee and help to prevent 
unusual movement. Theré are also fof pads behind the kneecap 
which help to protect it.

Collateral ligaments on both the inside and outside of the knee 
help to stabilize the knee from moving excessively in those 
directions while ligament which criss-cross in the back and front of 
the knee help to limit movement in those directions.

The cartilages, known as the menisci, act os shock absorbers 
between - the bones of the lower and upper legs. The heads of the 
thigh and calf bones fit into these menisci, which are oval shaped, 
and also prevent the bones from grinding on each other.

These muscles are grouped together by the actions which they 
perform. The muscles on the front of the thigh are known as the 
quadriceps, or quods, and the muscles on the back of the thigh are 
known os the hamstrings. There are also muscles on the bock of 
the coif which effect knee movement.

The knee is particularly susceptible to bruising because of the 
lack of padding offered by it's structure. Usually these injuries are 
incurred by falling or a hard, direct blow. Sometimes the blow will 
also cause an injury to the ligaments or menisci and often ihese 
are neglected by the person receiving the injury because they may 
think that the pain is coming from the bruise. Wearing a kneepad 
in those sports or activities in which there are many opportunities 
for knee bruising is often a cheap solution to the situation.

Sprains most often occur to the knee due to abnormal twisting 
which results in stretching the ligaments. A blow to either side of 
the knee while the foot is planted can cause stretching and tearing 
of the connective tissue (ligaments and cartilage). A blow to the 
front of the knee while the foot is planted can lead to a 
hyper-extension, which can stretch the ligaments in the back of 
the knee.

When the menisci is injured, nine times out of ten, it will be the 
one on the inside of the knee. When the menisci, is slightly injured 
time and again, the knee's strength is reduced and the chances 
that a cartilage tear may occur are increased. Once this happens, 
it will not repair itself because of the fact that no blood vessels go 
directly to the cartilage. Sometimes, the edges of the cartilage 
which has been torn harden and sometimes a piece may break off 
and become wedged in between the bones causing thek nee to 
lock. In these cases, the knee may have to be operated on in order 
to restore normal movement.

One of the most common afflications that athletes have is 
known as chondromalacia patallae or a softening of the kneecap. 
This condition causes chronic pain and often weakens the knee. 
There are four grades of chondrmalkacia and depending upon 
how severe the condition is, an operation may be deemed 
necessary in which the bone is scraped in order to remove the 
softened port.

These are only a few of the many different types of injuries and 
conditions which the knee may be inflicted with. By no means am I 
trying to be scientific about it. Whenever you receive an injury to 
your knee and the pain or swelling persists, by all means see a 
doctor, you may be injured worse - than you think. Don't try to 
appear tough: it only takes a few minutes and you might save 
yourself years of having pain as your constant companion. If 
anyone wishes me to comment on any other type of injury please 
write in and let me know so that I can seek professional advice in 
answering you.

See ya next week.

By JEFF IRWIN

The Red Bombers wide receiver I 
Stuart Fraser was voted All UB 
Canadian. In a short interview by 
phone, Stu remarked that he was 
very excited about it and looked 
forward to meeting the other 

'selected players.

Stu said that he went to Toronto 
where he was given a $500.00 
scholarship donated in his name to 
UNB by Nestles', the sponsors of J. 
the All-Canadian Team. He was ■ 
also given a ring and a plaque. ■ 
While in Toronto he attended the ■ 
College Bowl.

The All-Canadian team will be 
travelling to Tampa-Bay, Florida 3 
where they will play the Can-Am Si 
Bowl on Jan 8. The team is leaving pf 
on Dec 28 so that they can li 
practice.
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Curling is 
lots of fun

■
Stuart Fraser led the league in pass receptions this year on his 
way to an all-Canadian berth. .*

The UNB mixed curling club 
continues to enjoy very good 
attendance on Sundays at the

6
Table tennis

Fredericton curling club down- -
town. Are members having a good J| { JJ© nFV F Si FK
time? I would say so — last J

Intramurals
iud INTER CLASS FLOOR HOCKEY

Sunday you couldn't concentrate 
on your game for all the laughing 
going on around you or at you!

Anyone interested in playing 
table tennis recreationally is 
invited to drop in to the 
Fredericton Table Tennis Club at 

Perhaps part of the reason for (he Skyline Acres' Recreation 
good attendance are the reason- Centre on Friday and Sunday 
able hours - 12 p.m. - 4 p.m. evenings from 7 - 10 p.m. 
Sunday. People seem to like 12 ,n addition, the FTTC will be 
much more than 10 a.m. So if you hosting the Fredericton Invitation- 
would like to join in the fun of a| Tournament on Saturday, 
curling we’ll be on the ice again December 3 at the Henry Park 
this coming Suhday (and most Recreation Centre.

For further information call

November 26 West gym 
7:30 p.m. çg educire quite 

s of the 
e to take 
ok at the

vs
8:30 vs Eng.23BBA
9:30 FE 5For. 2 

For. 5
vs

10:30 CSvs

mportant- 
Ives and November 30, West Gym

CS10:00 p.m. CE 
11:00 p.m. Eng. 23 vs

vsipable of 
they were 
game off 
ms in the 
There’s a 
ut things 
e Rebels.

ils' next 
ton this 
nain gym 
linst Mt.

Educ

every Sunday) and we'd love to 
see ya! Games to recommence Wed. 

January 11, 1978 so be sure to 
check in with the office regarding 
the rest of the schedule as soon as 
you get back from Christmas 
holidays (453-4579)

Doug Jackson at 454-5633.

ED’S FISH’N’ CHIPS' Fish 'n' Chips 
'Scallops & Chips 
Clams & Chips 
Shrimp n' Chips 
Hamburgers 
Onion Rings

Open 7 Days a Week

Fri. - Sat. 11 :Q0 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 
Mon. - Thurs. 11 ;00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 

81 Regent St. F’ton

INTER CLASS SOCCER 
FINAL STANDINGS455-2985

TEAM GP 
For. 35 c 
Law

W L T PTS
4 0 1

6 3 2 1
6 3 3 0
6 2 3 1
6 2 3 1

1 3 2
1 3 2

CE
Geo I
SE
Sci 6
Eng. 5- 6CALLFOR

FAST INTER RESIDENCE WATERPOLO
SERVICEr

TEAM
Harrison g
Jones 
Neill
MacKenzie 
L.B.R.
Bridges 
Aitken
Neville q

W L PTSAND 0

1 DELIVERY 03

vmf// i2 'ta
21455-4020 21i 2. 1b,' 30
3

FREDERICTON, N. B.
INTER RESIDENCE FLAG FOOTBALL

NOW OPEN IN 0R0M0CT0 
LUNA PIZZA &. BEVERAGE ROOM

203 Restigouche

Live Entertainment 
Thursday, Friday,Saturday evenings. 

Saturday Matinee 2*00 - 5«00p.m.

Final Standings 
TEAM W 
Bridges 7 
Neville 7 
Harrison 6 
MacKenzie 4 
L.B.R.
Neill 
Jones 
Harrington 3 
Aitken 2 
Holy Cross 2

Skating sessions offeredL T PTS
160 2
151 1
141 2 Adult skating sessions sponsor- evenings at the Aitken Centre plus 

ed by the Fredericton Figure instruction by a Club Professional 
Skating Club are held every Skating instructor Dan Dorohoy, 
Friday. on basic "how to skate” skills

The registration fee of $30.00, during the evening session. For 
covers a 1:30 to 2:30 session each additonal information on registra- 
Friday afternoon at the Beaver- tion times, etc., contact: Trisha 
brook Arena, one hour Friday Allen, 454-6947.

94 1
73 5 1
73 5 1
63 6 0
66 0
56 1
56 1 j*

1
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1Bloomers baffle Dal offence in weekend Hum
Pressure defense was again the department rebounding Is very —g———

style displayed by the Red important in basket-ball for it Is a
Bloomers In sweeping two home major method of obtaining
gomes from the Dal Tlgerettes lost possession of the ball. Defensive
week-end. To the delight of UNB rebounding usually completes the
Bloomer fans the team scored phase of defense where the
victories of 74-48 Friday night and defensive unit has tried to force
73-53 Saturday afternoon versus the opponents to take a lower

percentage shot than they wish. It 
A noisy crowd of 300 cheered can initiate a fast breaking 

wildly in the opening home game opportunity os well. Offensive 
as the Bloomers jumped to a 38-20 rebounding is important for 
half-time lead. The UNB lead was getting more shots for scoring 
mainly built on the basis of the opportunities, 
relentless full court pressure of a 
man to man coverage. This tiring 
but exciting defense caused the
Dal team to turn over possession strong this year. Led by their 7 to 1 
of the ball to the Bloomers time 12 squad (these being numbers 7 - S 
and time again through violations Laura Sanders; 8 - Claire Mitton; 9 j 
and errant passes which the alert - Cathy Maxwell; 10 • Sylvia 4 
UNB squad was able to steal. The Blumenfeld; 11 - Moira Pryde; 12 - *
crowd appreciated this hustling Janet Proude) the Bloomers have 
effort and enjoyed the obvious dominated the "boards" out- f 
enthusiasm of the UNB players. rebounding their opponents by a 

All ten Bloomers in unifrom for ratio of nearly 3 to 1. 
this game (Carolyn Gammon did 
not play as she is currently 
recovering from a broken finger) 
ployed pearly equal time. In fact, 
the UNB coaches often made five 
substitutions at one time in 
platoon fashion.

Offensively, the Bloomers were 
led by Sylvia Blumenfeld who 
scored almost 60 percent of her 
shots for the game. She made 
numerous spinning drives to the 
bosket and the only

V;

J >
the Dalhousie team.

W Ip

It is in the area of rebounding 
that the Bloomers are particularly F

fcJE,
i

:>

o

‘f*L ■.-*

MS Ij

In the second half of the 
opening Dal game the Bloomers 
experimented with a half court 
1-3-1 zone press called the Rat". 
It involves two players attempting 
to trap the opponent with the boll 
and force a lob pass which the 
remaining UNB team might 
intercept. It gets its name from the 
chasing and scurrying by the 
defense after the ball.

mm - 2 lïrJL^i i m &

As four Dalhousie players look on, UNB's Laura Sanders goes up for two.

The Bloomers' next immediate ranked teams in Canada (The lost appearance. Although an 
action is the Concordia Invitational Bloomers are currently ranked 4th early season tournament, it gives 
Tournament in Montreal - Nov. 24, in the country) as well as a an indication of the strength and 
25, and 26. This tournament University of Connecticut team relative position of the various 
features 6 out of 7 of the top which won the tournament in their conferences across Canada.

i
• ■

way
Dalhousie was able to stop her 
was by fouling. Although Sylvia ,eam in ,orcin9 ,hem abandon

their patterned offense and 
caused several mistakes of which 
the Bloomers took quick advant-

t It was effective against the Dalt v*'....

fee.Swimmers face better Mount Ahad an off night in her foul 
shooting, she still finished with 24 
points which is the highest 
individual scoring effort by a a®e- 
Bloomer this season, and this was 
in only twenty-five minutes 
playing time.

Saturday's game was much the The UNB mens and womens 
same as Friday's but with a couple varsity swimming 'teams travel 

Also impressive for the Bloom- of d'Merent Bloomers high lighting away to open their A.U.A.A. meet
Janet Proude who leads tbe ,eam effort. UNB jumped to a schedule for 1977 against Mt.

the team in rebounding. The half time lead of 37-18 with Claire Allison tomorrow.
Mitton showing an excellent Although Mt. Allison swimmers 
shooting touch with several have been overpowered in the 
boskets from outside. In the post by the quality of swimmers 
second half the Bloomers kept up from UNB, it is expected the Mt. 
the pressure with Liedy Scholten A. team will offer some excellent 
scoring several times on running competition with the addition of a 
drives to the basket. few new freshmen women to their

roster this year.
Swimming in the past years has

respective events 1000 freestyle vary, lain Sinclair and another 
and 200 individual medley, thus 
not enabling UNB to host a 
swimmer for those events. Bill 
Emery placed 3rd in the. 200 
freestyle in a very close finish 
among the top 3 swimmers.

breaststroker Mike Sinstad will be 
going after the AUAA title once 
more.ers was

UNB women Karen Stangroom 
In the 50 and 100 freestyle, shows a lot of promise in the 

which usually ends up in a very breaststroke and distance free- 
close finish by the eye, platings style by winning the 1000 

decided by electronic timing, freestyle in Maine and placing 2nd 
lain Sinclair placed 3rd. in the 200 breaststroke with

Rob Davis, a converted Breast- Deidre Pretlove (freshman), ploc- 
stroker, swam the 200 Fly in a ing 3rd. Debbie Wetmore another 
winning time with UNB swimmer versatile swimmer is presently 
E. Mitsoulis (nicknamed Vango) looking for a position at the ClAU's 
from Univ. of Athens, Greece, this year, swam away with the 200 
placing second. Bruce Williams fly, winning far ahead and placing 
showing excellent form, placed 2nd in the 200 freestyle in a close 
2nd in the 200 Backstroke and 3rd finish 
in the 200 I.M.

74-48 
FRIDAY SATURDAY

73-53

PTSREB PTSREB 
2 0 2
6 4 8 7
11 8 15 10
8 7 4 8

are
Lois Scott 
Laura Sanders 
Claire Mitton 
Cathy Maxwell 
Sylvia Blumenfeld 24 7 7 4
Moira Pryde 
Janet Proude 
Neldo Robbins 2 3 7 0
Liedy Scholten 4 1 10 4
Patty Sheppard 4 3 6 4

(Copt.)

1
k

expansion of age group swimming 
in the Maritimes and Canada, 
university swimming has now felt 
the progression of quality swim
mers into its ranks.

swimmers hove just 
returned from competition with 
the New England state NCAA 
Champions, Univ. of Maine, whom 
exploited a team of 52 top quality 
men and women swimmers and 
divers as compared to UNB's team 
total of 25 swimmers and divers.

many, many fans already this 
season. They are 
impressed by the talent and 
enthusiastic spirit shown by the 
team with their pressure de
fenses. The next home games are 
Dec. 2 and 3 against the well 
coached Acadia Axettes.

4 4 8 2
9 8 6 6 obviously

<r
v.

UNB UNB diver Dole McLean placed 
3rd respectively on both 1 and 3

Randi Stangroom and Ginny 
, Bradley, two women who in the

meter boards with Gary Kelly past have repreSented the AUAA
o owing behind. conference at Nationals showed

Overall the men swimmers and strong form p|ocing 2nd respec- 
divers, locking team size, showed tive|y -in the 500 flnd 1000 
a lot of endurance and strength freestyle. Kathy Gaul, AUAA 
against their opponents and in champion, presently under a 
relation to their conference will be heavy training program fhis yea,
trying to expand on their strong for sprinter, preparing her for 
winning record of 5 AUAA titles more strength, placed 2nd in both 
this year. Because of the small 50 and 100 freestyle events. Both 
contingent of swimmers this year rea||y teams p|oced second overa„ 
the men will be going for top with Kothy Gau| Deidre Pre,|ovei 
positions in all events with the
divers Dale McLean and Gary stangroom on the 400 Medley and 
Kelly looking for repeat confer- Glnny Bradley, Darlene MacDon- 
ence titles. aid, Kathy Miller and Deidre

Pretlove on the 400 freestyle relay 
teams.

i

m %$ & "ïvmm
,

to Although UNB lost both compet
itions by total points, the men and 
women showed a lot of strength 
and quality by winning 3 
individual events and collecting 
the majority of second plocings, 
against the strong showing of 
team depth of the UMO swimmers 
who placed at least four 

9 swimmers in each event to UNB's
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T On an individual basis UNB Returning swimmers expected 

■ mens Medley Relay team consist- to show well this year are Bill
F ing of Bruce Williams, Bill Curtis, Emery, a strong middle distance Women divers Sharon Paauette
V Rob Dovis and lain Sinclair freestyler, Bruce Williams confer- and Celeste Smart are proving to

captured second place in an event ence champion backstroker, Paul be a great asset to the team for
m which proved the depth of the Steeves a versatile breastroker another year with their showing
^ UMO team by hosting 3 individual and IM er, Bill Curtis, a greatly so for. Both divers
*1 teams, but pushed UNB into a very improved breaststroker with conference representatives to
, close second position. hopes of gaining top position this ClAU's last year and are looking
1 UNB had 2 disqualifications year with a summer of training for higher standings this
J through difficulty in adjusting to and Summer Games Competition ..
f the different NCAA rules in the backing him, and Rob Davis a Overall, UNB men one

first half of the meet. John Bennett swimmer capable of performing are planning to send a strong
and Rob Davis were disqualified honors in Fly, breaststroke and contingent of swimmers anc.'

Cothv Maxwell of UNB (no. 9) is fouled under the hoop In action for two false starts and were * M.. These men along with our *° No,!°na, ,his year with
Saturday afternoon. unable to compete in their eestyle depth in John McGill- fifes in mind.
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